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Short holiday appears likel y

Brazil ready
fo freeSt of
70 prisoners

Soodf sdlma

Congress gets little done

RIO DE JANEIRO (AP) —
The; Brazilian government says
it won't release murderers pr
kidnapers, but it is willing to set
free 51 of 70 prisoners demanded as ransom for kidnaped
Swiss Ambassador Giovanni Enrico Bucher.
The Justice Ministry was
awaiting a r^ply today to. the '.offer ' made ¦Monday, night,, its first
official response to the third list
of prisoners purportedly submitted by the terrorist kidnapers.
The first two were rejected as
fakefe.
Of the 19 names the govern.
mentVremoyed from the list;
some were Bearing the end of
sentences and didn't ¦want to
lelave Brazil, others were not
imprisoned but were relatives of
prisoners released during the
three previous political kidnap'RICKSHAW' ON MOON . . . This is an artist's concept ings in Brazil , while the rest
of an Apollo 14 astronaut pulling a two-wheel cart, similar to were* convicted or facing
a rickshaw, on a lunar geological field trip. The two astro- charges of murder or participain the earlier abductions,
nauts will attempt to pull the cart up a 40O-foot-high slope, tion
the
ministry
said
at the top of which they hope to find soil dating back to the v A Varig Airlines. plane was recreation of the moon. Details of the lunar excursion were ported ready at Rio 's Galeae
discussed at a news conference Monday. The Apollo 14 mis- Airport to fly the 51 prisoners
and Bucher's kidnapers to Algesion is scheduled for launching on Jan. 31. (AP Photofax)
ria , Chile or Mexico, satisfying
another ransom demand. Algeria is the only country of the
three that has said it would accept them , the Foreign Ministry
said.;- '
The government rejected a
demand that a terrorist manifesto be published.
Bucher was abducted Dec. 7
and
his Brazilian bodyguard
The third crewman, Stube the first astronauts to
use a two-wheel carrier mortally wounded* when he reart A. Roosa, will orbit the
moon alone in the command
that looks like a small rick- sisted. In three earlier political
ship Kitty Hawk, photograshaw. They will load it with kidnapings, the government acphing future landing sites
shovels, hammers, cameras, cepted the ransom demands, insample bags and other tools cluding release of a total of 60
and conducting scientific exprisoners.
of the moon explorer .'
periments.
The Fra Mauro highlands
During the first moon walk
were believed to have been
Shepard and Mitchell will
No use
formed eons ago by debris
set up a nuclear-powered
thrown out when a huge
This is the time of year
science station intended to
meteorite struck the moon
when some fathers get a gift
relay data back to earth
and carved out the giant
they tip longer have use for
for a year or more on such
Mare Imbrium — the Sea of
things as rnoonquafees, me— a wallet ". ' . . A business
Rains — 500 miles to the
teorite impacts, magnetic
' executive offered $25 for
north.
employees' money - saving
fields and radiation.
ideas. First prize went to a
Some of the rocks are beThe second walk, after a
man who suggested the
nine-hour rest in the lunar
lieved to have been gouged
award be cut to $10 . . . A
module they have named
from a depth of 100 miles
finance company's ads carfor the star Antares, will
or more and could be the
ry this line: "For the man
be a geology field trip. The
original material involved
who has everything — and
rim of Cone Crater, half a
hasn't paid for it. . . Telein the creation of the moon,
mile from the landing site,
phone service is so bad ,
which, like Earth and other
will be the goal.
claims the cynic, that someplanets, is thought by many
Lee said that the moontimes you can't even get a
to have originated by the
men would visit several
wrong number.
coming together of rocks
geologically interesting feaand dust in a giant dust
tures - that would extend
cloud.
their total walking distance
£wiL U)HAJOIV
"Lee said the Apollo 14
to and from the crater a
crew will fly a much safer
a little more than a mile
(For more laughs see
•
spaceship than the ill-fated
and a half.
Earl Wilson on Page 4A.) i
Apollo 13 craft of last April.
Shepard and Mitchell will

Apollo crev, to drag
cart up moon slop e

WASHINGTON (fl - The
91st Congress heads home
tonight, for a long holiday
weekend, likely without offering anything more for
Christmas but a promise to
come back and burn itself
out in a blaze of oratory.
A second attempt to end
a filibuster on funds for a
supersonic transport plane
—SST—was the major piece
of business before the Senate today.
Chances were slim: however, that the 10 a.m. CST
vote would succeed.
The House, meanwhile,
faced a decision on whether
it would return Monday or
stay away until Jan. 2 and
Sossibly remove the last
ope this Congress could

accomplish anything more.
liamentary processing would
Adding to these problems,
have to begin anew.
progress broke down on sevPresident N i x o n has
eral other issues Monday,
threatened to call the new
including five foreign aidCongress into session imand defense bills dealing
mediately on Jan. 3, rather
than allowing it to wait
with Southeast Asia policy.
until the usual start on Jan.
Hence, despite the indig21 v
nant prodding of both Seri"We're in a hell of a
ate and House leaders,
betting was that the last „ mess," allowed veteran
Sen; Henry M. Jackson, Dmajor contribution of the
Wash., himself a principal
91st Congress would be simin the fight to reverse the
ply to turn into the 92nd on
Senate's rejection of SST
Jan. 3.
subsidies and accept a $210
The development could
pose serious problems for
million compromise.
federal operations whose fiThe Senate's tieups so
nances remain hamstrung
bothered House Republican
in the current session, since
Leader Gerald R. Ford of
Michigan he declared his
all pending bills die with
intention to propose the
adjournment ahd their par-

House not return until Jan.
2.

¦

Besides the major money
bills, the entanglement includes the President's welfare reform program, which
also is tinder attack by filibusters and is . tied in with
Social : Security increases
and trade legislation to establish quotas on textiles
and shoes.
The Senate is planning to
come back Monday, but
Ford asserted that the
House "has finished its
business."
"Why should we stay
around here all week while
they talk?" he said.
Congress getting
(Continued on page 2, col. 6)

Reds continue
to pressure
Cambodians
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia
<AP) — Fighting was reported
today at three points along
Phnom Penh's highway to the
sea, the normal route for the nation's oil and gasolind, and the
Cambodian air force was reported in desperate need of
aviation gasoline.
Troops of the North Vietnamese 1st Division have
blocked Highway 4 southwest of
Phnom Penh for morel than a
month, cutting off the country's
only deepwater seaport—Kompong Som—from the capital.

Phnom Penh as a move to put
pressure on the Cambodians to
agree to a number of South
Vietnamese demands, including
By HOWARD BENEDICT
payment for South Vietnamese
troops operating in Cambodia.
WASHINGTON (AP) The Cambodians have been
When the Apollo 14 astrorefusing
to pay the Saigon govnauts prowl the moon, they
ernment, contending that killing
will attempt to pull a twoNorth Vietnamese' and Viet
wheel cart up a 400-foot-high
Cong troops in Cambodia reslope littered with rocks as
duces the threat to South Vietlarge as automobiles.
nam.
At the top of the 12-to-15degree slope is the rim of
North Vietnamese troops in
one attack along Highway 4 hit
Cone Crater where the exCambodian positions at a dam a
plorers hope to find soil
short distance north of the road.
dating back to the creation
of the moon.
Long lines of cars waited out- At last report fighting was conDetails of the lunar exside gas stations in Phnom tinuing.
cursion were, discussed at a
Penh, and rationing has been . Other North
Vietnamese
news conference Monday by
put into effect. Prices spiraled troops attacked Cambodian
Apollo Mission Director
in Phnom Pe*nh's central mar- forces three miles southwest of
Chester M. Lee. Apollo 14
ket, where the cost of fish has the town of Trapeang Kraleng,
A HOLIDAY TREAT .... . A Gl returning from Vietnam
is scheduled for launching
increased more than 30 per cent about 40 miles from Plnom grabs a kiss from a Santa's helper as he alights from a C-141
in the past three weeks.
from Cape Kennedy Jan. 31
y
Penh.
The Mekong River is now A third clash broke out near at Travis Air Force Base. The Air Force sent four C-141 Staron a nine-day flight.
Cambodia's only route" for ob- the villagd of Sre Ambel, 75 lifters tb Bien Hoa Air Base near Saigon to return 350 GIs
Lee said astronauts Alan
taining gasoline and other petro- miles southwest of Phnom to the United States when Vietnamese officials refused to allow
B. Shepard Jr. and Edgar
a Pan American 747 to land at Saigon 's Tan Son Nhut Air
leum products. But sources Penh.
D. Mitchell -will try a tricky
(AP Photofax)
close to the Cambodian compin-point landing in a narBase.
mand said a tanker loaded with South Vietnamese forces operrow valley surrounded by
ating
along
Highway
1
about
60
aviation fuel is being held up in
the rugged highlands of
South Vietnam because the miles southeast of Phnom Penh
the Fra Mauro formation.
South Vietnamese navy is refus- and along Route 7 about 44
They plan two outside exing to provide gunboat escorts. miles northeast of the capital
cursions, each lasting beThe refusal was interpreted in reported killing 17 North Viethours.
tween four and five
namese and capturing three in
three clashes Monday. The
South Vietnamese Command
paid five of its men were killed
and five wounded.
The Cambodian command
also announced that 26 Cambodians who claimed they had
been forced to join the commuBy JOHN STOWELL
DUESSELDORF, Germany (AP) — Franz Stangl, the
nists surrendered two days ago
WASHINGTON (AP ) - Youth-oriented political groups
SS commander of Hitler's Treblinka death camp in Poland ,
about 12 miles south of the capi- moved quickly today to grab a share of the potential ll million
was convicted today of the murder of hundreds of thousands
tal.
new voters enfranchised by the Supreme Court decision alof Jews and sentenced to life imprisonment.
l(l-year-olds to vote for president and congressmen .
lowing
Stangl, now 62, who ran Treblinka in 1942-43, was arrested
In South Vietnam , the U.S.
The
Young Republican national chairman , Ron Romans ,
in Brazil in 1967. Simon Wiesenthal, director of the Vienna
Command reported that two said his organization has a national registration program on
Jewish Documentation Center and the man -who tracked down
U.S. Navy commandos were paper and a pilot program under way in two states to comAdolf Eichmann , had placed Stangl third on the list of wanted
killed and one wounded in an puterize the names of 18 to 21-year-olds for a sign-up drive.
Nazi war criminals after Eichmann 's execution in Israel. The
The National Young Democrats said it was joinin g with
exchange of fire with Viet Cong
first two. Hitler's deputy Martin Bormann and Gestapo chief
other
youth groups in a campaign "to register those millions
troops early Monday in' the Me- whose vote can bring about social change, reordering of naHeinrlch Mueller, still have not been accounted for.
kong Delta about 40 miles south- tional priorities and increased support for their point of
Treblinka , about 60 miles northeast of "Warsaw, ranked
west of Saigon,
just behind Auschwitz in the chain of exterminatiqn camps
"
The Saigon government an- View.
perPolish
authorities
say
781,000
in
Poland
up
the Nazis set
.
State elections officials complained meanwhile that Monnounced
it
will
release
about
50
sons died in Treblinka between July 1942 and October 1943.
day action will result in expense and confusion because tho
disabled North Vietnamese pris- court's refused
to lower the voting ago to 18 in state and local
Stangl also commanded the Sobibor camp in Poland, but
oners of war at the demilitar- elections.
was
not
considered
in
the
trial.
He
were
his activities there
ized zone on Jan. 24. Foreign
"This will be administratively difficult and will result
accused of ordering the deaths cf 400,000 Jews and other perMinister Tran Van Lam said the in considerable
to the taxpayers," said Oregon Atty.
the
Soviet
Union
,
,
to
Treblinka
from
Poland
shipped
sons
clemency is a gesture in observ- Gen. Lee Johnsoncost
who
had argued before the court against
France, Belgium, Greece, Bulgaria , Yugoslavia , Austria and
ance of Tet, the festival of tho lowering tho voting age.
Germany.
lunar new year, and his governafter the court's 5 to 4 decision on federal elecHe was captured after World War II but escaped and
ment hopes "this gesture will bo tionsShortly
was
announced
, Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, a potential
CARD
FROM
WHITE
HOUSE
.
.
.
Joan
The
cards
started arriving after their 7-year- matched with an equal measure
made his way thro ugh Italy and Syria to South America.
Democratic
presidential
candidate in 1072, said he will move
and
Ralph
Miller
hold
card
from
President
old
son,
factory
employed
at
the
Volkswagen
Robert
When ares ted he wns
, victim of an incurable muscle of good will on the part of the quickly for Senate approval
of a constitutional amendment
. Nixon as they stand by some of the thousands disease, asked for 150 Christmas cards in a authorities of North Vietnam. "
in Sao Paulo and was living there under his own name .
applying
it
to
state
and
local
elections.
Christmas wish , (AP Photofax)
I of card s stacked up in their basement MondayProvisions of the 1970 Federal Voting Rights Act, upheld
by the court action, take effect Jon. 1.
Many state officials said the court's decision will re,000 cards, letters arrive
quire separate registration lists for voters under ond over
the age of 21. Some foresaw the expensive possibility of two
sets of voting machines or paper ballots.
The high court approved also, 8 to 1, the abolition of residency requirements of more than 30 days for voting in presidential elections and approved unanimously the suspension
of state literacy tests for five years.
Inst Christmas.
opened cards, some addressed
urb of 000,000.
started lo run a temperature of
Ily PATRI CK J. CONNOLLY
Some state officials said they will ask their legislatures
only to "Thc sick little boy, InkThc flood of mall followed tho
"A week ago he was so deAs_ ooJnU.il Press Writer
100 nnd was token to his grandfor a constitutional amendm ent lowering the voting age to
lighted to see just , his own name
ster, Mich.," teetered next to
Widespread publication of news
mother 's house In nearby RoINKSTKU , Midi , (AP) - Un10 for all elections.
reports early last week tolling
on a Christmas card or letter ,"
the Christmas tree.
mulus. Now be is secluded there
til a week ngo a letter or post"It would seem to me to bo highly illogical to allow
said Bobby 's 'mother , Mrs.
how the sick boy's eyes lighted
and his fnriiily brings the mail
card wns a welcome rtovelty to
"My wife and I have only gotyoung voters to vote for president ond congressmen nnd preup, when the postman brought
Ilnlplr Miller, 25, "Now this. Wo
over and rends it to him.
Utile Bobby Miller.
vent tlicm from voting for state nnd local offices ," snid
ten about six hours of sleep
him infrequent letters.
can't believe it.
Suddenly, to his delighted
Greetings
from
the
President
Gov.
Dnn Evans of Washington.
since it nil started rolling in Inst
Bobby is in the lost stages of
"People are wonderful. "
wonderment , tens of thousands
Georgia
, Kentucky and Alaska already had tho lB-ycar-old
Mrs,
nnd
Nixon
were
among
tbe
Tuesday," Bobby's 27-yenr-old
a hereditary muscular disorder ,
She swept hor hand around
of pieces of Christmas mail are
provision
vote
, and Hawaii allows ?,0-ycar-olds to vote .
armful of letters Jakobowski
paralysis,
father said, "Sunday night wo
Vv"ordnig-Hoffman
the living room of thc small ,
pouring in for the stricken 7This year Nebraska nnd Maine voters approved amendpersonally delivered Monday.
which has left his 24-pound body
white frame t w o - b e d r o o m
had 10 people over here opening
yenr-old.
ments lowering tho voting age to 20. Minnesota nnd Massahouse.
up letters—our in-laws, all tho
a limp stick , strapped in a
Others came from astronauts ,
"There are at least 500,000
chusetts lowered the eligible ago to 19.
wheelchair *
Post office tray., slacked with
neighbors — everybod y's trying
professional baseball nnd footcards and letters so far and wo
Slate constitutional amendments to lower the voting ago
He has lived two years longer
mail were piled against the
to help."
iinll teams nnd other kids , many "
expect lots more. This is incredhnve been introduced in Nevada , New York , Rhode Island
wall.
than doctors expected and they
Bobby became so excited nt
of whom enclosed pictures of
ible ," said Step hen Jakobowski,
and Pennsylvania ,
say this probably will be his
Bags and boxes of yet to bo
the first windfall of mail that ho
their favorite pets.
postmaster of this Detroit sub(Continued nn pugo 5, col. 1)
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Stangl convicted
of mass murders

500

Suddenly sick boy isn't forgotten

u

M

l

Youth-oriented
political groups
go after young

Area churches plan Christmas
Man pleads
worship services, activities
guilty

Amid the hustle of Christmas
shopping, the entertaining and
the visiting, citizens will be taking time off from their busy
schedules this week to give
praise, glory and worship to
the Lord.
Some worship will take the
form of children's programs,
some Communion services and
still others Christmas Eve or
Day services.
Generally; clergymen will expound the theme of the birth
of the infant Jesus Christ, a
time of rejoicing for all, while
songs will recount the moments
of that specific night in the
manger.
In order for Winona area residents to be familiar with the
types and times of worship, the
area church schedules, submitted to the Winona Daily & Sunday News, are published below.

at the Beaver Creek church.
The Rev. K. M. Urberg is pastor ef the parish.
At Z I O N
LUTHERAN
CHURCH, served by the Rev.
M. J. Larson, a Christmas Day
worship will be conducted at
10:15 a.m.

Eve activities at ELEVA LUTHERAN CHURCH at 10:30
p.m. Thursday. Traditional carols will be sung by the choir
as they encircle the altar.
On Christmas Day, both the
Senior and the Youth choirs as
well as the two Handbell choirs
will participate in the 10:30 a.m.
service. The Rev. Clifford P.
Pedersen, pastor, will speak on,
"God Gave His Son!". Congregational singing of Christmas
carols will be included.
Mrs. Stanley Berg, Strum,
will be the organist and senior
choir director. Mrs. Clifford
Pedersen will direct the youth
choir.

will be at 9 a.m.

Lake City

Congress getting —

frailer break-in

Scott warns dawdlin g
will cost confident

Besides that measure, four
butions to thred international
(Continned from page 1)
the World other appropriations bills ara
monetary
institutions,
Special services in ST.
Senate Minority Leader Hugh
JOHN'S LUTHERAN CHURCH WABASHA, Minn. (Special) Scott of Pennsylvania, mean- Bank, the International Mone- awaiting action: $66.6 billion for
tary Fund and the Inter-Ameri- the Defense Department; $19
will be at 8 p.m. Thursday when
the Christian Day School chil- — A Lake Mills, Wis., man while, asserted that the Con- can Development Bank.
billion ior the Departments of
dren will present their program, pleaded guilty to a larceny gress has "dawdled, postured, The only major House action Labor and Health, Education
"God Is Love." Christmas carol charge when he appeared In delayed" for thd last two years,
just added to Senate and Welfare; $2.5 billion in forCaledonia
service will begin at 11 p.m, Wabasha County District Court and said if that sort of perform- —which
passage of a eign aid; and $2 billion In supmiseries—was
ance continues it may lose the
while tie festival services Fri- Monday before
designed
compromise
measure
Judge
Glenn
E.
I M M A N U E L LUTHERcountry's confideiice.
day will be at 9:15 and 11 a.m.,
from losses plemental military aid to varto
protect
investors
AN CHURCH will hold a 10
Kelley.
Senate Majority Leader Mike
the Rev. Ralph A. Goede, pasp.m. candlelight Service ThursBail for Frederick Witts, 38, Mansfield, D-Mont., observed ¦when brokerage firms fail. It ious nations, including $500 miltor, officiating.
Securities Inves- lion for Israd and $255 million
day and a 9:30 a.m. worship
The Rev. Arnold Swanson, was set at $2,000 and he was that "Fathdtr Time is hemming would create a
with mem- for Cambodia. .
tor
Protection
Corp.,
Friday. Christmas Eve sermon
pastor, will officiate at the 7:30 remanded to the Wabasha in this Congress with a sickle."
all regis- Those who pegged their hopes
bership
comprised
of
title will be "Christ W h o
County
jai
l.
The
judge
also
orp.m. family service Thursday
The Senate's SST filibuster
dealers.
tered
brokers
and
Comes," by the Rev. K. Roger
dered
a
pre-sentence
investiga- Monday proved polite enough to
at F I R S T LUTHERAN
nonprofit but for over-all progress on a breakJohnson, pastor.
CHURCH. The Christmas carol tion.
allow timeouts for votes on two The corporation ,
throughi'¦' , in the SST filibuster
service begins at 11 p.m. No During the criminal arraign- measures which could prove the not a government agency, would
The WILMINGTON LUTHERadminister a $75 million fund to were further disheartened MonElgin
service will be conducted Christ- ment Watts admitted breaking last to be settle'd.
AN CHURCH will conduct a
let
customers recov-r up to day when Waders of the hawkinto the trailer home of Mr.
mas Day.
Christmas Day worship servLU- "No Room at the Inn"
each in the event of fi- ish House Appropriations ComThe
children
of
TRINITY
$50,000
First,
however,
Senate
leadand
Mrs.
Richard
McConnel
will
on
ice at 10:45 a.m. with organconduct be the theme of the Christinas Oct. 24. They reside weekends ers bowed to the demands of nancial insolvency by the broCHURCH
will
THERAN
ists, Holly Doerlng, Joyce Burmittee rejected a compromise
the Christmas Eve service at Eve children's service at 7:30 at the Barton Hills Trailer outgoing Sen, Albert Gore, 'D? ker.
mester and Carol Lee.
approach—reportedly
accepta7:30 p.m. Thursday. "Behold,
Tenn., to trim funds for the In- However, Mansfield said the
ST. JOHN'S EVANGELICAL What Great Thing God H a s p.m. at BETHANY LUTHER- Court , five miles south of Lake ter-Am&rican Bank to delete bill may not clear the Senat., ble to the White House—which
Altura
LUTHERAN CHURCH chil- Done!" will be the sermon top- AN CHURCH. On Christmas City on Highway 61. Clothes money earmarked for the Asian partly because the compromise could have cleardd the way for
dren's Christmas Eve program ic of the 9:30 a.m. Christmas Day, the Rev. Carlton Spateek, and food were taken.
pastor, will conduct a festival Representing the defendant Development Bank pending fur- version dropped an amendment passage of all measures dealing
H E B R O N MORAVIAN will be at 7:30 p.m. with reciwith Southeast Asia.
the Rev. service at 9:30 a.m.
Day
worship
Friday,
was David Shulraan , Rochester. ther consideration next year. by Sen. Edward W. Brooke, R- The proposed compromise inCHURCH Christmas Day serv- tations of the fulfillments and
O. H. Dorn, pastor, officiating.
which
would
have
reMass.,
Gore
got
his
way
after
threatenFIRST UNITED METHODIST Donald DeVaughn , Plainview,
ice will be at 10 a.m. Friday Christmas hymns. At 9:30 a.m. Thomas WoUenbueg, director of
quired brokerage* houses to keep volved the return to a Houseing yet another filibuster.
at Berea Church.
Friday the traditional church Christian education , will be the CHURCH Christmas eve serv- Wabasha County attorney, was The SST talkathon also sub- cash and securities owned by Senate conference of the deice Will be at 8 p.m., sponsored counsel for the state.
Christmas festivities will get service and sermon , with mu- organist.
.
sided periodically to allow fili- their customers separate from fense money bill so that a wa' ¦.:-. :
by the youth fellowship. The
under way at JEHOVAH LU- sic directed by W. A. Pape,
tered-d-own ban against the use
busters on the welfare reform operating funds.
Christmas program at ZUMBRO ARCADIA SCHOOLS
THERAN CHURCH, Wisconsin will be conducted by the Rev.
of U.S. ground comb-at troops
Eyota
An
attempt
last
Saturday
to
bill
to
get
in
some
licks.
FALLS
METHODIST
CHURCH,
Synod, with a children's Christ- Marvin Doelger, pastor. Miss
ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) - As expected, President Nix- cut off the filibuster of Senate for Laos, Thailand and Camboboth of which are pastored by
mas Eve service at 7:45 p.m. Katherine
¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ Sauer will be organ- The UNITED METHODIST the Rev. Robert E. Rollin, will The Arcadia public and paro- on's veto of a $9.5 million man- anti-SSI forces fell well short of dia could be cut back to last
Thursday. The Christmas Day ist. . ;. • ¦¦•
CHURCH
Christmas
eve
can7
7
7
chial schools will dismiss for
.
the necessary two-thirds majori- year's prohibition covering onlyservice will be at 9 a.m., the Confession schedules at ST. dlelight service will be at 7 be presented by the church the Christmas holidays on Wed- power training- bill was upheld, ty. The issue has held up an oth- Laos aaid Thailand. Th&i, Camwith
the
48-35
tally
to
override
school
children
at
8
p.m.
WedRev. Harold Sturm officiating. PETER'S CATHOLIC CHURCH p.m., the Rev. Earl Werner
nesday. Buses will leave for falling eight short of the neces- erwise agreed-upon bill contain- bodia was to be covered by re7
nesday.
for Wednesday will be 4 to 5 officiating.
ing monies for all operations of strictive language in the authorThe Rev- George C. Perkins, home at 2 p.m. Classes will sary two-thirds.
Arcadia
reopen
on
Jan.
4
p.iti.and 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. while
at
the
regular
the
Department of Transporta- ization bill for the supplemental
The
other
action
saw
approval
pastor,
will hold the service at
Ettrick
military aid to other nations;
of a bill to increase U.S. contri- tion.
ST. WsA R K'S EPISCOPAL hour.
THE AMERICAN LUTHER- on Thursday they will be 3 to
5;
p.m.
Christmas
music
and
CMURCinst
ll
p.m.
Thursday
FRENCH CREEK LUTHERAN CHURCH Christmas program will be at 8 p.m. Thurs- traditional hymns at 11:30 p.m. AN CHURCH will have its and will conbij et a Communion
day while festival worship will Christmas Eve will precede the Christmas Day service at 10 service at 10 aSn. Friday.
midnight Mass. Friday morning a.m. Friday, the Rev. Kenneth ST. M A R Y^CATHOLIC
be at 9:30 a.m. Friday.
Masses
wilt be at 7:30 and 9 Jenson, pastor, officiating. On CHURCH schedule deludes a
Christmas music and a procession to the crib will begin at a.m. The first scripture read- Christmas Eve, the Luther Lea- midnight Mass Thursday and
11:30 p.m. Thursday at OUR ing will be taken from the book guers will conduct a candle- Masses at 8 and 10 a.m. Friday,
LADY'S parish , preceding the of the prophet Isaiah while the light service at 10:30 p.m. The the Rev. A. T. Perrio, pastor,
officiating.
midnight Mass, the Revs. John second will be from the letter public may attend ,
Mauel and Eugene Wolf offi- of Paul to Titus. The gospel The singing of Christmas ca- T R I N I T Y LUTHERAN
ciating. Christmas Day Masses reading will be according to rols at 11:30 p.m. Thursday will CHURCH, rural Lake City, will
will be at 5:30, 7, 9 and 11:30 Luke. The Rt. Rev. Msgr. Leo precede the midnight Mass at conduct a Christmas eve Suna.m. Confessions will be from Neudecker, pastor, will deliver ST. BRIDGET'S CATHOLIC day school children's program
3:30 to 5 and 7:30 to 9 p.m. the sermon on "Birth of Our CHURCH. Christmas morning at 8:30 p.m., the theme of which
Wednesday and 10 to 11 a.m. Savior."
Masses will be at 7:30 and 10:3O will be "No Room at the Inn."
and 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. Thursday. The traditional Christmas car- a.m. Confessions will be at Special music will include a
German solo by Nancy Gerken.
A concelebrated midnight ols and blessing of the crib 3:30 p.m. Thursday.
Mass "will occur at ST. STAN- will begin at 11:30 p.m. ThursFAITH LUTHERAN CHURCH Festival service will be at 10:30
ISLAU8 parish, the Very Rev. day, preceding the midnight will conduct Christmas services a.m. Friday, the Rev. William
Edward J. Sobczyk, pastor, Mass at ST. JOHN'S CATHOL- at 10 a.m. Friday. The Sunday Ziebell, pastor , officiating.
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The Mass will be preceded by will be at 8 and 10 a.m. The be at 8 p.m.
Christmas" . will be the theme
caroling at 11:30 p.m. and the Rev. Lawrence Ginther, pastor, HARDIES CREEK LUTHER- of the 11:15 p.m. Christinas
procession and blessing of the will speak on "The Christmas AN CHURCH Christmas service eve service at FIRST CONGREcrib at 11:45 p.m. Confessions Story." Organists will be Mrs. will be at 9:30 a.m. Friday, GATIONAL CHURCH presented
will be from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. Francis Manhart and Colleen the Rev. Paul F Wegner offi- by the church youth. No servWednesday and 10 to 11:30 a.m. McCormick while Mrs. Sean ciating. Pastor Wegner will also ice will be on Christmas day.
and 2 to 4:30 p.m. Thursday.
will be choir direc- officiate at the 10 p.m. Christ- Dennis Dickey is pastor.
Christmas morning Masses will Stapleton
mas Eve candlelight service The Rev. Paul Otto, pastor
be at 7:30, 8:30 and 10:30 a.m. tor.
service of the at SOUTH BEAVER CREEK of ST. JOHN'S LUTHERAN
Christmas
Eve
Communion may be received
CHURCH, Frontenac, and IMUNITED PROTESTANT parish LUTHERAN CHURCH.
at tiie midnight Mass and again
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p.m. at the
at one of the Christmas Day will begin at 8 with ChristCHURCH, West Florence, will
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Methodist church ,
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have children's Christmas promas hymn singing and candle The church school of ST.
grams at 8:15 p.m. Wednesday
lighting, the Rev. Harold Clark, JOHN'S UNITED CHURCH OF
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CHRIST will present the nativ- Thursday at Frontenac. ChristThe children of BETHANY
ity pageant at 8 p.m. Thursday mas Day services will be at 9:30
Cedar Valley
MORAVIAN CHURCH will conat the church. The family altar a.m. Friday at St. John's and
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Communion service will be con- at 11 a.m. at Immanuel.
p.m. Christmas Eve service at CEDAR VALLEY LUTHER- ducted by the Rev. R o b e r t
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CHURCH
will
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Christmas
Sacrament of reconciliation be sung with a brief medita- Day worship services
at 9 a.m.,
will be observed at 4, 5 and tion. At 11 p.m. a candlelight the Rev. Virtus Stoffregen
offi8 p.m. Wednesday and 3 and Communion service will be con- ciating.
ducted.
4 p.m. Thursday at Holy Cross
and from 2:30 to 3:30 and 6:45 Traditional Christmas D a y
Minnesota City
to 7:45 p.m. Wednesday and worship service will be at 10
2 to 3 and 6 to 6:40 p.m. Thurs- a.ni. with special music pro- FIRST EVANGELICAL LUday at Precious Blood. Penance vided by the Senior Choir, di- THERAN CONGREGATION will
will also bo provided 15 min- drected by Mrs. Harold Auso. conduct its Christmas Eve pro
utes before a 1 1 scheduled Tho choir will sing "Glory To gram at 6 p.m. Thursday.
God in the Highest," and "The
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Courthouse named to
New sewage fee system to be
Goodfellows
U.S. historical register
placed in effect on Jan 31
outfit over
By KATHY KNUDTSON
Daily News Staff Writer
The Winona County courthouse has been added to
the National Register of
Historic Places. The announcement was made today by Russell W. Fridley,
director of the Minnesota
Historical Society, St. Paul,
who said the society had
been notified by the "United
States Department of Interior that the courthouse was
one of nine sites in the state
added to the registry.
According to Edwin Maus,
Minnesota City, president Of
the Winona County Progress
and Preservation Association, the association and the
Committee for a Sensible
Courthouse Plan headed by
Gregory Bambenek, 509
Harriet St, had contacted
William Scott, state preservation officer, St. Paul.
On Scott's instigation^
Mans said; Richard Coddington, state historic site
supervisor, Ft. Snelling, had
made the evaluation of the
courthouse in November . It
is the work of the committee, Maus stated/ to aid
groups in determining if the
sites are feasible for renovation, and if so what type,
and to evaluate the histori-

cal significance of the building.
Properties accepted for
inclusion ia the natiohaf
registry must meet rigid
criteria established by the
Department of Interior. The
Historic Preservation. Act of
1966 provides that sites so
designated are worthy of
preservation and will not be
altered or destroyed by federally funded projects without due process.
Coddington's evaluation of
the building, Maus said, was
based on the architectural
design, the "artistic values
including the mosaic work
and the Romanesque design
throughout the building, the
stained glass windows, the
interior fine appointments,
and hand carved stonework.
In the fetter Bambenek
received informing him the
building bad been placed
in the national registry, Coddington wrote: "The Secreretary of the Interior states
that 'the same dynamic
forces that threaten our
natural environment also
endanger our ties with the
past. By this act, our generation has been given the
means to protect those ties.
This law (the Historic Preservation Act of 19-66) will

not halt progress; it provides instead, a list of
properties worth saving and
insures that they will not
be destroyed without due
process. It requires Americans to take note whether
that which they are about
to build is truly of .greater
worth than that which they
are about to destroy.'"
"I hope that the distinction given the Winona County courthouse by the Department of Interior will aid
you in your effort to save
this worthy part of Minnesota's past," Coddington
concluded.
Maus declined to make
any statements as to what
the association is planning
to do in their fight to save
the courthouse. A meeting
is being planned and will
be held soon , he said today.
Len Merchlewitz, chairman of the Winona County
Board of Commissioners,
when asked today his feelings on the news, said, "I
am glad the building was
recognized. The commissioners will continue with their
present plans—to open bids
for the construction of a
new county office building
Jan. 6."

No accidenis Third evaluation
attributed to of old courthouse
new snowfall

No accidents were attributed
to snowy streets and roads in
the city and county overnight
Monday, and only two reports
were received of cars in the
ditch.
Winona County Sheriff George
L. Fort said this morning that
his office had received reports
of a car in the ditch on Highway 61-14 at Homer and another of a car off the road on Highway 14 on Lewiston Hpl.
Neither car was damaged,
Fort said, so no accident reports
were written up.
Sheriff Fort also said a report was received during the
night that a car had struck a
deer on Pleasant Valley Road,
but so information was available about that incident.
The only accident reported in
the «ity during the 24-hour period occurred before the snow
began falling :
4:25 p.m. Monday — Valley
View Tower parking lot at East
4th and Walnut streets, backing collision: Sister Patricia A.
Sonnek, 615 E. 4th St., 1969 model sedan, $200; Thomas L. Erdmanczyk, 1166 W. Mark St., 1S68
model sedan, no damage.

Search for
car stolen
in St. Charles

Winona County sheriff's officers today are searching for
a car stolen in St. Charles late
Monday night, Sheriff George*
L. Fort said this morning.
James O'Brien, St. Charles,
told officers at 12:45 a.m. today
that his car had just been taken
from the front of the St. Charles
liquor store here.
Fort described the car as a
1970 model Chevrolet Impala
four-door hardtop, and said it
is brown with a dark brown
vinyl top, It bears Minnesota
license number 1JZ-6-6.
Officers also received a report at 7:55 p.m. Monday from
James Cobert, Ndw Hartford
Township, that vandals had shot
out some windows in a house
he owns on Nor th ridge.
Sheriff's officers are investigating, Fort said.

Coddington's evaluation coincided with two previous
evaluations. One was made in 1960 at the request of the
Winona County Township Association, and one in 1967 at
the request of the Winona County Historical Society.
The township association had gone on record in opposition to the ' 1960 courthouse building referendum and asked
Edwin S. Lundie, preservation officer Of the American Institute of Architects at that time, to make the evaluation.
His report read in part: "the building appears to be
basically sound and free from major structural failure. There
are details of the exterior that require restoration to their
original state. Replacement of certain stone; parapet sections, re-pointing of masonry walls and re-setting of certain
masonry areas where water has been allowed to enter , preparing and resetting much of the slate roof , sheet metal work,
all in the category of realistic maintenance . .. . Heating equipment should be brought up to date and thereby improve
appearance and acquire space in the offices . . . Does not
the Winona County courthouse offer an opportunity for a
serious re-evaluation and a meaningful decision?"
The 1967 evaluation was made unofficially by William
Wesley Peters, director of the Taliesin Associated Architects
and chief architect of the Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation,
Spring Green, Wis.
Peters, in his comments to the historical society- stated
"It is unfortunate that the courthouse has been allowed to
deteriorate to such an extent, but the damages are not irreparable. There are some repairs that should be made! immediately . . . We should give very serious consideration to
usable functions of this building before destroying it; it
could retain many of the traditional county office facilities
if the pressure of new requirements of government were taken
off of it and placed in an annex."

Snow emergency
in effect tonight
A snow emergency will go into effect in the city today
at 7 p.m . and will last until all snow emergency routes are
fully cleared , according to the city manager 's office.
Although last night's snowfall was relatively light, it is
important to get streets completely clear today since more
snow is expected , said City Manager Carroll J. Fry.
The order does not affect downtown streets. Fry said
there will be no plowing this evening in downtown areas so
that business there can continue without interruption. Most
regular parking lots and spaces in the area will be available
as usual.
Fry said selected additional streets may be cleared and
that these will be identified by specially posted signs.
Under snow emergency regulations, all parking on snow
emergency routes is prohibited while the declaration is in
effect. Fry said people can park in fully cleared portions of
such streets but only at their own risk—all such parked cars
are subject to towing and tagging during the hours of the
emergency.

a fox trap this past week.
The Hein family, returning
home late Thursday evening,
heard the dog 's cries. Hd was
only a short distance from the
highway and was uninjured.
ETTRICK , Wis. (Special) - The previous week the large
Prince, a German shepherd be- Norwegian elk hound belonging
longing to the J. W.; Hein to thd Harold Pederson famfamily, South . Bea-ver Creek , ily, also of South Beaver Creek,
was the second dog caught In was in a trap nearly 24 hours.

Dog caught
in fox tra p
near Ettrick

400 children

More than 400 needy children
of the community have been
outfitted with gifts of clothing,
shoes, or other needed articles
by the Goodfellows Fund, according to volunteer workers at
the fund's downtown office.
The office, located in the Exchange Building, will he open
next Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday to help any children
who otherwise were missed.
Collections for the fund continued to mount, although today's total of $4,647.7-- is well
short of the $6,000 level that
sponsors usually hope to reach.
Personnel at the office this
year include Mrs. Lester Harris, Mrs. Elizabeth Schmitz,
Mrs. Marvin Christopherson
and Mrs. Clarence Christianson.

Goodfellow fund
(Continued from page 1)
Mrs. M. H. White .... 25
H. Choate & Co. &
Employes .......... 123

Lucille Borgaus. Olga Berndt,
Verona Bradfield, Mary Lou
Brown, Vicki Bunke. Yvonna
Cisewski, Glad/5 Comet., Jim*
Dalfeska, Margaret Drazkoyvski,
Maryanne Duellman,
Merl Ellestad, Gladys Emanuel, Edwin Fletcher, Alice
Ford, Margaret Foster, John
Fritz, Geneva Gamoke, Sharon
Glesler, Cecilia Grand), Charles Grupa,
Marjorle
Kaehler, Lucillt
Knopick, Milton Knutson, Eileen
Lamb, Erna Luedtke, Violet
Melnke,
Alta
MictulwosUI,.
Bonnie Minnie, Elizabeth Muel, ler,
Jeanne Norton, Helen Olson,
Ralph Pankratz, Eleanor, Peplinski,
Eleanor
Peterson,
Elaine Ptlughoeft, Irene Pcblockl, Frances Schmidt, Nellla
Seals, Mary Shaw, Lou Sydlo, '
Patricia Solberg, Phyllis Stsigt, ..'
Harriet
Stermer,
Henrietta
Swing.
Dorothy Theis, Iv aneille TherIng, Hi Idegarde Trochta, Sandra Valentine, Betty Voss,
Marguerite Werner, Helen Wesenberg, Arlene Wiczek, Donald
Wood, Georgia Zenk, Fred
Douglas , D. W. Gray, Al Krieger, Gerald Frosch, Dennis
Mosher,

Total To Date ..... ..$4647.75

Post office
lists schedule
for Christinas

Service windows at the
Winona post office will
close at 12 noon Thursday
and remain closed through
the weekend, according to
Postmaster Lambert J.
Hamerski.
The order applies to all
post offices in the .U.S.
No window or delivery
service will be provided
either on Christmas Day or
on Saturday. The post office will be closed on both
days, Hamerski said.

Virtually all postal activities will cease Friday,
Christmas Day.

Only limited holiday service will be provided on Saturday. There will be no
rural or city deliveries and
mail collections, special delivery and lockbox services
will be on holiday schedules.
For Daily News subscribers on rural routes, the
schedule means that Thursday 's papers will not be delivered nntil Monday morning.

Holiday hours for
libra ry announced
The Winona Public Library
will close at 5 p.m. on Thursday and remain closed on
Christmas Day and Saturday.
The library will close at 6
p.m. on Dec. 31 and will be
closed New Year's Day. The
Library will be open Jan. 2.

Lowest level since 47

ROTC enrollments plunge

WASHINGTON (AP) - En- verse the downward trrtid by
rollment in college BOTC pro- submitting to Congress early
grams—source of more than neat year a legislative package
half the regular officers In thc proposing to double the number
a r m e d services—p lummeted of ROTC scholarships from
this year to the lowest loVcl
about 15,000 a year to about
since 1947.
30,000. The monthly subsistence
the
secdecline
for
This sharp
ond straight year is causing allowance paid to juniors and
concern among military plan- stfriiors would bo doubled to
ners over the future ability of $100.
the Reserve* Officers Training BOTC scholarships pay for a
Corps to turn out enough offi- student's tuition, books ond other school fees, but do not cover
cers.
room ond board.
According to new figures com- Under the proposal, schools
piled by tho Pentagon for re- also would be reimbursed for
lease later this week, enroll- the direct costs of supporting
ment in Army, Air Force and ROTC programs on their camNavy ROTC programs at 602 puses.
schools during the current academic year dropped to 10J. ,590. If thin doesn 't w ork , -onrcos
This compares with 155,940 last say, tho arm<?d services may
year and 212,417 thc previous have to resort to other means,
such as stepping up the number
year.
of
graduates from the military
rehopes
to
Pentagon
The

officer candidate schools or possibly even lowering standards
and taking men with only two
years" of college. Officers entering the military through ROTC
are college graduates.
Officials soy the decline in
ROTC stems largely from students "taking a wait-and-see attitude" based on declining draft
calls, knowledge of their draft
status under tlie new lottery introduced last year nnd the prospects for an all-volunteer force ,
which tho Nixon administration
hopes to achieve by mid-1.73,
There is also thd widespread
student opposition to the Vietnam war, hostility toward tho
military and the growing number of schools converting from
compulsory to noncompulsory
ROTC programs. Only 4f. mnk«
the enrollment compulsory this
year against 112 two years ago.

The latest Pentagon figures
show ROTC enrollment this
year clown 33 per cent for the
Army, 24 per cent for the Air
Force and 14 per cent for the
Navy.
Of even more significance Is
the marked decrease in the
numbers of freshmen and sophomores signing up. This will
mean even fewer officers entering the services from the colleges four years from now.
The last time ROTC enrollment fell this low wns in 1947
wlie*n 101,43(1 signed up. The nation was talking about an allvolunteer force and tho draft
law was allowed to expire. But
less than a year later, President
Harry S. Truman announced
thnt voluntary methods didn 't
work nnd asked Congress to enact niJw Selective Service legislation.

By FRANK UHLIG
Daily News Staff Writer
After a year-long trial period ,
the city's sewage fee system
is about to be revised.
One of the results of action
Monday night by the City Council will be that no one's sewer
bill will exceed his corresponding water bill for the same period.
An ordinance amendment introduced by the council Mon-

day will, upon
final passage, f r - ' ' . . ' ¦'
p u t the
,,, V
Cit
^ 7
changes into
.*
effect Jan. 31, —
1971. It sets COUnCll
^~~ the residential
sewage charge at 80 percent
of the water bill and the charge
to commercial and industrial
users at 90 percent of water
fees.; .
New percentages apply the

year around. The present sys- Also covered by the amendtem had set sewer fees for res- ment are properties with priidences at 90 percent of an ar- vate water supplies. Those conbitrarily selected wintertime pe- nected tol the sewer system are
riod. An unexpected result of required to attach meters to
this attempt to avoid penalizing their watea1 sources so that sewlawn sprinklers and air-condi- er fees can be calculated pro- .
tioners owners was that sewer portionately. The city will sell
fees sometimes exceeded water such meters at its cost but the
bills.
property owner pays installation
Any property with a water costs.
meter of larger than one-inch Such meters will largely settle
diameter is considered commer- the disagreements that have
cial for billing purposes.
cropped irp over existing methods of estimating sewer fees,
City Manager Carroll J. BYy
indicated, He added that some
property owners might elect to
hook into the city water system
rather than adapt their own facilities in this way.
OTHER COUNCIL BUSI7.
NESS: 7
•Two municipal court employes, Mrs. Florence Nelson
and Mrs. Rose Stachowitz, were
voted salary increases for 1971
that are consistent with the city
salary scale for comparable positions. -Municipal colirt personnel are net covered by the salary and merit systems that apply to oth«r city employes. Mrs.
Nelson, court clerk, was moved
to Step _E., Range 5, on the
scale for a monthly salary of
$602. Mrs.Stachowitz, traffic violations bureau clerk, goes to
Step B, Range 3, for . $445 per
month.
The increases are included In
the 1971 salary budget adopted
last September by the council,
Fry told <Ouncilmen. Under the
scale, all eligible city employes
received regular step increases
plus a six percent cost-ofliving increase.
• Councilmen nominated and
approved two new appointees
to the Human Rights Commission. They are Kobert R. Czaplewski, 405 W. Howard St., and
Father Paul Nelson, Cotter High
School principal. They replace
Robert P. Olson and Roger P.
Brosnahan, both of whom resigned from the commission recently.
• A petition for application
of bituminous surfacing to an
alley in Hamilton's 2nd Addition was granted. Costs of tha
-work will be assessed. The alley is in the block bounded by
Jefferson, Adams, Wabasha and
COVERS FACE . . • En route from the James Wiskerchen, a deputy. Mrs. Beaman Sanborn streets.
courtroom to the Wabasha County jail, Waba- did not enter a plea to the charge since her
• Contracts for petroleum
sha, Minn., where she appeared on a first- court-appointed attorney, Paul Brewer, Wi- products purchases were awarddegree murder charge Monday, Mrs. Gary nona, moved that she was not ready to ed, covering the first quarter
Beaman , 27, Lake City, Minn., covers her do so. Sha is being held in Wabasha County of 1971. Successful bidders'were
head with a jacket to prevent the Daily News Jail in lieu of $25,000 bond. Brewer also re- Standard Oil Co. for gasoline,
Cooperatives for oils
photographer from taking her picture. She is quested that the bond he reduced to a Trea- Midland
greases and diesel fuel and
and
being escorted by Sheriff Ed Lager and Mrs. sonable amount. (Daily News photo)
keroseneGasoline bids were: Standard Oil — premium grade, 7;600 gallons 15.35 cents p e r gallon; 15,000 gallons regular
grade, 13.35 cents; 1,500 gallons
regular, delivered, 18.10 cents.
Midland — premium, 15.58
cents; regular, 13.58 cents; regular, delivered, 15.08 cents.
Fuel Oil & Coal —
(EDITOR 'S NOTE: The blacksmith use their police car park which we gladly accepted , Doerer's 15.65
cents; regular,
premium,
Kunst Brothers of Waseca, garage for the job but two of It wasn't until we were actually
delivered,
regular,
cents;
13.65
Minn., have undertaken a the officers held the mule in
cents.
15,000-mile walk around the the frantic struggle to shoe him. sitting on the beds in the tran- 17.70 prices
quoted are less the
All
world to raise money f or the The concrete floor of their gar- sient cell that the friendly jail- seven-cent
state
gas tax, which
United Net-tons International age was one of many that our man said, "I'll have to lock
added.
The city does
must
be
Children 's Emergency Fund mule ''fertilized" along the the door. Regulations you
pay the four-cent federal
,
not
< UMCEF>.
way.
know." With that he slammed gas tax, however.
They and their gear-toting
across the country we had the door and locked it, leaving Diesel fuel bids: Midland,
mule, 'Willie-Make-It , were a All
great variation in sleeping
17.30 cents per gallon; Joswick
in Winona last June visiting accommodations,
us with an empty feeling of Fuel & Oil Co., 17.75.
ranging
from
with people and taking
helplessness. The next morn- Kerosene bids: Midland, 17.30
pledges. On Dec . 4 the world the top of picnic tables in city
ing,
parks
to
first
even though it was a cents per gallon; Joswick, 18.78
class
motels
that
walkers , David and John
put
us
up.
friendly
city, we were happy cents.
One
night
because
of
Kunst , arrived in Portugal.
The total bid by Midland for
our
irrational
to
leave.
behavior
we
were
They expect to be in Madrid ,
and greases was $391*75.
oils
uninvited
guests
of
From
Philadelphia
to
New
a
man
in
Spain , by Jan. 10.
bid totaled $483.15.
Joswick
The
Pennsylvania
York
we
had
the
unhappy
exwho still doesn't
A communication f rom
them provides details on know we slept on his front perience of carrying back packs
lawn. We had stupidly walk- and leading the mule like a dog
some of their experiences.)
ed till 11 o'clock at night and because she had developed sadBy DAVID and JOHN KUNST found his front yard to be the dle sores. It was here that we
Because many reporters and only suitable place to lay sleep- could really appreciate Willie's
citizens of the cities we walk- ing bags in the Immediate area. worth.
B
ed through expressed an inter- Not wanting to wake anyone we
est in how our trip progressed bedded down for the night and ADULT CLASSES
we feel it is appropriate , now left at daybreak the next morn- SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Spethat we have finished the first ing before anyone saw us.
cial) — Classes of tlie Lighted
leg of our journey , to send Still another time we were School adult classes will resurnd
you a rundown of our trip to invited to spend the night in on Jan. 4, There will be no
the Wooster, Ohio, jail rather classes on Dec. 24, Dec. 28 and A Winona man was found
New York.
guilty of driving without license
When we first set out on our than put our tent up in the city Jan. 1.
plates on his car after a short
waljc, we felt it would be a great
trial in Winona Municipal Court
experience and adventure for
today, Ibut received a reduced
us. Up to this point it has been
fine.
just that. We put our faith in
Ronald L. Corey, 1761 W. Wapeople and their love for adbasha St., was found guilty of
venture nnd it has not failed
a charge of failure to display
us.
c u r r e n t vehicle registration
Examples of how people helpbrought at 6:45 a.m. Nov. 30 at
ed vs are endless but certain
A fresh two-inch snow
Although the prospect of East Wabasha Street and Manones do stand out. For in- cover and temperatures
more snow remained on to- koto Avenue.
stance, Mary Schultze, a grandday 's forecast no signifiJudge John D. McGill fined
hovering
at
near
seasonal
mother from Valparaiso, Ind.,
cant
accumulations
were
Corey
$15, a reduction from tho
who gave us a free meal from norms provided an approexpected in this area.
$25 fin« the charge normally
priate
setting
for
tho
offiher restaurant and a lot of
Temperatures remained carries.
motherly advice, and who broke cial advent of the winter
relatively mild during tho
Assistant City Attorney Frank
down in tears when wo had to season today In the Winona
period of snow , slipping only E. Wohletz, who prosecuted the
move on. Then there was Dan- area.
from Monday 's afternoon case, called only one witness,
As fall bowed out and
iel Lechner, a truck driver winter
high of 22 to a 20 early Police Patrolman Herbert Nichmoved in at 12:36
morning rending.
from Muncie, Ind., who drove a.m. today,
ols, who made the arrest.
the snowfall
It was 20 at noon and a
Nichols testified that he stop30 miles out of his way to Col- which had begun
Monday
low of about 12 wos fore- ped Corey on another charge
umbia City, Ind., to, as he put evening continued through
cast for tonight.
before noticing that he had no
it, "see two guys and a mule the night and tapered off
Wednesday's high vnder license plates on the car.
walking down the highway " and to only a few flakes.
¦decrcasingly cloudy skies
Corey, who represented himin the process bought us dinner
Hopes for a white Chrlntwill be about 16.
self , took the stand to state that
and wished us well in an ad- mas, moreover, were virMelted down, last night's ho had bought tho car late the
venture he wished he could ex- tually assured with a foresnowfall added another .18 afternoon before In Wisconsin.
perience.
cast that anticipated a few
of an inch to this year 's pre"Tho gentleman I bought tho
Policemen are often criticized more snow flurries contincipitation yield which con- car from said I could drive the
but we have nothing but praise uing into Wednesday and
tinues to run well above car for 24 hours without plates,"
for the treatment we received
temperatures
remaining
normal.
Corey said.
from them along thc way. Aft- below tho freezing mark .
er our sleeping bags were stolen
Winona was in one of
in Delphos, Ohio, the police aux- tho heavier snow belts thnt
iliary of that city bought us girdled tho Upper Midwest
new ones as a gesture of friend- overnight with the fall rangship. In Pittsburgh , Pa., it ing from around an inch in
Wed.—8 p.m. in the Aerie Room \
was with the help of ihe state certain parts of the state iLJj!^
^had Kwolik .W.P. j
TaZ^ky
police that we had our mule to three inches or more in
shod. Not only did they let tho tho northern areas.

With bit of help, waIkers
and mule reach east coast

Man found
guilty on
licensecharge

Winter arrives
with fresh snow

lr
i
F

Eagles Regular Meeting I

§L dltqjpm ^

Today, tomorrow on TV

y
r
Hughes reply Js a0roriff;y*rii>.'

Student receives
unexpected card
from Nixons

BINGEAMTON, N.Y. (AP) _
FMl Benjamin has another
name to add to his Christmas
card list-Richard M. Nixon.
Benjamin, 22, a student at
Harpur College here, received
an official White House Christ
mas card in the mail Friday.
"At first I thought it was a
joke. I was really skeptical,"
Benjamin said. "But there it
wasr-addressed to me."
The return address was "The
White House" and the card was
postmarked Washington. Benjamin said flu. card was signed
"The President and Mrs. Nixon,"
Benjamin, a senior mathematics major from Middletown,
N.Y., said he would send a card
te the Nixons today.
¦
'

Bids received on
Hiqhway 10 paving

MADISN, Wis. - Mathy Construction Co., La Crosse, was
apparent low bidder for laying
7.75 miles of bituminous concrete pavement oh U.S.H. 10
between Durand and Mondovi,
Wis., in Pepin and Buffalo
Counties. Bids were opened at
Madison, Dec. 15.
Mathy's bid was for $356,211.W. Other bidders were Reliance
Construction Co., Sheboygan,
$359,224.05 ; Streets & Roads
Construction Corp., Milwaukee,
$360,518.28; T. P. Mengel Companies, Wisconsin Rapids, $367,633.87, and Wm. J. Kennedy &
Son and Bituminous Materials,
Inc., Janesville, $376,099.80.
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DON KIWTTS. Dropping in tonight are Gina Lollob-igida, Van Johnson and the Dillards. In one segment Van plays
a parachutist stranded in a tree and then joins Gina for a
spoof of foreign movies. 6:30. Chs. 6-10-13.
MOD SQUAD. "Call Back Yesterday." Pete's efforts to
help a former
girl friend only bring him trouble. 6:30. Chs.
¦
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Wednesday
"THE RED PONY," Myrna Loy. John Steinbeck's novella
about a sihall boy's love for his pony (1949). 10:30. Ch. 11.
"SUNSCORCHED," Mark Stevens. The quiet life of a
small Missouri town is disrupted by the arrival of four desperate outlaws (1964). 12:00. Ch. 13.
"THE PRINCE WHO WAS A THIEF," Tony Curtis. Adventure drama about the loves and adventures of a prince in
the 13th century (1951); 12:20. Ch. 4.

CHRISTMAS
PIES

Hi

Z

MADISON, Wis. (AP)y; — A
drunken driving charge against
Lewis H. Stueck, defensive
coach for the "University of Wis*
cousin football team, was dismissed Monday in Dane County
Court.

_ _

"THE JOURNEY OF ROBERT F. KENNEDY." The public and private lives of RFK emerge in home movies, newsreels, TV Interviews and reminiscences of friends ahd acquaintances (1970). 7:30. Chs. 9-19.
"WHITE CHRISTMAS," Bing Crosby. Irving Berlin music
and romance as two song-and-dance men try to build business at a winter resort (1954). 8:00. Chs. 5-10-13.
"THE ROAD TO DENVER," John Payne. A man gets
tired of helping his brother out of tight spots and decides
to go his own way. 10:30. Ch.il.
"IT GROWS ON TREES," Irene Dunne. A family finds
that two trees in the back yard have sprouted money (1952).
12:20. Ch. 4.
"A QUEEN FOR CAESAR," Pascale Petit. In 50 B.C.,
Cleopatra challenges her brother for the throne of Egypt
(1962). 12:30. Ch. 13.
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. - . Today.

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL. "A World of Love." Bill Cosby
and Shirley MacLaine are hosts for a yuletide salute to children around the world with Julie Andrews, Harry Belafonte
and Richard Burton among the guests for the musical hour.
7:30. Chs. 3-4-8.
ADVOCATES. First of a two-part debate on American
involvement ih South Africa. 8:00. Ch. 2.
60 MINUTES. Mike Wallace and Morley Safer head this
edition of the CBS newsmagazine. 9:00. Chs. 3-4-8.
MARCUS WELBY, M.D, "Brave on a Mountain Top."
Emphysema threatens a Navajo Indian's transition to city
life. 9:00. Chs. 6-9-19.
DICK CAVETT. Dustin Hoffman heads the guest list.
10:30, Chs. 6-19.
•.
JOHNNY CARSON. Guest host Jerry Lewis greets singer
Monti Rock III. 11:00. Chs. 5-10-13.
Wednesday
CHURCH MUSIC SPECIAL. The 10th Anniversary International Church Music Seminar presents excerpts from its
final concert. 6:00. Ch. 2.
THE MEN FROM SHILOH. "The Mysterious Mr. Tate
Lee Majors of "Big Valley" joins the cast in a plot about
an attempted kidnaping from a train. 6:30. Chs. 5-10-13.
MARE ROOM FOR ORANDDADDY. "A Time for Loving." Danny feels there Isn't enough spontaneous romance in
his and wife Kathy's life so he goes to elaborate lengths to
play the Lothario once again. 7:00. Chs. 6-9-19.
MEDICAL CENTER. In answer to the question Of what to
do with the gifted child, Doc Gannon believes in a school
for exceptional youngsters and since he's the godfather of
the child he pushes a bit. 8:00. Chs. 3-4-8.
MUSIC HALL. "Eddie -Arnold on the Eve of Christmas
Eve." Helping Eddie out are Brenda Lee, Charley Pride and
the Klowns with a selection of tunes of the season, a few of
which aren't heard too often. 8:00. Chs. 5-10-13.
JOHNNY CASH CHRISTMAS SHOW. With the Everly
Brothers and their father, Ike, Johnny's brother , Tommy
Cash Minnie Pearl and George Gobel along as guests, Johnny
celebrates the Christmas season with family and friends
close by. 8:00. Chs. 6-949.
HAWAII FIVE-O. Nancy Wilson goes dramatic playing a
singer mixed up in the drug scene, plying her trade on the
islands. 9:00. Chs. 3-4-8.
FOUR IN ONE. "Rod Sterling's Night Gallery." A trio of
tales, one of them about a sick old man confined to his room
who knows that his wife is cheating on him and wants revenge. 9:00. Chs. 5-10-13.
I
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MERV GRIFFIN. Victor Buono and Kent McCord , of
"Adam-12," share guest roles. 10:30. Chs. 3-8.
JOHNNY CARSON. Guest Jerry Lewis welcomes Sally
Kellerman, comic Sandy Baron and singer Helen O'Connell.
10:30. Chs. 5-10-13.
DICK CAVETT. Writer-director Sidney Sheldon discusses
his autobiography. "The Naked Face." 10.3Q. Chs. 6-19.
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is still interested in femininity. This source replied that
Hughes, who'll be 65 on Christmas Eve, would Bke nothing
better in his Christmas stocking than a beautiful girl.
TODAY'S BEST LAUGH: Everybody's cutting corners
today, Haney Levy. He got a 1971 calendar from a bank,
and it had only six months.
WISH I'D SAID THAT: Someone described an unambitious B'way character: "His idea of a great day's work is
finding a dime in a phone coin return slot."
REMEMBERED QUOTE : "Never give advice until asked
—or even after."
EARL'S PEARLS: Taffy TuttFe mentioned a plain-looking
girl: "Well, she gets her beauty secrets from Phyllis Diller."

By EABt WILSON
NEW YORK — Howard Hughes has given his answer
to demands that he make a personal appearance before
Nevada authorities concerning his gambling enterprises—
the reply is a good-natured "No . . . to hell with 'em . - . - . .
why should I?"
¦Rie little set around him know that he doesn't want to
be seen because he's hard of hearing . . . he also has arthritis affecting his neck and legs. He can stay on his feet a
couple of hours a day . . . and may go to bed in the daytime
though he's up very late at night).
I asked one source—which says Hughes is worth nearer
$3 billion than $2 billion—whether the once very busy lover
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'Iho Management and Personnel wish to take this opportunity
to thank each and every . one of you for the fine response and
acceptance to our Inn and Motel during 1970.
Our Dining Room, Cocktail Lounge, and Coffee Shop will close
at 6:00 p.m. Christmas Eve and will remain closed Christmas
Day to allow our employees holiday time with their families.
We will reopen Saturday, December 26th , as usual.
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Two Coast Guard officers retire

By TOM BRADY
WASHINGTON (AP) _ Two
senior Coast Guard officers
have taken retirement rather
thaij face courts-martial for
their part in the abortive defection attempt of a Lithuanian
sailor.
But the officers , Rear Adm.
William B. Ellis, 56, and Capt.
Fletcher W. Brown Jr., 50, face
a congressional committee next
Tuesday in the case of would-be
defector Simas I. Kudirka.
Russian
seamen forcibly
pulled Kudirka aboard their adjacent vessel after he jumped to
the U.S. Coast Guard cutter Vigilant in U.S. territorial waters
off Martha 's Vineyard , Mass.,
last month Rep. Wayne L. Hays called

outrageous a decision Monday
by Transportation Secretary
John A. Volpe to let the officers
retire and thus evade courtmartial proceedings.
The Ohio Democrat said he
wants Ellis and Brown to appear before his House foreign
operations subcommittee to
"find out what makes them
think like this." Brown was acting commander of the First
Coast Guard District in Boston
and Ellis, the commander, was
on sick leave when Kudirka attempited defection.
A report of a formal Coast
Guard investigation sharply
criticizes the two officers and
also declares the State Department "did not furnish . . . adequate, helpful or timely advice

to deal properly with this defection."
Adm. C;R. Bender, the Coast
Guard commandant, issued
findings based on the report
that called for court-martialing
both men on charges of dereliction.

But Bender said he would
drop the charges if the pair retired immediately.
Volpe noted the officers submitted retirement requests, told
Bender not to press charges and
agreed with Bender they should
receive punitive letters of reprimand.
Brown and Ellis now "appreciate fully their serious error
of judgment, . . . have been subjected to extreme castigation
from many quarters in this na-

tion," and, with their families,
have suffered , Volpe said.
Volpe said he regretted "very
deeply that a young; man had'to
lose his chance for freedom in
order to bring to light deficiencies in government procedures
for welcoming victims of
oppression to American soil."
He added that hew procedures
should prevent the incident of
Nov. 23 from happening again.
A spokesman for the Transportation Department , which
runs the Coast Guard, said the
careers of Ellis and Brown will
end by Jan. 31, but could not
say immediately what their pensions will be.
Volpe kept with Bender's finding that Cmdr. Ralph W. Eustis,
the commander of the Vigilant,
should get an administrative let-

Knowles hopes legislators
hot in too festive a rriood

By ARTHUR L. SRB
MADISON, Wis. (AP ) Gov. Warren P. Knowles
says' he hoped Wisconsin
lawmakers wouldn't get carried away with the Christmas spirit of giving today
as they returned for a special session to act on 39 executive" appointments.
Among the bills which legislators had said they might
try to take up was a proposal to increase their own
pensions, as much as 147
percent under some circumstances.
The session was expected to
last no more than two days,
unless a group of disgruntled lawmakers succeeded
in expanding deliberations
of the body to include
Knowles* vetoed of millions
of dollars in spending proposals.
Key Republicans predicted on the eve of the session that efforts would be
made to recall the legislature for the purpose of attempting to override the
GOP chief executive's votes.
Knowles announced 1a s t
wdek he reluctantly reached a decision to recall the
legislature because of the
possibility it could turn into
a costly, full-blown session.
Unless the Senate confirmed the Knowles appoint-es, Gov- elect J. Lucey
would be able to fill the
posts with Democrats when
he assumes office Jan. 4.
Among the Knowles appbinttees, up for confirmation by the Senate were
Ody Fish, form* GOP state
chairman, to the University
of Wisconsin Board of Regents.
Stephen Boyle, the governor's executive secretary,

expressed Monday a belief
that lime was on Knowles'
side in restricting the preholiday session's business
because lawmakers' wives
and children would want
them hom _ for Christmas.
''The governor would certainly hate for any legislators to miss Christmas with
their families," Boyle said
with a smiW.
The governor's office had
been queried since November about whether a special-session date had been
selected. KnOwles didn't announce the date until last
week.
Among the bills vetoed by

'
. i) "

Knowles after the 1969 legislature adjourned last January are the legislators'
pension measure, an $8.3
million veterans trust fund
proposal, and a $1.5 million
pension plan for Milwaukee
firemen and policemen.
"For the sake of the taxpayers, we should adjourn
as quickly as possible and
go home," Democratic Srti.
Fred Risser said. He labeled
the special session unnecessary and expensive.
Also reported concerned
by the possible overriding
of vetoes was Lucey, who
recently predicted the state
may be faced with a $500

' :
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Hollander to head
finance committee

MADISON, Wis, (AP) — Sen. Walter Hollander, R-Rosendale, was renamed chairman Monday of the legislature's
powerful Joint Finance Committee.
Hollander, 74, is a 14-year Senate veteran and has served
on the committee since 1963.
In addition to Hollander, others named to the committee
were Senate Republicans James Swan of Elkhorn, vice chairman ; Nile Soilc of Whitefish Bay and Jack Steinhilber of Oshkosh, and Democratic Sen. Henry Dorman of Racine.
Sen. Walter John Chilsen; R-Wausau, was named chairman of the Senate Agriculture Committee; He succeeds Sen.
Walter Terry, R-Baraboo, who was defeated in the September
primary.
The appointments were announced by GOP Sen. Gerald
Lorge of Bear Creek, chairman of the Committee on Committees. Appointments are subject to approval by the full
membership of the Senate.
Named to serve with Chilsen ch the Agriculture Committee were Republican Sen.-elect Everett Bidwell of Portage,
vice chairman ; Sen. Clifford Krueger, R-Merrill, Sen.-elect
Jerome Martin , D-Whitelaw, and Sen. Dale McKenna, D-Jefferson.

Youth-oriented groups

Nixon pleased with
high court's decision

(Continued from page 1)
President Nixon was pleased
with the court's decision, according to White House press
secretary Ronald L. Ziegler.
National chairmen of the two
major political parties hailed
the ruling as proof the government can be responsive.
On Capitol Hill the reaction
was generally favorable .
"Up to now the you th of today
had a legitimate grievance,"
said Senate Majority Leader
Mike Mansfield , D-Mont. "For
all their interest , for all their

work arid effort , for all the opi- came in a series of separate denions they expressed, nothing cisions.
counted . . . . "
After the court upheld the
Voting Rights Act provision givNow, said Mansfield, young ing 18-year-olds the ballot in
people will be brought "into the federal elections, Justice Hugo
'system'—that is where they be- L. Black shifted and helped delong, "
feat, 5 to 4, another section that
But Sens. Sam J. Ervin Jr., would have lowered the voting
D-N.C, and James B. Allen, D- age in state elections.
Ala.. said the decision was in- "I would hold, as have a long
consistent with the U.S. Consti- line of decisions in this court ,
tution , which, as Allen put it , that Congress has ultimate sugives "to the states the right to pervisory power over congresset the qualifications of voters." sional elections. Black said.
Mondays high court action "Similarly, it is the prerogative
of Congress to oversee the conduct of presidential and vice
presidential elections and to set
the qualifications for electors
for those offices."
But explaining his ballot
against the 18-year-old vote in
nonfederal races, he said, "No
function is more essential to the
separate and independent existence of tho states and their governments than the power to determine within the limits of tho
Constitution the qualifications of
Iheir own voters and tho nature
of their own machinery for lining local public offices. "
States had nsked the court to
decide whether Congress could
High quality Mobil floating oil.
make such changes through a
Copiplttte burner servic* & furnace cleaning.
legislative act , rather than a
lengthy constitutional amendOur "KEEP FULL" delivery.
ment.
Our balanced monthly paymenli.
Justice John M. Harlan voted
Expert malntenanco-ropulr tervlce for oil heating
against the 18-ycar-oId provision
equipment.
and was tho lone dissenter on
the 30-day residency limit.
In 1965 Congress suspended
literacy tests for five years in
Alabama , Georgia , Louisiana ,
Mississippi , South Carolina , Virginia and 20 counties in North
Carolina. This year it extended
tho five-year ban to all states.
Black said tho court approved
tho suspension because Congress acted on widespread evidence that tests were keeping
Phone 452-3402
blacks from voting, not only in
the South, but nationwide.

Think about this
before you buy
your next tank
of heating oil
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

million revenue gap after
he takes office unless
spending proposals are cut
back sharply.
Lucey was to resume
budget hearings on r u r al
problems
¦ ¦ ¦ in¦ Eau Claire today. ' ¦'• '¦ - .State agency heads havd
requested $2.2 billion in proposals for the 1971-73 budget
period, up about $600 million over current spending.
Boyle said he sensed a

reluctance•
"g r o w i n g
<among lawmakers Monday
for expanding the session's
business to include vetoes.
Some Republican representatives, i n c lu d i n g ,
James Sensgnbreraner of
Shorewood, James Azim of
Muscoda and Kenneth Merkel of Brookfield, said they
would oppose any recall effort.
Sensenhrenner said executive vetoes and other important public policy questions "should not be decided by a lame-duck legislature. "
About 20 percent of thd
lawmakers won't be around
the legislature in January,
either because they were
defeated or did hot sSek reelection.
The Republican Assembly
speaker, Harold Froehlich
of Appleton, and GOP Sen.
Reuben LaFave indicated
legislators may wish to consider a number of the vetoed bills.
LaFave said he may balk
at voting for the governor's
nominees unless action is
taken on a measure to set
aside 35 percent oi liquor
tax revenue for veterans'
programs.
WON'T QUIT
MADISON, Wis. (AT) - Dr.
Peter Eichnaan has withdrawn
his resignation as dean of the
University of Wisconsin medical school and director of the
UV7 medical center.

ter of reprimand and
be reas¦
signed. ¦ ; - • ' . .The spokesman described an
administrative letter as "a slap
on the hand" and said Eustis already had leceived reassignment orders last July for a
change in duty starting next
March.
Eustis is "being made the
goat Ln this whole thing," Hays
declared. "His career is shot.
And they're letting the other
two retire with pensions."
The Coast Guard's report cn
the incident and Bender's conclusions state, in part:
• Kudirka clearly indicated
three times to Vigilant officers
he wanted to defect.
• Ellis told Brown, "If we get
the defector , we should give him

back" because, in part, a defec- the case" and to keep Kudirka
tion might interrupt talks on on the Vigilant until file had
U.S. fishing industry complaints proper advice.
over the Russians taking .too
The State Department told
many yellow-tailed flounders off the•Coast
Guard to do nothing to
New England coasts. When
entice
the
defector and ''until
Brown told Ellis that Kudirka's the man was
actually on board
life was in jeopardy from the Vigilant,
State
Department
Russians, Ellis said, "I don't could offer no advice,
but that
think vie have any reason to be- once the man
on board,
lieve this. They (the Russians ) State Departmentwas
should! be noare not barbarians.''
tified." Bender called for State
• Brown should have "exer- Department-Coast Guard talks
cized independently his authori- to explore "detailed guidelines
ty as acting district command- ... on current State Department policy and procedure."
er," but "he was markedly influenced in his course of action • Eustis erred in allowing
by the forceful advice" of Ellis, Russian crewmen "to exercise
Bender said. The report recom- any control of the defector while
m e n d e d court-martial for on board the Vigilant," Bender
Brown's failure "to inform the declared.
commandant of tho progress in • The master of the> Soviet

State planning
Planning
fancy inaugural
for Anderson prbgram

ST. PAUL (AP)-One of the
most elaborate inaugural ceremonies in Minnesota history is
planned when Wendell Anderson takes office as governor.
Plans were announced Monday for a four-day series of
events which will culminate
with an inaugural ball at Metropolitan Sports Center in Bloomingfon at 8 p.m. Jan. 6.
Ah estimated 8,500 persons are
expected to attend at $10 a person.;

In an atmosphere of preChristmas euphoria that bordered on somnolence the City Council shuffled dutifully through two
hours of wholly uneventful business Monday night.
Two members, Councilmen
GaylOrd Fox and Jerry BorzyskowskiV were absent but t h e
scenario probably would have
been uncbang- 7 ¦, ""• ¦; ": ¦ .'
ed had they [ " . ¦ § ¦ . '
" CllVAnderson will be sworn in at been presept.
r
the state Capitol shortly after Though both
have
gained
noon Jan. 6. He will then deliver
r6Une
j|
¦
»»
his inaugural address to a joint some renown 1 *¦*»*" ' session of the Minnesota Legis- as c r i t ical watchdogs, there was little
lature.
The Minnesota Orchestra and red ineat upon which a fiscal
Minnesota's eight living former hawk could feast.
governors are among participants in other scheduled events. Without debate the council auAnderson, 37, will be the thorized the city manager to
state's 33rd governor, succeed- execute a contract for urban
ing Harold LeVander.
planning assistance under the
Inaiiguration events begin Sunday, Jan. 3, with an 8 p.m. con- federal 701 program. It provides
cert "by the St. Paul Chamber for 50-50 sharing of $7,000 worth
Orchestra in the St. Paul Arts of studies in . the. fields of city
land use, population analyses
and Science Center.
.
An ecumenical prayer service and park-recreation program
will be held at 9:30 a.m. Tues- planning. About two-thirds of
day, Jan. 5 at Christ Lutheran the city's contribution will be
in the form of research by its
Church near the Capitol.
An innovation on the schedule own planning department. The
is a governors' dinner at Alex- council vote reaffirmed its acander Bamsey House on the eve tion of two weeks ago,
of the inauguration. The black COUNCILMEN ALSO:
tie dinner, open only to invited
•Heard a reminder by Mayguests, will he attended by for- or Norman E. Indall of a meetmer governors and widows and ing Eec. 29, at 7 p.m.; with
descendants of deceased gover- district highway engineers from
Rochester.
nors,
Guests of honor will be former
• Set Jan. 4 as a public hearGovs. Harold LeVander, Karl ing date for proposed rezoning
Rolvaag, Elmer L. Andersen, of IVz acres of land now occuOrviUe Freeman, C. Elmer An- pied by city street department
derson, Luther Youngdahl, Har- buildings and storage areas.
old Stassen and Elmer Benson, • Approved a request by
Ralph A. Scharmer for permisand their wives.
Other guests include. Mrs. sion to construct, at his own
Hjalmar Petersen, widow of a expense, a concrete parking
former governor; Mr. and Mrs. ramp alongside his warehouse
John Sargent Pillsbury Jr.; Dr. building at Junction Street and
and Mrs. David Preus; Senator- Kraemer Drive. The surfacing
elect and Mrs. Hubert H. Hum- would permit parallel truck
phrey, and Sen. and Mrs. Walter parking that would not obstruct
F. Mondale.
either the sidewalk or street

vessel, the Sovietskaya Litva,
told Eustis that Kudirka stole
3,000 rubles before he defected,
In a wild melee to avoid capture, Kudirka appeared to jump
overboard from the Vigilant.
When the Russians finally captured him, "one Soviet repeatedly struck Kudirka's head
against the steel rail of the ladder" of the Vigilant. Crewmen
intervened to stop the beating.
But after almost an hour , the
Russians had Kudirka wrapped
in a blanket and, according to
one junior officer, "would have
beaten Kudirka into unconsciousness to simplify their tasS
of removing him."
The Lithuanian eventually
was removed to the Soviet vessel by small boat.

assistance
approved

traffic. The council added a provision that snow remov al from
the parking lane would be
Scharmer's responsibility a n d
that no street parking would be
allowed at any time.

• Granted a request by Winona Auto Sales, 267 W. 3rd
St., for designation of 3rd Street
curbs, just east of Huff Street ,
as one-hour parking zones. The
firm complained that use of the
area for all-day parkin g interferes with access by its own
customers.
• Approved assessments of
costs on four curb and gutter
projects after a brief: public
hearing in which no objections
were voiced. Areas were in
Pleasant Valley Terrace Subdivision No. 3, ErpeldLng and
Johnstone additions and on
Chatfield Street between Front
and 2nd streets.
• Issued a certificate of completion for revamping work on

City Parking Lot No. 2 and
hoped this would be the last
of their trouhles with' that
particular piece of real estate.
City Manager Carroll J. Fry
promised that trucks and other
vehicles taking advantage of
open areas for long-term pari-,
ing would be duly tagged by
police. Cost of the project , $2,
596, will be paid from parking
meter funds.
• Noted that the temporary
landfills at Prairie Island and
Shive Road both have been
closed. All city rubbish now will
be deposited either at a municipal transfer station or the PCAapproved W i l s o n Township
landfill. .
©Authorized the manager to
keep tabs on federal actions
that may produce aid programs
for solid waste disposal systems.
Winona Dally News R
Wi nona, Minnesota *»
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Pravda's truth style

Court muddies
vote qualifications
By the narrow margin of one vote the United.
States Supreme Court has effected what certainly
will be confusing compromise in voting eligibility.
The justices have decided that the law the Congress
passed earlier this year to reduce the voting age
io 18 shall apply only to national elections —• that
is for president, vice president and Congress—and
that states may continue to establish qualifications
for voters in local and state elections. Since Minnesota voters recently amended the state constitution
to lower the voting age to 19, the Supreme Court decision means that the 18-year-olds here will be permitted to vote only for the two national offices and
presumably any national referendum that might be
held.
It is possible that 18-year-olds will vote in the
same manner that new residents of the state do.
When they have moved into the state within sis
months of ah election, having forfeited their voting
rights in the state of previous residence, they can
be certified to vote in the presidential election in
Minnesota by the county auditors. These new residents of the state are given a special ballot—similar
to the absentee ballot — which is marked and then
mailed to the polling place for counting on election
day. ; . .

MOSCOW -The name of the most
prestigious newspaper in the communist world ia Pravda, w h i c h
means "truth," and Pravda has published in the last few days a savage editorial against its Nobel Prize
winner, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, describing him as "a spiritual emigrant hostile to the whole life of
the Soviet people."
When an American reporter goes
to Pravda and talks to the men
who publish such things, the contrast between the men and the
words at first seems incomprehensible. The editors are highly intelligent.

DUNAGI^

BUT THE PARADOX remains:
Why do they talk so confidently
about the power and human truth
they have discovered in the communist system, and are yet so worried about the writings of what they
call a little band of renegades peddling poisonous rhetoric for "whisky
and cigarettes"?
No doubt Solzhenitsyn is a spiritual emigrant from the communist
system, with its fierce opposition to
intellectual dissent, but if he is "hostile to the whole life of the Soviet
people," why is there a problem,
unless perhaps the Soviet people do
not like their life as it is?
To be frank about it, a visitor
here does not feel that the people
are less happy about their lives than
they have been at any time since
the last war. They are better dressed, and shod, with the help of increased production and a new import program, and wherever there
are things to sell, they seem to have

The court's controversial decision will apply pressure on states to conform to the national minimum
voting age. If the cry before was, "If I'm good
enough to fight for my country, I should he good
enough to vote," then now it will be, "If Pm good
enough to vote for President, I should be good enough
to vote for mayor."
As meritorious as the 18-year-old vote may be,
the actual results of referendums in a number of
states to extend the ballot to that age level are
preponderantly negative, and those political facts are
undoubtedly reflected in the narrowest of margins
in the Supreme Court. In effect then , the justices
have disregarded that mandate and taken their cue
instead from the Congress which apparently saw the
appropriate voting age as 18. — A.B.

We re No 1

We don't know why the Minnesota Taxpayers
Association decided to tell you about this just before
Christmas but if you're a Minnesota family of four
with $10,000 of earned salary income which opts
for the standard deduction on the state income tax
return you havie the distinction of being the biggest
taxpayer in the nation among your economic peers.
The association asked officials of the 50 states to
compute the state income tax for this year for this
''average" family and these are the results:
COMPARISON OF 1970 STATE NDIVIDUAl NCOMF TAXES
PAYABLE IN THE VARIOUS STATES AT
$10,000 GROSS INCOME LEVEL
'As of July, 1970)
Estlmat«<| tax (using standard deduction) of married coupl*
wltfitwo dependent children,
with Income derived entirely from salary or wages.
Tax on
Taxon
State
$10,000 Ingoma State
$10,000 .ncome
South Caro'.inj ... $172.00
MINNESOTA
$^00.62
Colorado
169.51
"5ntfc
t«ir^r,.in
.
i
Wisconsin.........
3Bo.oo
. " ¦. K
iiiinni _
Vinnn
Hawaii...
317.50
'""
135
a?
™
Vermont..
314.03
uffi
n
135201
-:
-fss
Arfta-^":::: ^ ..- .iiioo
__ '
fSf-gg
Za_:.OlJ \ Al-han...
Montana..........
__ >7 .("> .
ca 0,ina -"
'
N WE
CV.::::::
iis.oo
Kia n_.' .......
llfSS
Maryland..
255.00
Nebraska .........
114.351 .
West
Virginia
112.80
""""•
"
Kentuckyy
724 02
,
¦••
Mississippi
105.0O
MasSachu'S'fi'tt_|
221 03
Georgia..
..
104.00
¦ ¦¦ At«k»
""
§1S21
;
' ¦SS „?_
Missouri
98.00
•ill'oo
North
Dakota,....
89.10
«&"""•"
§1003
California.. : .6 ..0O
'
"
nq
ir££
ln?
"'"
Oklahoma.,..
§Si"21
63.96
2^?;"
__.(._:,ob
Idaho..
M..in«
nn nn
Delaware..........
187.50
'
LouPst
ana
tarn
Louisiana
•
40.05
Kansas...........
173.75
'Excludes property or sales tax credits (Michigan, $15. Nebraska $28).
Source: Figures supplied by tht tax officials of respective states.
Minnesota Taxpayers' Association
Deeembar, 1970

Minnesota wage earners, you are men of distinction. Wisconsin wage earners, you are now No.
2. Try harder. — A.B.
¦

On comparison/
well take ours
The discontent, unrest and rioting which recently
festered and erupted ih Poland is said to stem from
the centra] government's decision to raise food prices.
What injustice that families should be confronted with
inadequate food budgets during the otherwise glorious Christmas holidays.
But it chills a man's blood still more to read
in an Associated Press dispatch Monday that "communist sources in Moscow speculated that Gomulka
was ousted by hard-line members of the Polish communist party who ordered the food prices increases
to provoke unrest that would bring down the party
chief , Gomulka."
This must be true, it is conjectured , because
it was predictable that no leader could survive tlie
sure unhappiness arising from higher food prices at
this time of year. No politician would deliberately
seal his own fate in this way.
What a joy it is to read in that same issue
of this newspaper "ham sale," "low price " and oth er
evidence in their advertisements that Winona food
merchants are under the pressure of competition to
keep the prices down.
'
About that communist way of running the economic system — bah, humbug. — A.B.
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Poland s mirror

LONDON - For those in the West
who have let the facts fade from
their understanding, the riots in
Poland are a sharp reminder of the
character of the regimes of Eastern
Europe.
It is not just that they are unrepresentative, and dogmatic, and
repressive: they are so inept. The
centralized communist bureaucracy,
with all the lumbering, tedious rigidity disclosed in Nikita Khrushchev's recollections, is ill-suited to
make a modern economy function.
THE POLISH troubles have a special significance for us at a time
when- .w e; are increasingly questioning our own values and institutions.
For the riots show us an alternative society so near the knife edge
of frustration that a price rise can
drive its citizens to an almost certainly suicidal rebellion.
But we can take no comfort from
•what is happening in Poland. The
communists' troubles are not going
to make ours any less pressing. Indeed, they present us with a dispiriting dilemma.
The idea of an internal explosion
in the countries of Eastern Europe
once seemed a hopeful one to Americans. Those days of innocence ended in Budapest in 1956. We learned
then that the Soviet would crush
any real challenge to their political
dominion, that the United States
would do nothing to prevent t h e
crushing and, hence, that any act
of encouragement on our part was
cruelly cynical.
Instead , we have had to put our
faith on gradual change in the East.
The hope has been that contacts
with the West, and the demands of
a modern economy, would slowly
bring enlightenment and relax the
totalitarian grip.
When there is an explosion, as
in Poland now, we therefore face
a painful dilemma.
WE REACT with horror to tha
stories of tanks running over mothers and children. We think again:
liow can one do business with such
people? Our feelings against communism are aroused , and we think
instinctively of cutting our contacts
with the Polish regime. But what
good would that do the Poles?
There is another, perhaps a more
dangerous dilemma for those who
rule In Eastern Europe.
On the one hand, any such episode
must heighten the communists' tendency to fear even a little freedom.
The sort of men who are terrified
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WHY THEN THE official fuss

over Solzhenitsyn? Why, if he and
the other dissidents are such a despised rag-tag clique, spiritually island from the mass of the Soviet
people, are they so important? One
understands the vicious comments
about them at the foreign office,
and the almost paranoiac condemnation by officials of American correspondents in Moscow who write
about them — for the dissidents are
questioning "the system" — but why
at Pravda?
Because Pravda is not "truth ,"
and these intelligent and e v e n
friendly men giving me tea and biscuits in the editor's office are not
journalists in the Western sense, but
officials distributing not their own
search for truth but the government's propaganda.
Because, one thinks, maybe they

BUT THE EDITORS at Pravda

don't really deal with treasonable
thoughts like this. The editor, Mikhail Zimyanin, is a remarkably interesting, -vibrant man, w h o ' s*
speech is as direct and uninterrupt.
able as machine-gun fire, but he
does not operate in the ambiguous
realms of "truth." He is a former
leader of the Soviet Partisans during
the last world war, a former Soviet
ambassador to North Vietnam, and
now a member of the Soviet Central
Committee, who runs a transmission
belt of Soviet propaganda to th e
world.
Is it even good propaganda to savage Solzhenitsyn as a "spiritual emigrant," selling his wares for whisky
and cigarettes? In the world, no;
in the name of "truth," certainly
not. But for the editors of Pravda ,
the Soviet Union is the world that
concerns them most , and even here,
telling the people that Solzhenitsyn
is "hostile to the whole life of the
Soviet people " is rather a risky business. * .
New York Times News Service

Heath: II l-Suez to Singapore

LONDON — When President Nixon reviewed the world this week with
Prime Minister Edward Heath he
probably found the latter less worried about the chances of a military
confrontation in the Middle East beitMSu^^wSSSlii^XmS tween the United States and Russia
than by the possibility that the Soby art Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn will
viets might get their way in that
surely be led to screw the represkey area without any confrontation
sion down harder, to reduce Western
at all.
contacts, to isolate their people.
Not that Heath favors a showdown;
On the other hand, the nations
far from it. But he does insist the
of Eastern Europe need Western
West must make plain its intense intrade and investment — as the ?oh
terest in the Mediterranean, where
ish case urgently shows. The imthe USSR continues to build its powmediate crisis in Poland arises from
er, and this is a cardinal point of
economic strains, and to relieve
his foreign policy.
those strains Poland will surely have
THE CRUX of Heath's global outto deal with the West.
look
for the moment involves the
The first impact of the events in
Common Market and the climax of
Poland must strengthen the hardBritain's- long campaign to enter it.
liners of both West and East in their
But, for him, there is no reason why
doubts about relationships with the
this expanded "Europe" should not
other side.
be tied both to sounder trans-Atlantic
IN THE WEST, a principal effect
relationships and also to particular
will be to make the going harder
international responsibilities in other
for Willy Brandt's Ostpolitik. Gerregions.
man public opinion will find it ' more
From a British viewpoint, the
difficult to accept the Brandt treaties with communist Poland and Russia. The Washington critics of the
German Chancellor, including such
old cold warriors as Dean Acheson,
will consider their skepticism confirmed. In general, Western strateWASHINGTON - The new year
gists may see the Polish troubles
ahead
offers to the United States
as worrisbmely de-stabilizing.
the
most
profound opportunity since
In Poland, the immediate reaction
the
onset
of the cold war if only
has naturally been repressive.
we refuse to be swept out or screamWladyslaw Gomulka and his coled out of Vietnam and if only we
leagues have more to worry about
maintain a posture of military
than their own political control.
strength in this world.
They know that continuing disorder
Both, to be sure, are big "ifs";
might bring Soviet military action
but
then simple courage and resolu— and that could be highly dangertion
are all that will be required
ous. The Poles are not fatalist
— always assuming that these qualCzechs; they are a romantic, violent
ities have not left our national life.
people with an ancient hatred of
For
the great, central reality of curthe Russians.
rent international affairs is that the
BUT SOME analysts here think
Soviet monolith is cracking from
that political repression may be folcontinued
stresses within and from,
lowed in Poland by an attempt at
growing
and
— as in the current
economic relaxation — including,
case of Poland — all but revolunecessarily, an economic opening to
tionary disaffection among the satelWest Germany. The question is
lite
powers.
whether the Soviet leadership; as
it grows more dogmatic internally,
THE DISPATCHES of a single
will allow the Polish parly room
to maneuver.
If the Poles can and do deal realistically with at least their public's
economic demands , then a parallel
An editorial in
realism could develop in the West:
a willingness to go ahead with OstNew York Times
politik. The idea that stable, grad"There is going to be supersonic
ually closer East-West relations will
flight
whether we like lt or not."
improve the lot of ihe East EuroSo declared Representative Edpeans Is a gamble, hut the alternaward Boland of Massacushetts in
tives are no more attractive .
Mouse debate on the appropriation
for the supersonic plane. Like a ritNew York Times News Servico
ual incantation , this cry goes up
«very time the SST is discussed.
Congressman Boland and t h e
many others who make this glib
assertion do not seem to understand
how weary the public has become
of their argument. The building of
this plane is not a command of God
or nature. Ordinary human beings
designed the SST and the tax money
of many other ordinary human beings will have to be spent to build
it. So why can't ordinary human
boinfis stop it?
Advocates of the SST raise the
specter of Russian and AngloFrench competitors capturing t h e
world aviation market. No airline
in a Western democratic country has
yet bought a Russian-made plane.
Wone is likely to do so for the good
reason tl.at snirlines do not want to
be dependent for spare parts and
replacement models on a totalitar-

Graffiti . . . by Leary

money to buy. And there is obviously a growing middle class and even
an official and artistic upper class
here, which enjoys the pleasures of
the theater and the concert hall aiid
even the luxuries of owning country property and passing it on to
their children.
A visitor cannot speak of life beyond Moscow, which is quite a lot
of Soviet life, but here there is obviously progress and pride in progress, and what looks like a genuine
if weary acceptance of authority,
stability and the necessities of plain
living.

ara not so sure that Solzhenitsyn
is really "hostile to the wSole life
of the Soviet people" but only hos- '
tile to the rigid spirit of the gov- .
eminent. Maybe here, as in Czechoslovakia , they are merely terrified
of freedom , and that the spirit of
the dissidents, if the people heard
it, would challenge their authority.
Maybe, in short, they know what
they are doing, or paradoxically,
Jthat they have finally made it as
a great nation, and, despite all
their boasting, don't know It.
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Mediterranean, once seen as an imperial lifeline during the days of the
Raj in India, remains central. There
is deep concern about the increasingly solid establishment of a Russian
presence in Egypt and penetrations
in Aden, Somalia and the Sudan.
Moreover, worry is provoked by the
activities of Soviet submarines and
electronic vessels in the Indian
Ocean.
These factors helped Heath, upon
assuming power, to Insist that the
planned total withdrawal from "east
of Suez" contemplated by the Labor
government must be scrapped. Indeed he hopes that some day Western Europe as a bloc can even shoulder a "European mission" in regions
far removed from its own confines.
THE HOTLY debated intention of

Heath to sell South Africa arms is,
in his mind, directly related to this
overall design. The Tory argument

is that the Western approaches to
the Indian Ocean, increasingly infiltrated by the Soviet fleet, must be
patrolled as a sensible precaution and
the only sure support base is Souftli
Africa.
Of all diplomatic problems not geographically contained within Western
Europe itself, the one most worrisome is the Middle East. In Heath's
opinion this has two aspects.
The first is simply that of Western
relations with the Arab world ani
its immense treasure of petroleum
on which the Common Market relies
so heavily for its industrial development. The second is the requirement
for a permanent Arab-Israeli settlement which will terminate the chaos
marking the past generation.
Heath feels that Britain might
now perhaps contribute more effective diplomatic help than in the
past. There is a cogent and logical
policy pattern in the mind of Heath
and, while it initially focuses most
strongly on Western Europe, it embraces the world.
New York Times News Service

Cold war opportunity
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day, for illustration, speak alike of
the increasing boldness of dissent
inside Russia and of the fact that
the Polish stooge government has
been forced to turn its guns upon
the people so effectively as to the
recall of the Hungarian uprising of
1956.
The Polish government and the
overlords in Moscow have been compelled, even though they have no
eternally querulous neo-paclfist senators to rush to the hoob tube with
tireless denunciations of their own
country, to admit that things are
tough in the communist Eden .
It is not excessively optimistic to

No logic for SST

ian country which can turn foreign
trade on and off for political reasons.
As for the Concorde, the AngloFrench version of the SST, t h i s
project has been in difficulty from
the outset.
In these circumstances, the true
course for the United States is to
provido world leadership in behalf
of this planet's gravely threatened
environment. Senator Nelson of Wisconsin has introduced a bill to prohibit any supersonic plane from operating in this country's territorial
jurisdiction Since the North Atlantic
run is the richest air route, the passage of this bill would be a powerful
deterrent to further work on the
Concorde. Sweden has already established sonic boom standards
which will prevent the landing of
any SST within its borders .
Meanwhile the conclusive struggle against tho SST has still to be
won in the House-Senate conference.
If the Senate conferees hold firm
the supernon ic plane can be stopped
now. Such a decision would mark
a turning point in tho human struggle to keep this planet habitable for
human beings and all other living
creatures.

suggest that the year 1971 may well
bring a genuine effort by the Rus?
sians to propose an honest and a
genuine series of accommodations
with the United States.
They may do precisely this provided that the United States government itself does not impeach its own
word to its allies — as in South
Vietnam — and does not allow the
unexampled ferocity of the homefront attack upon the American military to enfeeble our defense capabilities.
THE TRUTH IS that this assault

from within has become even more
dangerous to our high and ultimate
national interests than the long, long
assault upon specific foreign policy
action such as that involved In Vietnam. There is no case on record
where the Soviet Union has even
pretended to negotiate seriously with
us while y/e appeared weak. Three
is no case on record where the Russians have refused to negotiate with
complete seriousness while we have
been strong and determined.
These two sentences define both
the opportunity and the danger of
thc year lying immediately ahead ;
in both senses, they speak for themselves.
United Feature Syndicate
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AAan has always fo

(EDITOR'S NOTE: The
air and spaceships fly higher, the biuldings grow taller, ihe electronic pictures
swarm the skies and man.
measures the elements in. .
ihe stars, while around htm,
on the earth , the landscape
grows dimmer . Yet , always ,
he has fou nd his strongest
ties nearer at hand, within
himself, in the riddles of
his own existence. Christmas focuses on that dimension. The following article ,
the second in a /our-part
Christmas series about the
cose for God, deals with
man's 'intuition.)- ¦ '

Abraham J. Heschel

By GEORGE W. CORNELL
, _\P Religion Writer
A rose is beautiful, but this
can't be proved. A song is
sweet, but no formula can verify it. Love is good, and so is
truth, creativity and character,
but no scale nor syllogism can
establish the fact.
It is an odd, enticing antic of
life, brought out even more
sharply in this era of engulfing
technological ^e^ess, that the
prime, basic values can't be
captured in tests or computations.
Even the latest objective findings only deepen - the puzzle.
Each "known" multiplies the
"unknown," said the late nu-

Martin Buber

Government orders
39 toys from
market; dangerous

By MIKE SHANAHAN
WASHINGTON (AP) - With
most gifts already wrapped and
ready for stacking under the nation's Christmas trees, the federal government has ordered 39
toys off the market because of
pins, needles, metal spikes and
sharp wires that it says could be
dangerous.
Among those listed by the
Federal Food and Drug Administration in an order late Monday were dolls, stuffed animals
and lawn-dart sets.
The FDA said it has notified
toy makers of the action and
left it to them to notify retailers
to remove the toys from store
shelves. Refusal will result in
federal seizure of the products
by the FDA's 649 inspectors, the
agency said.
One of those listed was Toy
Town of Randallstown, Md.,
which the FDA said made a toy
called Squeaking Toy Donkey,
which has a removable squeaker.
After the list was released
Harold Moore, manager of Toy
Town said his outlet sells toys
but has never manufactured
any. He said the toy donkey was
imported, but was unable to say
by whom.
• "But we took it off the
shelves," he said.
The FDA has also moved to
provide a way for parents to get
refunds if they purchased one of
the toys on the list. The agency
said it was proposing a rule requiring manufacturers be prepared to either return the purchase price in full or repair the
toys so that they are safe. But
the customer could opt for the
refund under the rule, which is
subject to 15 days of comment.
Under fire from Congress and
consumer groups, the agency
moved for the first time Friday
under the Ur-month-old Toy
Safety Act by banning four classifications of toys.
But after saying it wouldn't
name names, it did just that in
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Monday's announcement
In November, Consumers Union, which tests toys for Safety,
displayed eight toys it said were
dangerous. Only one, Jarts, a
lawn darts game produced by
J.B. Jarts, South Glen Falls,
N.Y., appears among the 39.
Besides that, the FDA said
Jarts ban has been stayed pending action on the banning by a
federal appeals court.
The FDA said the dther seven
toys on Consumer Union's list
were dther off the market or
under various phases of» investigation.
In a few cases, their manufacturers had agreed to make them
safer, the agency said.
The consumers' organization
later sought to have a federal
court order for the eight toys
banned, but was turned down.
Besides the toy donkey and
the Jarts game, the FDA
banned the following toys listed
by name, defect and manufacturer:
Dizzy Doodle Doll, squeaker
removes, Parksmith
Corp.
N.Y. ; Squeeze Zoo Zee squeeze
toy, squeaker removes, Stahlwood Manufacturing Co., N.Y.,
N.Y. ;
Rocket Lawn Dart Set, Town
& Country Game Ltd., Yonkers,
N.Y.; Lawn Dart, Regent Sports
Co., Hauppauge, N.Y.; Javelin
Darts, lawn darts, Hasbro Industries, Pawtucket, R.I.;
King Model, 1700 Lawn Dart,
King Athletic Goods, Inc., Hunting Park, Pa.; Champion Ring
Darts, lawn darts, Haecker Industries, Philadelphia, Pa.;
Rubber Squeeze Toy—football
player, squeaker removes, Leisure Group, West Point, Miss.;
Kooky Eyes with squeaker,
squeaker removes, Azrak-Henway, New York; Plakai Toy
Rolling Pin-squeeze toy, squeaker removes, no manufacturer
listed; Squeeze Toy Pig, squeaker removes, J.L. Prescott Co.,
Paterson, N.J.;
Little Angel Play Ball,
squeaker removes, Childhood
Interest, Roselle Park , N.J. ;
Toys for Fun Squeeze Doll,
squeaker removes, J.L. Prescott; Toy Poodle-rubber squeeze
toy, squeaker removes, J.L.
Prescott;
Blue Fox Model Youngster Set
Archery, considered a lawn
dart , Bear Archery Co., Grayling, Mich.; Fleetwood Archery
Cub Archery Set, considered a
lawn dart, Fleetwood Archery,
Superior, Wis.; Jerry Pets
Stuffed Poodle, eyes removable,
Jerry Eisner Co., New York;
Stuffed Toy Cat, eyes at-

clear physicist J. Robert Opp&iheimer, so that science stands
"always at the edge of mystery,
surrounded by it."
. Yet, in the elemental promptings in man himself lie the signals of the "ultimate, the insights
into the incalculable, an innate
"sense" of qualities expressed
by the word, "God."
It is an "awareness of the ineffable," says Jewish scholar
Abraham J. Heschel. Rooted in
wonderj it perceives objective
aspects of reality that can't be
specified. "We see what y /e cannot say. We have a certainty
without knowledge."
As a simple example, a man
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looks at a horse, and immediately, without analyzing it, realizes its fundamental being, its
"horsehocd " _a essence that
cannot be translated to mere
size, age, color or breed.
A Brahms symphony is like
that, lovely and real, yet not
empirically demonstrable. So is
a great painting or poem or a
tree. So is truth, itself, whose
limits are immeasureable and
whose worth is unknown.
Yet man pursues it with a relentless passion.
He has "an unquenchable
thirst or drive" to possess it,
says Catholic theologian John A.
Coleman.He says the only war-

J. Robert Oppenheimer

J. B. Rhine

rant for this ceaseless, unlimited "thrust to understand" is the
reality of the goal itself , total
truth.
And that unfathomable beacon, truth, is a name of God.
Either it stands for an actuality, for a transcendent intelligence inherent in the universe,
or else the entire scientific enterprise and the questing, exploratory drive in man is chasing a mirage, and the real is not
finally intelligible.
But something in man says it
must be. "It is a commitmd_t in
the sense that it is a personal
act of acceptance and affirmation of an ultimate," says Protestant theologian Langdon
Gilkey.
It is an eternal questionmark
stamped in man, affirming an
answer, not in knowing it, but in
seeking it It is the wisdom of
wonder drawn toward the full
light, God. Catholic philosopher
Jacques Maritain called it "metaphysical intuition."
Biologist Edmond W. Sinnot
says there is evidence of a
"goal-seeking character in protoplasm where spirit and matter
meet;" reflected in man 's will,
thought and aspirations, indicating "something that may truly
be called spiritual."
Besides the tug of truth, the
reality of other principles associated with God are woven into
the very fabric of existence, although they cannot be validated
by laboratory methods.
The universe is so constituted

tached with sharp metal pins,
George Jensen Inc., New York ;
Squeeze Doll-Kooky Eyes, eyes
remove, Uneeda Doll Co.,
y Jy
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Brooklyn, N.Y.; Star-Musical |l^XJ ?^ ¦
Rattle, m etal prongs, Star Manufacturers, Leominster, Mass.; » « yV
_____ ¦W W _____________ _______V ______________ ^_____ _P__________ r
Tumbler Ball Toy, breaks
apart exposing small beads
Stahlwood Toy Co., Now York,^
N.Y.; Doll Honey Baby, pins
hold hair-ribbon and bows, P&M
Doll Co., New York, N.Y.;
Baby Beth Doll, hair-ribbon
attached with straight pin, Allied Doll & Toy Corp., Brooklyn,
N.Y.; I Cry Mama Doll, sharp
pointed wires hold arms and
legs to body of doll, Goldberger
Doll Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.;•'¦•
Little Sophisticate Doll No.
79,000, sharp hairpins and ribIon attached with straight pins,
TJrieeda Doll Corp. ; Candy At
Play Doll, exposed easily, Funworld Inc., New York; Your
Dream Bride Doll No. 2070, pins
in headband, Eugene Doll Co.,
Brooklyn , N.Y.;
Mini Bdnd-a-Family, rubber
toy with wire, Pennsick & Gordon, Los Angeles, Calif.; Toy
Basket, plastic spike, Funworld
Inc., New York, N.Y. ;
Jiggly Rattle , handle breaks
exposing sharp metal and protrusions, Bomar Co., Squantum,
Mass.; Magic Action Hammer,
sharp edges when brokdfn , Childhood Interests, Roselle Park,
N.J.;

% COSMETIC MIRROR
^^^^^fe ^r^^^^m

Jackie Twisting Waist doll,
sharp pi_n in hat and dress, Fun
World, Inc., N.Y., N.Y.; Moody
Doll, pins and long wire spike in
neck, Holiday Fair, Inc., N.Y.,
N.Y.;
Stuffed Head Doll, eyes attached with easily-removed
sharp m etal pins, Georg Jensen,
Inc., N.Y., N.Y.; Stuffed Toy
Dog, ey«s easily removed, Lamar Toy Company, Brooklyn ,
Newborn baby (No. T80),
sharp wires joining arms and
legs to torso, Golberger Doll
Manufacturing Co., Brooklyn,
N.Y.; Toy Telephone Rattle, defect not listed but presumably
breakable , Childhood Interests,
Roselle Park, N.J.;
M u s i c a l Merry-Go-Round,
Canelon, contains metal spikes,
F.W. Woolworth, New York.
n

Child ren's Health
Confer qefs $200,000

MINNEAPOLIS (AP)
Children 's Health Center and
Hospital , Minneapolis, has received a $_ .0,O- O pledge.
The gift from tho B. C. Gamble Foundation and the P. W.
Skogmo Foundation is toward
completion of tho new facility
in south Minneapolis.
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if they were n&ere puppets of freedom of God, and shares in
responsibility for it, however he
circumstance.
distorts it.
Their right of decision is their
"God-like" dignity, aid also The atheist says it Is all
meaningless, purposeless haptheir danger.
penstance, although oddly, that
They often plainly misuse it, he himself has purpose. Actual"
defying the guidelines of their ly, if reality is not fundamentalenvironment, blundering, hat- ly trustworthy and only threating, warring, polluting, binding ening chance, a man can only
themselves in evil and waste. withdraw into distrustful defenDepth psychology says man is siveness and vigilant wariness.
his own worst enemy. Yet, with- But instinct says the basic
out responsible options, he stuff of life can be trusted, that
would have no vital part at all it's dependable and meaningful,
in the world, and learn nothing so a man can tackle it with zest
and confidence.
from it.
If he could flout the growth- Another clue Iieis in man's
enhancing conditions surround- sense of incompleteness and the
ing him without effect, if he strange potency of encounter
could plant potatoes and reap b e t w e e n persons, e a c h
corn, if he could fight, cheat and searching, longing for self-conexploit in dog-eat-dog fashion, firmation in the other, a kind of
live by volcanos, build suffocat- interaction that can bring tha
ing cities and keep his children bidden, fragmented self into
realization of wholein fire-trap slums without bear- greater
' ¦ ¦
ing the consequences, the bene- ness. . " • .
ficial lessons of reality would be
fNEXT: The Testimony.)
lost on him, leaving only chaos
and absurdity, and man would
Winona Dally Newt *T
be less than man.
Winona,Minnesota '
He bears the "image " of the
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that human growth demands
love and character, although
why it is that way cannot be rationally explained except by assuming that love and character
ard basic to it.
For a person to develop his
potential, he needs both to be
loved and to love, a nurturing
that curiously combines the
force both of the giver and receiver of love into a larger creativity, so it's hard to tell who
really accomplished it.
But without love, lives become stunted, crippled by distrust, suspicion and fear.
"God is love," John's Gospel
put it.
Grpwth also requires the disciplining that produces character, its traits of perseverance,
cooperativeness,
generosity,
honesty and courage. These are
forged by the failures that spur
fortitude and reform as much as
by successes that bring hope
and greater good.
Protestant philosopher Peter
A. Bertocci says that the "main
conditions" for man's development-—love, thought, character
—are ingrained fundamentally
both in man's makeup and his
environment although he invented neither himself.
Yet they are genuine, and
they also are hallmarks of God.
But men also have extensive
free will to choose their courses
of action, so that their decisions
merge with the given conditions
in shaping the results, a creative role people would not have
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VISITS "PARENTS" ... Surin Pisswaun , right, a former
Rushford AFS exchange student from Thailand, is visiting at
the home of his American "parents," Mr. and Mrs. Ward Huff
and their children, Jody and Todd, Caledonia, Minn. Pisswaun
made his home with the Huff family during his stay as an
exchange student in Rushford. Following graduation from
Rushford, he returned to Thailand where he attended Thamasart University, Bangkok, Thailand. He recently received a
two-year scholarship which enabled him to return to the
United States to study for his bachelor's degree at Claremoat Men's College, Clairemoht, Calif. While visiting at Rushford, he was honored at an open house at the Robert Bunke
home. He will be returning to California Dec. 30. (Mrs. Robert
Bunke photo)

Fresh date cake is
tri-stafe speci
By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Editor
It's hard to come by a "different" date cake recipe but we've
tracked one down. We found it
in a delightful regional cookbook—one called "Fireside Recipes" and compiled by the
Fireside Felowship of the Stanley Congregational Church,
United Church of Christ, in
Chatham, N.J.
The batter for this cake Is
mixed in an unorthodox manner
and when it comes out of the
oven a sweet "sauce" is poured
over it, the sauce acting as a
frosting. The cake may be
served warm or cold. We used
fresh dates in this cake and they
made a great contribution.
Before the donor of this cake
recipe moved to New Jersey,

Lutheran vows
unite couple at
Spring Grove
SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Special) — The Trinity Lutheran
Church here was the scene of
the Nov. 28 marriage of Miss
Ethel Mae Ryan, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Ryan,
Burr Oak, Iowa, and Donald
J. Syliing, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James Syliing, Spring Grove,
Minn.
The bride was graduated from
North Winneshiek High School
and was employed by Control
Data prior to her marriage. Her
husband, a graduate of Spring
Grove High School, is employed by Standard Materials Corporation, La Crosse.
The newlyweds have established a home at Spring Grove.

Farewell party
SPRING GROVE , Minn. (Special) — A farewell open house
for the Rev. and Mrs. Rolf Hanson will be held Jan. 3 from 6
to 9 p.m. with a potluck lunch
of cake, cookies and sandwiches.
B

Farmers Union
SPRING GROVE , Minn . (Special) — The Farmers Union
Christmas party will be held at
the school cafeteria Monday. A
potluck supper will begin at 7
p.m. A gift exchange will be
held.

i ABSTRACTS
and
REGISTERED

Property
Certificates

I. "— ^-:
WHOM COUNTY
ABSTRACT CO., IMC,
535 Junction Sr.

she lived ih Pontiac, Mich., and
before that in Denver, Colo. So
you might call her delicious
date dessert a tri-state specialty.
\
MRS. JESSIE HENSEL'S
' DATE CAKE

The annual Christmas party
was held Friday night by the
Alma. Order of Eastern Star. A
supper was served, followed by
a short meeting and party including a tree, visit from Santa
Claus, gift exchange and group
singing of Christmas songs.
About 65 children and members
were present.
Mrs. Walton Haeussinger was
elected associate conductress.
Mrs. Roger Beseler, incoming
worthy matron , announced that
installation of officers will be
held Jan. 15. Coffee and refreshments will follow installation. Alma members will bring
bars and cookies and Cochrane,
Buffalo City and Fountain City,
sandwiches. Mrs. E. H. Malone
and Mrs. Meta Bielefeldt will
be in charge of the serving.
Mrs. Howard Achenbach, who
was worthy matron, presented
gifts to her officers and thanked
everyone for the support given
to her the past year. Mrs. Ann
Ulrich read a Christmas poem
following the meeting.
Mrs. Glenn Turton was chairman of the party, assisted in
the kitchen by Mrs. Meta Bielefeldt, Mrs. Leon a Dierauer, Mrs.
Ann Ulrich and Mrs. Gena Jost.
Mrs. Alden Wiberg assisted at
the party with the singing and
passing out of the gifts. Mrs.
Oscar Stirn was pianist for the
evening.
The shut-ins were remembered by the chapter with poinsettia plants.
-.
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Plainview club
PLAINVIEW, Minn . (Special)
— The Social Cfub held its
Christmas party Thursday eve ning at the home of Mrs. Will
Wandrey with 12 members
present. Plans were made for
the annual Valentine party to
be held Feb. 12 at Piper Hills.
Mrs. John Welti and Mrs. James
Walker were in charge of entertainment and gifts were exchanged. The next meeting will
be Jan . 28 at the home qf Mrs.
Herbert Wurst with an election
of officers. Lunch was served.

Engaged

LAKE CITY, Minh. (Special)
— Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Gary,
Hammond, announce the engagement of their daughter,
Donna Rose, to Bruce Carl Siefert, son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Siefert, also of Hammond.
Miss Gary is employed at the
Mayo Clinic, Rochester, and
her fiance is an employe of the
L.P. Gas Co., Zumbro Falls.
A Jan. 9 wedding is being
planned at the United Methodist Church, Hammond.

Mom tak
problem too lightly

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY: You aren't helping much with my .crusade
for earlv recognition and prompt treatment of spinal deSmSiS aSscent gir< f<A-and
«^^eShSSS
stand* 5^°™f^ !j
teen-aged daughter walks, sits
r
up has
her
to straighten
reminding
"
ard no amount of "
)
her.
x
helped. You say, "Quit nagging
Abby, poor posture is often due to a
growth disturbance of the spine. Untreated
it becomes a permanent humpback . Treated early it can be corrected. Just because
the mother says the child has only "poor
posture" does not eliminate the probability
that she has a more serious underlying
bone deformity.
.
You should have answered, "Take a
look at your daughter in the nude. Have
PRESENT LAP ROBES . . . Sixth grade Waltmah and Marcia Bernard. Mi's. Vern
her bend forward. Does she have an actual
junior girl scouts from Elgin, Minn., pre- Mullen is leader of the troop. Junior and ca"hump" on her back in that position? If
sented lap robes to residents of the Elgin dette scouts also sang Christmas carols at
Abby
she has, or if her ribs are more prominent
Nursing Home Thursday as part of their the home Thursday evening. The sixth grade
on one side than the other, she has an actual deformity
Christmas service project. From left, front
scouts also entertained the fourth and fiith
and should see her doctor , pediatrist or an orthopedic surVery truly yours,
geon.''
row, Vicky Schroeder with Mrs. Guy Evansgrade scouts at a party with a gift exchange
AN "M. D." IN MILWAUKEE
Cindy Eggert by Mrs, Ernie Miller; Cathy and lunch following. Cadette leaders are Mrs.
Schneider by Mrs. Emma Miller and Cindy Wesley Moore and Mrs. Herb Young. (Mrs.
DEAR M. D.: Ten lashes with the laces from an
Olson by Mrs. Lena Hoist. Standing frprn Walter Schumacher photo)
orthopedic corset for me! I am publishing your helpful
left, Julie Becker, Debbie Wolfgram, Lori
letter with the hope that it will further your crusade.
Am I forgiven, doctor?
DEAR ABBY: I am a retired librarian , and since my
husband passed away, I've been keeping myself busy earn^^_^^^^^_S^1^^»S^W
ing money baby-sitting. I live in an apartment , and lately
^^J^X_3^H_-_^IE
^^
I have X;n sitting for two darling preschool-age children
whose mother is a young divorcee. (They live down the hall
The Woman's Relief Corps from me.) The mother brings the youngsters to my apartFor WEDNESDAY, Dec. 23
elected the following officers at ment and I keep them here all day. The mother told me she
Your birthday today : You now begin a reorganization their Thursday meeting; Mrs. works days, downtown. The pay is fine, the children are
period in which nearly everything that happens can be turn- W.' K. Wheeler, president ; Miss well-behaved, but the situation worries me.
ed to good account. Your healthy self-interest comes to the Ruth Miller, senior vice presiI have never seen that woman leave her apartment, or
fore, sometimes forcing issues so you must find a variety of dent; Mrs. Felix Pellowski, jun- come home. But I have observed that many men enter her
solutions. Romantic ventures thrive. Today's natives are ior vice president; Mrs. Robert apartment (one at a time), and a few days ago, I saw a
versatile, able to find ingenious answers for local problems, Nelson Sr., chaplain ; Mrs. B. R. policeman at her door. All this evidence would indicate that
very serious in their attitude toward themselves and life.
Wandsnider, treasurer ; Mrs. Ar- she is involved in something illegal, and if she is, 1 don't
ARIES (March 21-April 19): There's much to be gained thur Bard , conductress and want to assist her by keeping her children out of the way.
UNWILLING ACCOMPLICE
in . -picking up the pieces from yesterday's
Mrs. Elsie Hendrickson, guard. What should I do?
haste and confusion. Your home situation
A potluck dinner preceded the
7 DEAR UNWILLING: Don't jump to any conclusions.
can be improved radically by negotiations
election. Officers will be instalAsk the woman where "downtown " she works. (A babystarted now.
led at the January meeting.
sitter should know where to find the mother in case
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A woman
of an emergency.) Also, tell her frankly what you have
associate has a strong insight, perhaps
observed, and if your suspicions axe correct, you can't
L.C. Christmas party be
doesn't recognize where it fits or what its
blamed for refusing to keep her children.
meaning is. Do your own interpreting and
)
(Special
LAKE CITY, Minn.
DEAR ABBY: Your column today was the last straw.
be guided;
— The Trillium Garden Club Here were a bunch of sex-starved women writing to you
GEMINI <May 21-June 20): Pull yourself
held its Christmas party at the (their appointed "god") about their drab sex lives.
up by caling cn your own buoyancy. Younger
home of Mrs. Norman Hoist
Of all the trivia you print (such as how to cut a steak
people are restless, need /something to do to
Katherine in public, keeping y6ur armpits clean and healthy, how to
recently
with
Mrs.
hold their interest. Get them involved in conMoseman as co-hostess. Mrs. tell your next-door neighbor ihat her husband isn't getting
structive activity;
Jeane
Joseph Denzer reported on the enough affection, so you have taken over the job, etc.) you
(June
22)
21-July
: Stay in a
CANCER
district meeting to be held here
to breeze over the real problems.
smiling good humor as you plow through this busy day of in April. Committees were ap- manage
I
have
this vision of a bunch of aproned women reading
overnumerous details. Leave nothing to memory, keep copi- pointed and programs for 1971 DEAR ABBY
on the last day. You know, when pollution has
ous notes and figures.
were distributed . Several Christ- finally covered the windows and the last Vietnamese has
22):
LEO (July 23-Aug.
Most of yesterday's impractical mas activities were carried put been murdered, along with our own children.
ideas come back revised far enough so they work. A small and punch and cookies were
If your catty readers (and writers) would spend just half
bit of luck requires extra movement on your part to take served.
the time writing to their senators and congressmen as they
advantage of it.
spend writing to your column, we might have a chance of
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Now you can get people togeting out of this mess!
K. M : ROSEBURG, ORE.
visitors
Ireland
gether in earnest and expect things to work out to everyCONFIDENTIAL. TO "STILL WAITING IN NASHbody 's satisfaction. Get estimates on long-range programs.
ETTRICK ,, Wis. (Special) VLLE": Madrid was last summer, pidn't your mother
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Forthright gracious self-expres- Mr.
and Mrs. Mark Stratford
sion win you a possibly significant career break. Explore it and their children, John and ' ever tell you that Spaniards are expert at throwing the
bull?
promptly. Avocational interests offer added possible benefits. Neil, Belfast, North Ireland,
SCORPIO- (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Confidential work, which does have been at the home of Mr.
DEAR ABBY: I have read with much interest through
not appear as such, comes your Tway. Listen attentively to and Mrs. Sheldon Cantlon, en the years of your encounters with women who write, "My ' ¦'.
any business proposal you hear. Health checkups are reas- route to their home in Ireland, husband likes toTwear lace panties, what shall I do?" Or, "Is :
suring.
Stratford is a cousin of Mrs. my husband perverted because he sleeps in a nylon nightie?"
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Step up to make a bid Cantlon, a native of Ireland, Your answers usually reflect wisdom and compassion.
for leadership. Your personality becomes appealing—use it. Stratford, an engineer, has been
I am a 49-year-old man who has been wearing women's ,
Select your place carefully to catch listeners in the best con- employed the past two years clothing for at least 40 years. I find much comfort in a
ditions.
v
by the Boeing Aircraft Co. in corset, nylons and bloomers under my male attire.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Start early with a list of California.
My wife is very understanding, and has always helped
your wants. Handle the most expedient, then proceed to the
me to obtain feminine clothing. We have raised three fine chilnext without regard to sequence. You'll be pleased with the
dren. I am very masculine (outwardly) and have been a semiday 's results.
trailer driver, racing car driver, and I enjoy other manly
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feh. 18): Bring negotiations to closports. I have never had any type of homosexual tendencies
sure now — you have as good a deal as you can get. People
SPRING GROVE , Minn. (Spe- or desires. So, as long as I don't bother anybody, what is
in your group relax , and there aire little triumphs to celebrate. cial) — Mrs. Bertha Holm, Mrs. wrong with dressing as I wish in the privacy of my home?
PISCS (Feb . w-March 20): This pleasant day shouldn't Olaf Hagen and Mrs. Rudolph
If you use my letter, please sign rote .. _
be taken up with personal satisfaction ; get busy and do Tweeten were elected directors
"NORMAL" IN BEAVER DAM", WIS.
business. Arrange financing, long-term contracts and the for the senior citizens for the
like.
coming year.
DEAR NORMAL: Nothing.

Relief Corps
elects officers

¦

(Adapted from
"Fireside Recipes")
I cup (20) pitted fresh dates
1 cup water
% cup ( Vi-pound stick) butter
1 cup sugar
Legion ¦auxi liary .
1teaspoon baking soda
Vk , cups unsifted flour, fork- LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special )
— ^ Members of the American
stirrei before measuring
Legion Auxiliary will prepare
1large egg, slightly beaten
packages for sick, shut-in and
1teaspoon vanilla
lonely persons of their member1 container (,Vz pint) heavy ship at the Legion clubrooms today, and deliver them as Christcream , whipped
mas gifts.
Sauce, see recipe
With kitchen scissors cut each Chautauqua Club
date crosswise into thirds letting the pieces fall into a medi- SPRING GROVE , Minn. (Speum saucepan. Add water. Bring cial) — Chautauqua Club will
hold its Christmas party Monto a boil over medium heat.
Add butter and sugar and day at 8 p.m. at the parochial
cook, stirring constantly, until school lounge.
sugar is dissolved and butter is
melted. Remove from heat. Stir
THE LOCKHORNS
in baking soda. Let cool 10 minutes.
Stir in flour, egg and vanilla,
blending well.
Turn into a buttered oblong
glass 1%-quart baking dish (10
by 6 by 1*A inches).
Bake in a preheated 400 degree oven until a cake tester inserted in the center comes out
clean—20 to 25 minutes.
While cake bakes, prepare
sauce. Remove baked cake
from oven and pour sauce over
hot cake. Serve warm or cold,
cut into squares. (Remove
squares from pan with a wide
metal spatula.) Top squares
with whipped cream sweetened
to taste with sugar and flavored
with vanilla .
Makes 8 to 10 servings .
SAUCE
passes to attend the Christmas
1 tablespoon flour
services because of lack of
1 cup firmly packed light brown
space.
sugar
B
J/i cup water
VA cup (% of a %-pound stick )
Morton resigns from
butter
In a small saucepan thoroughboard of Pillsbury
ly stir together tho flour and
sugar. Gradually stir in water.
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) Add butter. Bring to a boil over
Rogers
C. B. Morton , nominatmedium heat, stirring to dised
by
President
Nixon for secBETHLEHEM
l»
Israel
solve sugar and melt butter.
Cook, stirring constantly, until lias granted permits to 200 Ar- retary of interior, has resigned
slightly thickened. Makes 1 cup. abs from Egypt, Kuwait and from the board of directors of
n
Lebanon to attend Christmas Pillsbury Co.
CONSIDER BOOST
rites in occupied Bethlehem, the The Minneapolis-based millMADISON (AP) - Wisconsin
ing firm said Monday Morton's
Telephone Company 's request Interior Ministry said today,
resignation
would be effective
Since
Israel
seized
Christ's
for a $6.2 million annual rate
increase was taken under ad- birthplace from Jordan in the upon his confirmation by the
visement Monday by the Public 1967 war, it has admitted small U.S. Senate for the interi or
Service Commission.
numbers of residents of Arab post.
states for tho Christmas servafter a security check.
msm _T 0iL^ iwg ices
Meanwhile. Yuletlde preparaWEST BEND
tions accelerated in the little
I HOMEMADE PIES FOR
town spending its fourth Christmas under Israeli rule.
Manger Square is festooned
with thousands of colored lights,
Starting $/[Q95
ORDER NOW
and
a
closed-circuit
television
Pumpkin, Mincemeat .
system is being set up to carry
| Apple , Cherry, Blueberry
the services in the Church of tlie
BROTHERS
I
Nativity to those in tha square.
IM
fUR
BR
B STORE, |„o.
Officials of the church, on the
V & S HARDWARE
site where tradition says Christ
ill B, Alh SI.
Phono 451 .067
Phono 452-2(46
they
had
to
was born, reported
refuse thousands of requests for
[M_ J _ M; .W _^&:
¦

"¦¦ ¦ ¦

Israel allows
200 Arabs fo
Bethlehem
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See over 60 Magnificent Magnavox
(£ 41>/IH QA
Color TV Models from only . . . . . . . . $£*t3i«JU

Magnavox h«s everything you need ond want
in Color TV — and now you save a nenorou»
$80.00 on the popular Contemporary with 23"*
screen, look at all these features: Now Total
Automatic Color System; New Ultra-Reetanoulor
Screen; Now Ultra-Bright Picture Tube . . . plus
furniture styling that has made Magnavox the
leader for yean. Hurry In — before Olirlitma» and give the family a present with tt future
or $80.00 savings.
diagonal measure

EXCLUSIVE DIRECT FACTORY DEALER

Hardt's Music Store

116-118 LEVEE PLAZA EAST

PHONE 452-2712

|

The M/eather

Municipal Court
,

•. . ; .V- WINONPA

Mrs. Helen I. Powell, La
Crescent Rt, 1, Minn., pleaded
not guilty to a charge of failure to yield the right of way
in connection with an accident
at 7:11 p.m. Nov. 6 at Highway
61 and Orrin Street. Judge John
D. McGill set trial for 9:30 a.m.
Jan. 12 and set bail at $75.

The daily record
At Community
Memorial Hospital

Winona Deaths

TUESDAY
DECEMBER 22, 1970

Two-state deaths

These folks would
appreciate cards

Here are a few more names and addresses for readers
Mrs. Albert Urness
Mrs. William Rediska
who are taking time out from their hustle and bustle of
Mrs. Albert (Rertha) Urness, BLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis. Christmas preparations to remember shut-ins
who may be
87, Sauer Memorial Home, died (Special) ~ Mrs. William Re- ill, lonely or just plain lonesome.
at 10:40 p.m. Monday at Com diske, 4», Milwaukee, a former
The following would appreciate receiving Christmas
munity Memorial Hospital resident here, died there Dec. cards: .'•
where she had teen a patient 13 at St. Luke's Hospital. She
E_UL ENGELIEN. Trempealeau, Wis., 54661
had been ill for some time,
one week.
MRS. ELSIE WELCH, Nelson, Wis., 64756.
MONDAY
The former Bertha Hermund- The former Elvina Louise TorXESTER BRUESKE, Minneiska, Minn., 55958.
ADMISSIONS
son,
kelson, she was born Sept. 13,
MRS. MARY RIECK, Nelson, Wis.
Minnesota City, Wis., she was born at Nelson, 1921, to Louis and Mabel HanJohn Martin,
FORFEITURES:
¦
Dec.
8,
1883
,
to
Albert
and
'
'
MRS. JOSEPHINE McQUISTON, Nelson, Wis.
.
Minn.
:
Morris Grove, Alma, Wis., $25,
Mary Syeen Hermundsoai. She son Torkelson at Taylor where
*WIE(_HMAN, Nelson, Wis.
I_OUIS
821%
W.
Sth
Nicole
Schewe,
¦ ¦
no driver's license, 9 p.m. Oct.
married
slie
attended
the
North
Beaver
-Albert
E.
Urness
who
,
:
3 at West 4th and Main streets. St. - , v
died Aug. 15, 1966. She was a Creek Lutheran Church and
Jerry L. Johnson, Rochester, WillisWogan, 712 W. 4th St. member of Central Lutheran Franklin School. She was gradMinn., $20, disobeyed stop sign, John Werner, 1751 Edgewood Church.
uated from the Black River
12:47 am. today at West Snd Road.
Falls
High School with the class
Survivors
include
one
son
Ed'
,
Mihn.
David Kiese,.Lewiston,
WEATHER FORECAST .... . A broad belt of snow flurries,
and Main streets.
of
1940.
Fallowing that she
ward
,
Winona;
one
daughter
Richard Evenson, 227% E. 3rd Michelle Dingfelder, Homer, Mrs. Orville (Gladys) Quarberg,, completed a course in beauty
rain arid showers is expected to cover most of the Eastern
Minn.
St., $10, parking in snow reUnited States. Snow flurries are expected in the Rockies and
Mrs. Bertha Denzer, 258 E. Pasadena, Calif.; five grandchil- culture at Eau Claire and was
Prairie states. Rain is forecast for the Pacific coast and will moval zone, 1:55 a.m. Dec. 12 4th St.
dren; s e v e h great-grandchil- employed as a beautician for
A special all . day program
at East 4th and Franklin
dren; five brothers, Emil Her- 10 years in Milwaukee. She was
change to snow flurries in the Northwest. (AP Photofa-c)
Fountain
has
been planned for all grade
Mrs.
T.
L.
Dunn,
streets.
mundson, Lodi, Wis., Joseph married March 1, 1952.
school members of the Winona
City, Wis.
Hermundson, Prairie du Sac, Survivors are: her husband;
DISCHARGES
JACKSON COUNTY
YMCA and their guests on! WedBLACK RIVER FALLS Wis. Mrs. Clarence Satka, 1153 W. Wis., Ingwald Hermundson, Al- a daughter, Karen, and a son,
nesday,
ma, Wis., Cat! Hermundson, Paul, Milwaukee; two sisters, Two» area state senators will Open swimming
(Special) — The following cases Howard St.
for grades
Eleva, Wis., and Henry Her- Mrs. Theodore, Haugstad, Black
were handled in Jackson Coun- Dane Olson, 460 E. Wabasha
three
and
four
will
head
senate
committees
in
thd
be featur¦¦
Readings for the 24 hours ending at noon today:
;¦
¦
¦ . . . ,. , / :
mundson, Pepin, Wis., and one River Falls, and Mrs. Robert
ty Court recently by newlv- st.
ed from J. .3O-J.O-30 a.m. and tor
forthcoming
session
if
ConserMaximum temperature 22, minimum 2, noon, 20, presister
,
Albert
(Helma)
Volkman,
and two brothers,
Mr$
appointed Judge Louis I. Dreck- Mrs. Frances Risser, 571%, B.
grades five and six from 10:30cipitation.
Senim, Mondovi, Wis. Five Ronald and Leland Torkelson. vatives retain their slim one- 11:30 a.m.
trah:
3rd St.
A year ago today:
Stop sign violation, $29: Du- Mrs. Paul Rohowetz and "baby, brothers and one sister have Funeral services were held vote margin of control. At pres?
High 21, low 5 below noon 5, trace of precipitation.
died.
ane C. Anderson, Iron River, 1931 Gilmore Ave.
Dec. 16 at Layton Park Luther- ent, the Conservatives have" 34 The gym will be opened from
0:30-11:30 a.m. for all grade
Normal temperature range for this date 27¦ to 10. Record
Mich.,
and
Patricia
Jage
Mt.
,
Mrs. Elsie Doebdert, Buffalo Funeral services will be 2 an Church, Milwaukee. Inter- seats and the Liberals have 33. schoolers while the
game room
high 59 in 1877, record low 21 below in 1872. -¦
Prospect, 111.
in
Arlington
Cemep.m. Wednesday at Central Lu- ment was
City, Wis.
Sen Lew Larson, Mabel, a will be open from 9 a.m. to 3
Sun rises tomorrow at 7:37, sets at 4:32.
Zone speed, $28: Ernest Timothy Poulin, 627 W. How- theran Church, the Rev. (J. H. tery. ,' / ¦ ¦
three-term veteran, will head p.m. At noon a bean feed and
Bautch, Independence, Wis.; ard St.
Huggenvik officiating. Burial
thd committee on. regulated in- full length, movie, "Jungle Jim,"
Rev. Oscar S. Mortson
Alfred Meier,
Minneapolis, Mrs. Leonard Ruby and baby, will be in Woodlawn Cemetery.
ROCHESTER, Minn. - Fu- dustries. Sen. Harold G. Krie- starring Johnny Weismueller,
Minn.; Charles Fitch, Edina, 225 Washington St.
Minn.; Dewey Z. Ames, Edger- John Fend, 614 W. Wabasha Friends may call after 1 p.m. neral services for the Rev. ger, Rochester, will chair the will be shown.
Wednesday at the church. The Oscar S. Monson, 69, Roches- committee on elementary and A fee will be charged for
ton, Wis.; Lloyd Gross, MilwauFawcett Funeral Home is in ter
kee, Wis.; Herbert Cluver, st.
, formerly of Winona, will secondary education. Sen. Krie- the bean feed and movie.
661
Huff
St.
Mrs.
Anna
Dorr,
charge of arrangements.
Watzeka. 111.; Wilbur Sauer,
be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at ger has served two four-year
,
Bfomington, Mich.; Aaron Len- Mrs. Leland Finnerud and
Christ United Methodist Church, terms.
Mrs.
Frances
V.
Rogala
706
E.
Sanborn
St.
baby,
gel, New York, N.Y. ; Richard
The appointments were anRochester, with burial in Cher1st Qtr.
Foil
Lssl Qtr.
New
Pajida, Bloomington, Minn.; Mrs. Edward Olson and baby, Mrs. Frances V. Rogala, 92, ry Grove Cemetery, Spring
nounced
Monday by Sen. StanValMinn.
Lamoille,
3
Jan.
468 Main St., died at 7 p.m,
Jan. 11
Jan. 19
Dec. 28
Warren Push, Minneapolis; WilBIRTHS
Monday at Community Mem* ley, He died Sunday night of ley Holmquist, Grove City, leadlard Zwerdltck, St. Louis Park,
er of the Conservative caucus.
Minn.; Michael Knezovich, Hib- Mr. and Mrs. James Leh- rial Hospital after a brief ill- a heart attack while attending
Elsewhere
a Christmas program at the
Should the balance of now*
. 7"
bing, Minn.; James Banner, nertz, Altura, Minin., twin daugh- ness.
be shifted to Liberals by pendHigh Low Pr. Milwaukee; LaVeUe Campbell, ters.
The former Frances Cierzan, Methodist church.
More tian 100 Winona Area
S.E. Minnesota
Albany, cloudy . . . . . 31 l .. Chicago, III.; James Thorp, Mr. and Mrs. Steven McCown, she was born March 7, 1878, at He was born Feb. 11, 1901, ing election challenges, the sen- Chamber of Commerce memMinneapolis, and Susan TJnti, 906 Parks Ave., a son.
Pine Creek, Wis., to Joseph and in Fillmore County, near Cher- ate will have 15 committees,
Mostly cloudy through Albuquerque, clear . 46 26 .. Elkhorn, Wis.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Spande, Antoinette J e r e czek Cierzan ry Grove and attended Ven- according to Sen. Nicholas Cole- bers are expected to attend tha
Atlanta, rain . . . . . . . 67 50 T
January meeting concerning _
Wednesday with chance of
Terry Hutchens, Black River Mabel, Minn., a son.
and married to Benjamin Ro- nard College and Seminary in man, who h^ads the senate's Federal Trade Commission rule
occasional snow. Low to- Bismarck, snow .... 22 3 .01 Falls, $29, non-registration.
gala, who died in 1950. A life- Chicago . He served 46 years in Liberal bloc. Sen. Holmquist an- governing retailers billing pracnight 6-12. High Wednesday Boise, Cloudy ....... 35 29 .04 Micheal Chandler, Alma Cenlong resident of the area, she the ministry. Prior to moving nounced a list of 21 commitBIRTHS ELSEWHERE
v
14-18.
was a member of the Cathedral to Rochester four years ago tees that will be effective under tices. .
Boston, cloudy ..... 31 13 .. ter, Wis., unreasonable and imCalled
by the business reNELSON, Wis. (Special) — of the Sacred Heart and the he had been pastor of the Conservative control.
Buffalo, snow ...... 23 13 .02 prudent limit, $49.
source division of the chamber,
Jerome W. Eckan, Algonquin, Mi*, and Mrs. Roger Brommer, Rosary Society of St. Stanislaus Evangelical United Brethren
Minnesota
Charlotte, cloudy ... 52 50 .. III, $29, illegal parking on in- a daughter by adoption born Church.
the meeting is to Inform retail
Church (now Immanuel United
and service-oriented chamber
Mostly cloudy tonight and Chicago, rain ...... 34 32 .14 terstate system.
Dec. 12. Grandparents are Mrs. Survivors include a son, Ted Methodist) at Winona.
members,
Wednesday with s n o w
what will be required
$29:
Lawrence
Night
speed,
Cincinnati, fog ..... 38 87 .85
Emma Stirn, Alma, Wis., and L., Lakewood, Calif.; three Survivors are: his wife; one
spreading over state again Cleveland,
of
a
creditor
and what is to be
Minn.;
Emory
D.
Even,
Rice,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Emil
Brommer,
Mrs
Ruth
Breza,
daughters,
.
cloudy .. 38 31 .15
son, Richard of Rochester; two
tonight ending from the west
provided
with
monthly billing
Milwaukee;
Jr.,
C.
Spaulding,
(
Nelson.
Winotia, Mrs. Thomas Regina) daughters, Mrs. William (Ruth)
'
Wednesday. Additional, ac- Ddaver, cloudy .... .. 44 19 .. Carol Courtney, Waterloo, Ont.;
statements.
McEneely, Chicago, IU., and Enger. Princeton
, Minn., and
cumulations of snow of 1 to 4 Des Moines, cloudy . 27 24 . . . . Roy Osborne, Granger, Ind.;
Paul Miller, vice president <rf
(Virginia)
Mrs.
Frederick
TODAY'S BIRTHDAYS
inches but possibility of lo- Detroit, rain ....... 39 24 ,08 Donald Lahais, G l e n d a 1 e
the Business Resource Division,
Hahn, Bellflower, CaliL ; 11 Mrs. Gunther (Naomi) Schaaf ,
Heights, IH.; Otto Kkarja, Jr., Bruce Donald Cummlngs, Ho- grandchildren; 16 great-grand- Columbia Heights, Minn.; 13
cal area of more than 4 inch- Fort Worth, cloudy . 70 65
said it is the intent of the meetes. Turning colder tonight Helena, cloudy . . . . . 18 -1 .18 Gary, Ind.; Daniel Keefe, Hins- mer, Minn., 4.
ing to also develop a position
cuilaren; and tv/o sisters, Mrs. grandchildren; a brother, Meland colder Wednesday. Low Indianapolis, fog ... 36 35 .46 dale, II?.; Richard Perks, On- James Ross Monahan, 1002 E. J oseph Kukowskl, Beach, N.D., Tin of Cherry Grove; a halfon the proposal so that tha
tario, Canada ; James Town- Sanborn St., 11.
tonight IS below northwest Jacksonville, cloudy 78 64
chamber board of directors can
and Mrs. John Konkel, Minne- brother, Orris Nagel , and a
half-sister . Mrs. Calvin Brusse ,
to 15 above southeast. High Juneau, snow . . . . . . 26 22 .05 send, Coon Rapids, Minn.; Wiliska, Minn.
WASHINGTON (AP) - Spon- submit the findings to the FTC
Wednesday 5 below to 12 Kansas City, cloudy 35 34 .. liam Libengood. Worthington,
both of Cherry Grove.
Funeral
services
will
be
at
sors
of the bill to establish Voy- prior to Jan. 25.
IMPOUNDED DOGS
Pa.; Alfred Ternes, Steger,
above north, 8 to IS south.
Friends may call at Ranfranz ageurs National
Los Angeles, cloudy « 46 1,07 111.; June Thomas, Fridley,
9:30 a.m. Thursday at BorzysPark say The time and place of th*
Winona
kowskiTMortuary and at 10 a.m. Funeral Home, Rochester, until they're hopeful it will gain full meeting will be announced io
Louisville, cloudy .. 44 42 .. Minn., and Charles Nusbaum,
Wisconsin
No. 580 — Medium-sized black at the Cathedral- of Sacred noon Wednesday and at tlie approval before Congress ad- the near future , added Miller.
Memphis, cloudy ... «7 58 .07 Elkhorn. Wis."
and
white male long-hatred ter- Heart, the Rt. Rev. Msgr. Jos- church from 1.
Miamij
clear
.......
75
72
..
journs.
Black
River
Falls,
John Wyss,
Snow likely tonight probably
eph McGinnis officiating. Burier.
Available.
Milwaukee
,
snow
...
30
27
.18
speed.
day
$29.
The bill, with minor alteraMrs. Ralph Ringlien
accumulating 4 inches or more
rial will be in St. Mary 's Cemesouth and around 4 Inches north. Mpls.-St.P., cloudy . 2 0 17 .10 Frederick Loreth, Tinley No. 593 — Large white, brown tery.
tions from the House-passed verPIGEON
FALLS
(Spe,
Wis.
Low in the teens extreme north- New Orleans, cloudy 79 64 ._ Pr>*k, 111., $44, inattentive driv- and black male ; part beagle.
cial ) — Mrs. Ralph Ringlien, sion, was approved unanimousAvailable.
Friends may call after 6 p.m. 34, Pigeon
west to the upper 208 extreme Ntfw York, snow . . .. 36 29 .03 ing. ,
Falls died at 12:15 ly by the Senate Interior Comat the funeral home a.m.
southeast. Wednesday snow di- Okla. City, clear ... 52 35 .'. .Zone speed. $34: Ferdinand No. 614 — Black male, part Wednesday
today
at Tri-County Memo- mittee Monday and may be actwake
service
minishing to light snow or gnow Omaha, cloudy ..... 23 21 M Bembened, Chicago; Kathleen poodle, no license. Fourth day. where a Christian p.m.
morM
Hospital
, Whitehall, ed upon by the entire Senate toflurries, windy and turning Philadelphia, sleet . 9 7 31 .14 Pope, Liverpoole, 1. .Y.; Michael No. 615 — Tan male, part will be held at 8
where she had been a patient day.
long-haired terrier. Fourth day.
two weeks.
colder. High Wednesday around Phoenix , tain ...... 62 47 ,20 Knezovich , Hibbing, Minn.
Winona funerals
The former Beverly Richards, "I know of no impediments
20 northwest fo tower 30s ex- Pittsburgh, rain .... 31 30 .47 T, J. Glover Diesel Service,
failure
to
$19.
Dothan,
Ala.,
Ptlnd
Me,,
..
26
-4
..
,
cloudy
she
was born at Cornell, Wis., on the floor," said Committee
treme southeast. .
John T. Kasimor
Ptod. Ore,, cloudy . 44 30 .. display Wisconsin fleet reciproApril 3, 1936, to Peter and June Chairman Henry M. Jackson, OSSEO. Wis. (Special) - For
the fourth year, a holiday recFuneral services for John T. Reach Richards. She married R-Wash.
Rapid Citv, clear ... 7 -7 .. city authority.
Kasimor, 78, 562 E. Sth St., Ralph Ringlien at Chippewa Rep. Johin Blatnik, D-Minn., reation program will be offered
Rlchmona, fog
41 39 .55 Evans Lunsford, Dothan,
were at 3:30 p.m. today at St. Falls, June 12, 1965, and they said he did not think the alter- at Osseo-Palrchlld High School
St, Louis, Cloudy ... 39 36 .04 Ala., $29, truck speed. .
Martin's Lutheran Church, the had made their home here. She ations by the Interior Commit- for all students, grades kinderSalt IM. City, cloudy 37 30 .02 Pedestrian on interstate highgarten through 12.
Rev . A.. U. Deye officiating. was a member of the Pigeon tee would delay final action.
San Diego, clear ... 57 51 .46 way, $14: John Levzinger, FreeSao Fran., clear ... 53 46 .03 port, 111.; Christinp L. Ander- MADISON , Wis. (AP ) — Eco- Burial was in Woodlawn Ceme- Creek Lutheran Church and its Sen. Walter Mondale, D-Minn., Six days have been designated for the program: Monday,
Seattle, clear
36 28 .. son River Falls, Wis. Mark- nomic Opportunity Act grants tery with graveside rites con- Rebecca circle.
Survivors include her hus- expressed confidence that the Tuesday and Wednesday this
totaling $356,455 for fhe State ducted by the Leon J. Wetzel
Tampa, clear ...... 76 64 .. Cflfton Johnson , Jr.,
zone speed.
band; one son, Rik, at home; full Senate will approve the week ; and Monday, Tuesday,
Washington, rain ... 41 35 .81 ham. IH., $34, Warrens, "Wis., Bureau of Economic Opportu- Post members.
Dale
Linder,
HaedClyde
Pallbearers
were
her parents, Cadott; one broth- northern Minnesota park despite Wednesday next week, with a
nity and the Northwest WisconWinnipeg, snow .... 1 -4 .OS
no stay chains as required.
Charles Hage- er. Curtis Richards, address the legislative logjam, and that possible schedule next ThursRichard
and
tke,
sin
Community
Action
Ageflcy
(
)
T—Trace
WYANDOTTE, Mich (AP) Elwood Hale. Black River in Superior, were approved by dorn, Donald Wadewitz , Tom unknown; two sisters, Mrs. Jill the measure would become law day. Dee. 31.
A spokesman for the Wyandotte
Falls, operating without valid Gov. Knowles Monday,
Walchak and Merlin Ellihghuy- Baker t Monroe, N.C., and Mrs. this session.
Kindergarten through eighth
Chemical Corp. said Monday Minneiska church
4rivers lic-we. $18.
Victoria Ganil, Chicago, and Blatnik would not speculate grade students will have mornsen.
The
bureau
will
receive
$121,v
the firm has compiled with a
Mai'vin Beaser , Black River
Members of the American her maternal grandparents, on when the full Senate might ing recreation from 9:30-11:80.
Falls, $109. kUfcd and possess- 645 in federal funds and $30,- Legion Post conducting military Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Luedtke; vote en the measure, but said Afternoons from 1 to 3 p.m. are
Wisconsin Pepartment of Natur- has smoke problem
ed two deer without party tag. 145 in local funds.
al Hesources order aimed at
rites were E. T. Curtis, P. A, Cadott.
he was "hopeful it will reach for students in grade one
Minn,
DenMINNEISKA,
Anthony Hoffman, Horicon, The agency, which serves Keflveny, A. L. Hodaon, George
cutting mercury air pollution
Funeral services will be 2 the President's desk for slgna- through twelve.
Ashland,
Bayfield,
Douglas,
i
v
es
a
cross
withwho
l
W's., $39. huntpd for deer
from its plant at Port Edwards, nl» Swaneon,
Acheff , H. M. Lueck, Dean p.m. Saturday at the Pigeon
Director Harry Laufenberg
tha street from St. Mary's Ca- in 200 feet of center line of Iron and Price counties, will Varner, Edward Prosser, Fred Creek Lutheran Church, the nature this year."
Wi.- .
reports there will ba organized
funds,
reoolve
in
federal
There
are
probably
no
more
$170,057
became
here,
highway.
Tarras, Frank Mertes and Rev . Gordon M. Trygstad offiThe spokesman, John Sparks, tholic Church
sports such as basketball, volciating, with burial in the than five congressional work leyball, ring toss, badminton and
said the mercury vapor derois- concerned Monday ai about 10 Joseph Kazynski , MadlBOn. The money will help finance George Karsten.
loaded
emergency
food
and
medical
days
remaining.
transported
,
sparks
fly,m.
saw
when
he
$39
Wis.,
Church cemetery.
ter required by the DNR order p
ping pong. Individual activities
Walter J. Volkart
services.
Friends may call at the John
was installed on a hydrogen ing out of the church chimney gun ln motor vehicle.
The proposed park along the will include rings, ropes, climbfor
Walter
RoUlnuUme
services
Whitehall,
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Bucks win battle
of the supersta rs

Gophers need
io improve
against press

By PAT THOMPSON
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) -Coach
George Hanson says his Minnesota Gophers need to improve
against the press defense when
they meet tonight the Drake
Bulldogs r- the nation's ninthranked college basketball team.
The Gophers left this morning
for Des Moines and their second
game is as many nights after
pulling away in the final minute
to defeat previously unbeaten
Bradley 95-89 at Williams AreTna. .
The Gophers saw what had
been a 12-point lead evaporate
to two points at 85-87 with 1:IS
when the Braves really turned
on the pressure.
"We'll get pressure against
Drake," said Hanson. "It's am
area we'll have to improve."
But Hanson didn't want to
talk about Gopher mistakes as
Minnesota took a glossy .4-1 record to Iowa.
"By golly, we held on and
didn't buckle," said Hanson. "I
think this proved to them (Gophers) they can be a good ball
club. I know we made some
mistakes but I don't want to
be too critical about it."
Hanson was pleased the Gophers could win with their big
men, 6-foot-8 forwards Tom Masterson and Jim Brewer, in foul
trouMe.
So, the Gophers went to the
outside' with Ollie Shannon's 2fi
points, Bob Murphy's 24 and
Eric Hill's 22. And Minnesota
still held a 47-33 edge in rebounds with Masterson and
Brewer getting 14 and 13 respectively, despite having to sit
out in spots.

Bengfson
resigns

BULLETIN
GREEN BAY (AP) — Phil
Bengston resigned today as
coach and general manager
of the Green Bay Packers
of tbe National Football
League, effective Feb. 1.
"Because of a very disappointing season in 1970 and
hoping that a change will
Improve the won-Ioss record
of the Packers in 1971, I
hereby tender my resignation to become effective Feb.
1, 1971," Bengston said in a
letter to Packer President
Dominic Olejniczak. "I want
to emphasize that my experience with the Packers
has been very enjoyable and
I wish them every success
in the future in the National Football League. "
Olejniczak issued a statement which said the resignation had been accepted
and wished Bengston "every
success in his future endeavors. "

(88)

VVhem Bradley pulled to within two points, Shannon hit two
free throws with 51 seconds to
play. Jerry Pyle sank a free
shot and MUrphy connected with
a basket and free throw before
the Braves put in the game's
final basket with 16 seconds left .
The Gophers withstood the 32point performance of Gene
Gathers and the. . ball-stealings
playmaking style of 5-foot-4
Frank Sylvester.
"Our kids hustled back and
kept their poise," said Hanson.
"It's what we needed to build
our confidence."
Bradley (89)
G F T
Simons
8 3-6 19
Galhrs
11 10-16 32
Schultz
5 2-« 12
Smith
. 4-5 16
Sylvstr
4 23 10
Gay
0 0-2 0
Zlmrman 0 (Ml 0

Minnesota («)
O F T
Brewer : 5 l-l 11
H/IJ
10 2-5 22
Mastertn 2 3-5 7
Murphy 11 2-5 24
Shannon 1 8-10 It
Pyle
1 1-2 3
Taylor
1 0-0 2

Total s '34. 21-37-B»' Totals M17-2J M
BRADLEY
cmfwyp ..
BRADLEY . . . . . . . . . 41 48—8.
MINNESOTA
. . : . . . . . 48 47—95
Total fouls: Bradley 1», Minnesota 25.
Fouled out: Bradley, Gathers; Minnesota, Masterson, Taylor.
A-»,434.
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VERY BIG MEN . . . Bucks' Lew Alcindor blocks a shot' by Lbs Angeles Lakers'
¦v 'Wiit Chamberlain (13) Monday night during
NBA action in Milwaukee. The heights and
leaps of the seven-foot plus men make the

r
Cotter returns to Sf. Sf"an s

WINO-JA mm Vs. ALUMNI
WED., DEC. 23 - 8:00 P.M.

Winona High Gym

o Preliminary Game — Booster Club vs. Faculty 7 p.m.
DONATION : $1.00 Per Family or SH Individual
Sponsored by Winona High Booster Club

De1 La Salle rolled over Hill
The varsity game is
by 23 points in Maplescheduled to begin at 8 p.m.
wood, Hill's lone victory so
preceded by a B-squad affar was a 59-54 conquest
fair at 6:15. The Cotter Bees
over St. Paul Harding.
havd compiled a substantial
Last year the home court
5-2 mark so far this seaadvantage played a big role . . son. , v
when the two teams tanAnother Central Catholic
gled. Cotter disposed of thd
encounter tonight will pit St.
Pioneers 65-44 in St. Stan's,
Thomas against Austin Paand Hill walloped the Ramcelli in a showdown for sole
blers 81-49 in St. Paul. Hill
possession of the loop lead.
wound up the 1969-70 campaign with an 8-12 slate.
Jerry Hoffman, a 6-4, 205pound center, will be Hill's
leading offensive threat. The
visitors' roster will include
four othjer senior lettermen
in addition to Hoffman :
Paul Korf (6-2), Bob Focht
(6-2) , Dan Rohnicht (6-2),
and Barry Persby (5-11).
Junior Paul Osberg a n d
sophomore Jeff Black, both
6-3, are also lettermen
Cotter's lineup will remain in its usual order with
Jim Nelson and Tony Kleinschmidt at the forwards,
Dave Wildenborg at center ,
and Mike Schultz and Jim
Rodgers at the guards. Rogers is the Ramblers' leading scorer with 89 points for
an average of 12.7 per
game.

hike, and the Hurricanes
have yet to lose this season.; ' ;
"I think the boys will
come back," commented
Nett in view of thd demoralizing loss to St. Thomas,
0 'They realize we've been
playing some top-notch competition , but they're ready to
go at home."
"It's true that we have"
a poor record ," he continued, "But I'm still convinced
that this a potentially strong
ball club. We had a good
practice today ( Monday);
the team was hustling and
scrapping and showed no
sign of being down. "
Hill has a 1-4 record for
the season losing all four
cf its CCC battles. Comparing scords with mutual opponents would give a slight
edge to Cotter. Hill lost to
St. Paul Cretin 61-47, and
Cretin beat the Ramblers by
three. Benilde bounced the
Pioneers by exactly twice
its margin of victory over
Cotter.
Pacelli dumped Hill by 15
points playing on the Pioneers' home floor. Cotter
lost to Minneapolis De La
Salle by ten points in its season opener on Nov. 25, and

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
That Old Kentucky Home
Swetet Home turned sour over
thc weekend and cost the Kentucky Wildcats a drop of four
places in this week's Associated
Press college basketball poll.
While UCLA and South Carolina held onto the top two spots,
Kentucky 's 89-83 loss to Purdue
in the finals of their own invitation tournament knocked the
Wildcats from third to seventh

WE AIR E REDUCING OUR INVENTORY FROM
70 TO 45 CARS BY JANUARY 1ST!

— No Payments Until February —

place.
That enabled Marquette,
Jacksonville and Penn, each 5-0,
to move up one position apiece
to third , fourth and fifth , respectively.
Southern
California
climbed from eighth to sixth by
winning the Sun Bowl Tournament.
The rest of the Top Ten consisted of , Kansas , Drake and
Western Kentucky.
UCLA, 4-0 after an idle week ,
received 26 of the 30 first-place
votes cast by sports writers and
broadcasters across the country. South Carolina , 54, was
first on one ballot, Marquette on
two nnd Jacksonville on one . In
points, UCLA led South Carolina
579-498.

Your Country Stylo Dealer
PHONE 454-5170
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The Second Ten was made up
of Indiana , Tennessee, Villanova, Notre Dame, St. Bonaventure, Purdue, a tie bctwedh Oregon nnd North Carolina for 17th,
followed by St. John 's N.Y. and
New Mexico State.
Purdue nnd St. John 's replaced Utah State nnd Florida
State in the Top Twenty.
The Top Twenty, wllh first plica votst
In porontliosei nnd tola) polnti am • 101B-16-14-12-10-9 etc. basil:
1. UCLA (16)
i/»
2. Soulh Carolina (1)
t?t
X. Marquolfs (1)
«J
4. Jn _k_ om.ll* (1) ,....,.,..,,,... 3. 4
J. Poim
361
t. So. Call!
355
7. Kentucky
w

_. Kama*
f. "rake

MIRACIE MALI

____9__________________________P^G_________________________________________N
'- '
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10-fppt high basket seem lower. The ball
looks even smaller by comparison. Milwaukee
overpowered the Lakers in tbe second half and
won, 113-88. (AP Photofax)

Host Hill tonight at 8
By BRUCE CLOSWAY
Daily News Sprts Writer
With a rugged five-game
road trip in its wake, Cotter High will finally return to action in the friendly
confines of St. Stan's gym
tonight for a Central Catholic Conference bout with
St. Paul Hill.
The Ramblers dropped
four of the five games on
the road and now stand 1-6
on the season, but the results of those tilts were far
f r o m discouraging. The
only game in which Cotter
was not really in contention
was the 74-45 pelting dealt
out by St. Thomas Academy last Friday.
According to John Nett,
head coach of the Ramblers,
most high school mentors in
the Twin Cities area are in
agreement that St. Thomas
is the state's top team, public schools included . But
Cotter also ran up against
the likes of Austin Pacelli
and St. Louis Park Benilde
on the road trip, and although Nett's squad lost
both contests, they made an
impressive showing in each
case.
Pacdlli is currently rated
third among the state'sv independent schools, and Benilde is fifth. Cotter dropped the Pacelli game by 11
points and fell to Benilde by
a 13-point margin. The Ramblers also lost to Houston
of thd Root River Conference to begin the long road

Milwaukee <1U) .

Angeles
o F r
of 18 from the field in the first Loi
By BOB GREENE
O F T
basquick
Erickson 2 0-0 4 Dndrdgi 5 M 10
half,
jumped
in
two
MILWAUKEE U) - Wilt kets to tie the score, and the Halrston S 5-7 21 Smith
» M . »¦ ¦
3-7 25 Alclndr 17 M »
Chamberlain gave Lew Alcindor Bucks were off and running. Cmbrin 111 1-2
4 McOlchn « Mil
Godrlch
three feet , and the Milwaukee
7 $4 11
West
« Mil Robrtin
_ _ 4-4 •
Boozer
0
2-2
2
Bucks' center took advantage MILWAUKEE led at halftime Helzel
1 M 3
3 1-1 7 cunghm
Carter
of it for 37 points Monday night. 5042, and at the three-quarter McMllan
I M ».
!M 4 Allen
1 <W 3
Freeman
o 0-0 0
"In the East game, Wilt would
Riley
1 k* a
Robersn
1 0-1 2 Zopl
move back off oi me," Alcindor mark 77-63.
regular-season
only
It
was
the
said after the Bucks crushed
Totals 34 20-29 11 Totals tt17- _ J . 11
Chamberlain and the Los An- NBA game scheduled for TV on LOS ANGELES . . . . 23 20 JI 25- I
« S3 S7 St— .13
geles Lakers 113-88 in a nation- a Monday night. ABC, which MILWAUKEE .
out—None.
Fouled
tele,
plans
on
aired
the
contest
ally-televised N ational Baskettools—Loi Angele* IB, Mllwws.
ball Association game. It was vising NBA games on Monday keeTotal
.
1».
.
night next year following the Tecbnicel foul—Alcindor. .
Monday's only KBA contest.
A—10,744.
"Then, when I made my football season.
move, he would time his leap
perfectly and block my shot,"
Lew said."This time, I turned
around to face him and made
him pfay defense more honestly."
The former UCLA three-time
All-American outplayed the veteran Chamberlain in every aspect of the game except assists.
Chamberlain finished with 25
points and had 14 rebounds to LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - tions. After I won , I fought Joe
Al'cindor 's 16. The Milwaukee Jimmy
Ellis, former world Frazier and I'll admit I was russophomore also blocked four heavyweight
champion, ty, having not had a bout in 18
shots while Chamberlain knock- predicts that boxing
Ali months. I'm not making exMuhammad
ed down two would-be Milwau- will defeat Joe Frazier in their cuses. But I'd like to fight him
kee baskets.
again."
title fight next February.
WHILE Alcindor was winning Ellis also accused the boxing Ellis said fighters seemed to
his battle with Chamberlain, world Monday of giving him be avoiding him, particularly
two other superstars were play- "the run-around" after his loss Floyd Patterson and George
ing, head-to-head and again to Frazier and said he could de- Foreman.
Milwaukee came out on top. feat Muhammad Ali, who won
Oscar Robertson tallied 19 the heavyweight crown known "I could go around whipping
club fighters and they'd say,
points, matching his season av- as Cassius Clay.
erage, while holding the Lakers' "I fought him (Clay) twice as 'Why shouldn't he whip them?" I
Jerry West to a similar amount. an amateur," Ellis said. "He have to meet somebody that
really means something but
West was averaging 28.2 points beat
the first time but the that's the kind that wants no
a game going into the contest. secondmetime
I had no trouble part of me."
Oscar — the "Big 0" — realhim.
ly sparkled defensively, time with
On rumors that both Frazier
and again stealing the ball and "I know they say that things and Ali will retire after their upblocking shots. He intimidated are different in amateur and coming fight , Ellis said, "I don't
West so much that the Los An- professional boxing. But Clay want that. I'm a man.
geles guard missed six layups . hasn't changed his sytle. Nor "I wouldn't want to go
"I don't know if it's them or have 1.1 can still whip Clay."
another elimination and
us," West said of the Laker de- Commenting on the All-Oscar through
win
the
title if I didn't get to
feat. "I don't Tknow if we can Bonavena bout earlier this fight Clay
and get another
play well against the Bucks." month, Ellis said, "I whipped
chance at Frazier. Having the
LAKER Coach Joe Mulaney Bonavena easier than he did. title without beating them would
admitted Robertson was a All Clay has done is to beat two be empty."
guys I beat (Jerry Quarry and
thorn in West's side.
Ihe Bucks, with Robertson di- Bonavena) and he's on his way
recting the attack, led 24-22 go- to a bout with Frazier."
Cubs sign pair
ing into the second period. After In picking Clay as the winner,
Happy Hairston's two straight Ellis said, "He'll be in better CHICAGO «. - The Chicago
baskets and a long jumper by shape than he was for the Bon- Cubs announced today the signWest, Los Angeles was in front avena fight. "
ing of shortstop Don Kessinger
Ellis also said, "I fought my and utility infielder Paul Popo
32-29.
But Alcindor, who missed 12 way to the title through elimina- vich to 1971 baseball contracts.
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The Preferredwhiskey.makesthe preferred gift
Light,smooth,90 proof.
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Who needs Pistol
Pete? LSU wins
4th consecutive

Alumni erf 8
Wednesday

¦

A star-studded crew of
If former Winhawks will
battle the present-day varsity corps of Winona Senior High School in an Alumni game Wednesday.
The game, to be preceded by a Hawk Booster Club
vs. Winona High faculty
game, is scheduled to start
at 8 p.m. at the school's

ney's roster are record holder Scott Featherstorie, a 6-3
center, who won Hawk letters in 1968 and 1969; Bob
Larson, a 5-11 guard named
honorable mention All-Big
Nine and a member of the
All-State tournament team
in 1961; and Terry Hulburt,
a 6-7 center and winner of
Hawk letter last season.
"I expect the best," noted
Coach Kenney in reference
to the type of competition
he expects from Head Coach
Don McGee and the Hawk
Varsity.
"We've got to play on
their terms," Kenney said,
"because this is part of
their schedule. It'll be interesting and something
different. I think it'll be
fun."
Wednesday night's encounter marks the first
time such an event has
been held at Winona High.
Others expected to suit
up for the Alumni include:
Gary Bauer, 5-11 guard, cocaptain, 1969 and 1970 letter-winner; Lorren Benz, 6-2
forward, 1966 and 1967 lettermari; Dave Czaplewskl,
60 guard, 1968 and 1968 let
terwinner; Marty Farrell,
5-10 guard, three-year letterman from 1961 63;
^
Dave Hazelton, 6-0 forward, Ojl 1961 and 1962;
Don Hazelton, 5-9 guard,
second team All-Cpnfeerrice
in 1966; Dave Heise, 6-2
forward, first team All-Conference in 1961; Mike Kenney, 5-11 guard, LM in 1969
and 1970; Wulf Krause, 6-0
forward, first team All-Conference in 1963; Steve McGowan, 6-1 forward, letterman in 1968 and 1969; Maury
Miller, 6-3 forward, honorable mention All-Conference
1962; Paul Plachecki, 6-7
center, 1966 and 1967 lettermen; and John Walski, 5-10
guard, 1965 and 1966 letterman.

gym. -

John Kenney, who relinquished the reins of the
head coaching position this
¦prtpg, will be coaching
'
the alumni.
Those included on Ken-

Gophers trounce
Boston College

BOSTON (AP) — The Minne-Ota;Gophers go after their second straight hockey victory tonight at Boston University after
trouncing Boston College 10-5
Monday night.
The Gophers, who had won
only one game in siven before
the trip east, exploded for six
goals in the third period. Tom
Sathre and Craig Sarner led the
Minnesota rout with two goals

• ' . each. ' ' . '¦

Dean Blais, Bruce Mcintosh,
Mike Antonovich, Doug Peltier,
Wally. Olds and Steve Hall
joined in the scoring parade that
gave the Gophers their biggest
victory this year.
The Gophers will make a tour
of Switzerland, starting this
weekend.

Clemenie to play
SAN JUAN, P.R. LB - Outfielder Roberto Clemente of the
Pittsburgh Pirates, who has
been managing a winter league
baseball team here, said Monday he will begin playing for
the team as well.

Caledonia whips
Hayfield matmen
Caledonia's rampaging wrestIing team had no trouble extending its dual-meet winning streak
to 43 when the Warriors tangled
with Hayfield Saturday.
Caledonia was rated 12th in
the state and Hayfield 13th prior
to the meet. Head Coach Leo
Simon's squad collected a pair
of pins and she decisions in the
12 matches en route to a 20-19
triumph in the Vikings' gym.
Mark Lange, the defending
state champion at 154 pounds,
disposed of Curt Settergren of
Hayfield In 2:18 of their match,
ana the Warriors heavyweight,
Mike Ellenz, pinned Mark Bauman in 3:24. In the opening
varsity match, Bob Schoh decisioned the Vikings' 95-pounder, Jerome Evens, 4-2.
Lange, Ellenz and Schoh are
now all 7-0 this season for Caledonia.
The Warriors will host Waukon, Iowa, in a dual meet Tuesday night in Caledonia. Waukon placed seventh in the La
Crosse State University prep invitational tourney Saturday.

(H) «-4Al4S-Paut Schutz (O dee. Bel)
Klock. (H) 4-0. lSi-Mark Lang* (C> . .
Curt Sattegran (H) 1:11. 145-Dnv* Hauler (C) dee. Brad Thoa (H) 11 1; 175Jolrn Reding (H) dec. Bob Link (C) 5-1.
Hwi.—Mlka Ellens p. Mirk Batiman (H)
3:24.

YOUR
SAVINGS

...

With a Guaranteed
Income

NBA

EASTERN CONFERENCE
ATLANTIC DIVISION
W. L. Pel.
New York
31 10 .737
Boston
30 13 .AM
Philadelphia
20 17 .341
Buffalo
11 li ,W

For the bost In
QUALITY and SERVICE
In DISABILITY and
LIFE INSURANCE *«•
Jamoi Garry, Ron Puti <jr
Marvin Fwglestod at

MONARCH LIFE
INSURANCE CO.

tm W. Ath

Phona 45 .-4*00

5V_
VA
W/s

CENTRAL DIVISION
W. L. Pel. HB
Baltlmora
it 14 ' .971
Cincinnati
13 It .406 5 .4
Atlanta
11 12 .333 I
Cleveland
3 35 .07* lift
WESTERN CONFERENCE
MIDWcST DIVISION
W. L. Pel.
2(
Milwaukee
* .111
Detroit
23 11 .43.
Chicago
10 12 .(13
Phoenix
20 17 .541
PACIFIC DIVISION
W. L. Pet.
Loi AnfltlM
M 12 .615
San Francltco . . . . 2 1 14 .341
San Dlcgo
20 II .124
Seattle
15 12 .. 05
Portland
11 27 .21V

SB
I
f
eft
GB
JM
3
7ft
12

MONDAY'S RESULTS
Milwaukee 113, Lot Angelet 88.
Only gome scheduled,
TUESDAYS OAMEI
Atlanta at Los Angelos.
Philadelphia at Phoenix.
Boston at San Francisco.
New York at Seattle.
Cleveland at Chicago.
Only gamei scheduled.
WEDNESDAY'S OAMES
Baltimore at Cincinnati,
Atlanta at San Diego.
Chicago at Buffalo.
Only gamai acheduled.

ABA

EAST DIVISION
W. L.
Virginia
32 11
Kentucky
22 11
Flprldlana
IS 17
New York
It II
Pltliburgh
11 21
Carolina
12 30

Pet. OB
.447
,147
V,
,44* 4V_
.41* I
,_ M »;t
,371 tv,

WEST DIVISION
W. L.
23 t
20 12
.,
14 14
11 21
11 21

Pet. OB
,711
,<2l 1
,300 7
,144 12
.344 11

MONDAY'S RESULTS
Plorldlam 125. Kentucky lit.
Indiana 144, Pittsburgh ill,
Only gnmes scheduled,
TUBSDAY'S GAMES
Indiana vs. Plorldlana at Kentucky.
Pittsburgh at Kentucky.
Carolina al Texas,
Denver al Memphis.
, Only games tcheduted.
WEDNESDAY'S OAMES
¦U.iburgf . at New York ,
Virginia al Indiana,
Florldlnns at Denver.
M-niPhli al Utah.
Only games scheduled.

Fights

MONDAY'S PIOHTB
CARACAS, Venezuela— Betullo Gonial'
11, 111", ., Venezuela, outpointed Bornabs
Vlllnc-mpo, ill .'„ Philippine, 12,
JAKARTA-Femando Cabanala turnscad, Philippines, outpolntcf Sallchl Walanuki, Japan, 10, flyweights.

Francisco 49ers. The snow piled up since the last home game
and will be removed from the field by Sunday. Ah insulated
pad and tarp cover the playing field. (AP Photofax)

Grant; 'A lot of hard work'

MINNEAPOLIS W - Uncertainty cloaked the Minnesota Vikings the morning
of Sept. 20 as a movie projector whirred along with
the story of last January's
Super bowl. ;
The Vikings were about
to open their 1970 National
Football League season
against the world champion
Kansas City Chiefs.
They still felt the sting of
Kansas City's 23-7 Super
Bowl victory, and there was
doubt in their minds.
Joe Kapp, their rcughtough leader who led them
to the 1969 NFL championship, was no longer the
quarterback. Carl Eller, the
defensive end All-Pro, reported late and had not
yet rounded into top shape.
THE VIKINGS needed
another look at the Super
Bowl film for the final emotional edge, met the Chiefs
and stomped them 27-10.

MONDAY'S RESULT!
Na games, scheduled,
OB

^.a ..,^ J.^^.>.^^,^^^.^^^^^,....n.-^.^^ g ^^.^^T r lrlTwmf grn T^1)aa 1)rrrr -. ¦rx' iirfViri"! .iri^-fliTf-i.iTrn rttT .-TiTiffin"unwni
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Vikings road to play offs

Hockey

Basketball

'
Utah
Indiana
Memphla
Denver
Taxes

JIM GARRY

VIKING WEATHER . . . Workmen begin removing snow
from the field at Metropolitan Stadiuna in the Twin Cities
Monday in preparation for next Sunday's National Football
Conference playoff game between the Vikings and the San

Scoreboard

CALEDONIA 10, HAYFIELD 12
IS—Bob Schoh (C) dec. Jeromo Event
(H) 4-1. 103—Mark Notion (C) dac.
Wada Keiter (H) 4-3. Ill-Jell Rcitvold
(C) dec. J_ohn Honry (H) Ml 110-lon
Martin (H) dec. Dan Tlmmlsch (C) 2-1;
MT—Deen wohlari (C) and DOUD PulUr
(H) drew <M) . 131—Dick Wlnalow (HI p.
Craig Rolllni (CM: .3.
lit—Mlko Ron (C) dec. Don Martin '

PROTECT

By TED MEIER
Associated Press Sports Writer
So who needs Pistol Pete?
For the first time in (our seasons Pistol Pete Maravich is not
a member of the Louisiana
State college basketball team.
The No. 1 collegiate scorer in
each of his three varsity years
at LSU now is a professional
with the Atlanta Hawks in the
NBA;.- v -7
But, strange to relate, the
Bayou tigers from Baton Rouge
have won four straight and are
unbeaten, going into their first
round game against DePaul in
the All-College holiday tourney
at Oklahoma City Saturday.

TUESDAY'S GAMES
New York at Buffalo.
Chicago at California.
Only games scheduled.
WEDNESDAY'S GAMES
Montreal at St. Louis.
Vancouver at Toronto.
Pittsburgh al New York.
Boston al Detroit.
Chicago at Los Angelos.
Only games scheduled,

Prep basketball

EAST
If. Bonaventure tl, Illinois Waaleytn
37.
SOUTH
Louisville 17, Kansas 71.
Flo. South. 17, Oa. Stata 74.
Florida BS, Northwestern 73,
LSU 17, Georgia 74.
NW La, 117. E. Tex, Baptist 77.
Memphis St. tt, Princeton 77.
MIDWEST
La Crosse Hi, Milton 77.
Eau Claire 98, Mlnnesota-Duluth 72.
Wisconsin-Milwaukee 41, Georgia SW
44.
Ohio State » . Duller 77.
Washington 44, Kansas SI. II.
Purdue 94, Tulane 73.
Xavlcr, Ohio ti, LA Loyola 14. ,
Minnesota «5, Bred ley it.
Iowa to, Hardln-Slmmons 77.
No. III. 100, SI. Jos.. Ind. 75. /
Tulsa 113, San Dlago St. 17.
,
Wichita St. n. Colorado 41.
. SOUTHWEST
Arkansas tl, Mo.-St. Louis 14.
Houston 19, Auburn 71.
Rice 11, Yale 71.
Pan-Amer. »4, Ark. St. II,
FAR WEST
Utah St. M, Fresno St. 41.
USC 112, Alabema 75.
Cal.-Santa Barbara *4, Cal.-Rlverslde
4*.
Stanford 71, Temple 44.
Wash, st. 40, San Jose St. It.

Portland si. 111, Nov. Reno K»,
TOURNAMENT
MICHIGAN INVITATIONAL
First Round
Wyoming 72, California 71.
Michigan 100, Harvard 71.

This Wee k s
Basketball
TODAY'B GAMES

-.

LOCAL SCHOOLS'
Miplowood Hill tl Cotitr, • ii.ni
CENTRAL CATHOLIC—
Btnlld - «l 0* L» Sail*.
Auilln Pacelli tt st. Thomai.
BIO NINBAlberl Le« at Auilln.
RochoJlor Maye «r R«d Wing.
Faribault al Ro.helar JM.
NONCONPHRlNlCBWinamlnoo. at Kanyon.
Black Rlvar Palla it Wlillahall,

WEDNESDAY'S GAMES

LOCAL SCHOOLSAlumni vi. Winona tiliii.
CENTRAL. CATHOLIC—
Cr.lln at Rochvilar Lourdei.

"When we started off the
season beating the Chiefs
.'• .- . . that got us off to a
good start," saic center
Mick Tingelhoff. "We just
went to¦ ¦work from there
on." : ¦ ¦. .
The Vikings stormed to
their second straight 12-2
record, best in the 'NFL , and
into next Sunday's 12 p.m.

CST National Conference
.emifinal playoff against
the San Francisco 49ers at
Metropolitan Stadium.
"We've played 14 games
to arrive at this point,"
said Coach Bud Grant, "and
now we start over zero to
zero with seven other
teams."
THE VIKINGS , behind

Winestorfer rolls
a 648 errorless

Bob Winestorfer, bowling for
Cheer's Barbership in the Hal.
Hod City League, recorded his
first ever errorless series Monday nigbt, a whopping 648.
Winestorfer , however, could
not lead his team to top honors
as Golden Brand Foods chopped out a 1,058—3,023.
Don Cierzan hit a 248—633,
Bed Christopherson a 622, Bob
Kosidowski a-617, Gordie Fakler a 614, Tom Barth a 607
and Mike Yahnke a 606.
Pattie Peterson recorded a
212-547 for Laehn's House of
Beauty in the Westgate Ladies
League, but team honors went
to Fenske Body Shop in the
Westgate Alley Gaters League
with a 960-^,686.
Laehn's shared top honors in
the Westgate Ladies loop with
a 905—2,579, Florence's Beauty
Shop also recording a 905. Lois
Schacht and Mary Emmons
added a 525 and a 506, respectively.
Betty Schoonover and Pat
Grossell paced Fenske with a
199 game and a 530 series, respectively Mrs. Schoonover added a 517 series , Barb Malewicki a 511 and Arlene Kessler
a 508.
' HAL-HOD: VFW - Joe Stolpa
rolled a 232-612, Wason's Supper Clul a 946 and Gate's Mobile Service a 2,792.
Bonnfo & Clyde — Dennis Etbauer rolled a 20(5—541, Diana
Gappa a 168, Judy Fitzgerald
a 433 and Flintstones a 76»2,179.
WESTGATE: Community —
Dean Aarre rolled a 213-607
and Happy Chef a 1,020—2,005.
Pin Topplers — Helen Englerth notched a 195, Betty Englerth a_ 540 and Shorty's Bar
& Cafe a 926—2,657. Helen Englerth added a 527, Irene Gostomski a 513, Leona Lublnski a
512, Sue Glowczewski a 507, Hel-

n
-^4
M
MfiosToii l

Mttk

en Nelson a 501 and Irene Bronk
a 500.
ATHLETIC CLUB: Monday—
Al Feltz bowled a 215, Ralph
Hardtke a 573 and Quality Sheet
Metal a 1,057-2,917. *
Go-Getters — Pat Kunda had
a 189—480, Winona Plumbing an
832 and E.B. 's Corner a 2,395.
FATHER t SON
Westgata
W.
I
Svvinten & Wis*
Kadei & Kad«l
I
Werner & Werner
7
Smith a Smith
7
Eckeland & Eckeland
I
Wiia & Witt
5
Gunn & Cisiak
S
Schn .lder & And-non
I
Nagal & Hartert
.V_
Graham & Graham
3V_
Blaka t, Blake
l
Sumner a Sumntr
1
MAJOR
Athlatlc Club
W.
Peerleji Chain
27
Pepsi-Cola
]«
Graham & McGuire
JJ
Winona Printers
51
George 's Liquor
1.
Square Deal
12
KINGS a QUEENS
Westgate
IN.
Tha Road Runners
25
The Hopefuls
24
Tha Silver Topi
24
Tha Puddlora
ja
Tha Bowlon
21
The RBJi
.,.,.,.. 33
The Bombers
22
The Alley call
ll
Ai
Ks
11
*
Tha Plpera
it
GUYS « DOLUS
Weslgate
w.
Glowczewski - Modjeski ... 2
Chuchna • Ludwllike
2
Morrison ¦BoriyskcwtKI ... J
Pestion - Wieczorek
2
Wletzorck ¦ Stachowitz ..... VA
Mullcr • Albrecht
1V4
Lublnski - Arnold
1
Hnzelton • Kotldowskl
1
Douglas • Nellzke
1
¦
Hogonion
Popllnskl
1
WESTGATE JUNIOR
Westgate
W.
Bagles
13
Alleygators
12
The Rnms
12
Vikings
12
Pin Dusters
12
Pin Hawks
11
Aces
7
Pin Sweepers
<
Coke Kids
3
Nut Cracker Suite
2
RED MEN
Kryzsko Commons
W.
SuraMM Bread
21
PttlS »pot
IB
lo
PelM* Pelnta
17
Door** Pual Oil

L.
4
.
5
%
*
7
7
.
7V_
3 ,i
*
2
L.
IS
it
it
ji
3J
3d
t.
20
21
JI
21
22
22
23
24
24
2i
L.
1
1
1
1
1«A
1'A
1
2
2
2
L.
7
I
I
I
t
»
IJ
14
17
II
L.
11
It
It
12

Whydo
brandv
drinkers

their Purple Gang defense,
held opponents to a NFL
low of 143 points. Minnesota
defenders intercepted 28
passes, and cornerback Ed
Sharockman even scored
three touchdowns defensive'
Jy.
The Vikings were ranked
near tbe bottom in the NFC
offensively, but the club
scored the third most points
in the league, 335.
Kicker Fred Cox took
over when the offense stalled, setting a league scoring
record for
the second
straight year, 125- points.
Gary Cuozzo proved himself as a No. 1 quarterback
with 1,720 yards and seven
touchdowns, and Bob Lee
passed his tests as a backup with 610 yards and five
touchdowns.
DAVE OSBORN led the
Vikings in rushing with 681
yards. Gene "Washington, 44
receptions for 702 yards,
and John Henderson 32 for
517, were the top receivers.
"It was a lot of hard
work," reviewed Grant,
"and there is certainly satisfaction involved , particularly since we have the
best record in professional
football."
"That doesn't get you too
much. But still we're proud
of that fact. And with our
physical condition the way
it is and what we have going, we have as good a
chance as anybody else."
The Chiefs , meantime,
didn't even make the AFC
playoffs.

Led by Nelson Isley, th« only
senior on the team, LSU Touted
Georgia 97-76 Monday night at
home for their latest success.
Isley, 6-foot-3, scored 26
points. Billy Newton and Al Sanders chipped in with 20 and 19,
respectively.
Louisville snapped th* sixgame winning streak of eighthranked Kansas in decisive fashion, 87-75. Playing at home the
once-beaten Cardinals were led
by Henry Bacon's 22 points and
at one time were ahead by 26
points.
Alabama, the team which
marred Louisville's record , was
crushed 122:75 by sixth-ranked
Southern California at Los Angeles.
St. Bonaventure and Purdue
were the only other teams in the
Associated Press Top Twenty to
see action. Both won_ The Bonnies, Nft. 15, routed Illinois Wesleyan 92-57 for their sixth in a
row. Purdue, No. 16. walloped
Tulane S4-73.
A layup by Jerry Bracks with
five seconds left gave Wyoming
a 72-71 victory over California in
the first round of the Michigan
Invitational at Ann Arbor, Michigan routed Harvard 100-74 and
will play Wyoming in the final
tonight.
John Mengelt scored 32 points
for Auburn, but Houston pulled
out a 7S-76 victory over the Tigers on the hot hand of Sonny

MSH5Ldenied
rearqumenf

ST. PAUL (AP) - The Minnesota Supreme Court has denied a petition for reargument
in a dispute involving rules of
the Minnesota State High School
LeagueThe decision ends consideration of" the matter in the Min.
nesota high court but paves the
way for an appeal to the U.S.
Supreme Court if the parties to
the case so choose.
The case Involved the right of
James Brown, a Minneapolis
Boosevelt High School hockey
player, to participate in interscholastic hockey after having
attended an unsanctioned hockey camp.
The Minnesota Supreme Court
had upheld the league rules in
a decision Nov. 27.
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Willis in the last 13 minutes.
Willis carne off the bench and
scored 13 of Houston's final 27
points.

Rice humbled Yale 91-71,
Memphis State deifeated Princeton 86-77, Stanford turned back
Temple 73-64 and Washington
tripped Kansas^ State 64-51.
in other intersectional games,
Florida overcame Northwestera
88-73, Iowa took Hardin Simmons 90-77, Wichita State conquered Colorado 79-69, Xavier of
Ohio defeated Los Angeles Loyola 96-84 and Vernon Murphy
threw in 39 points to pace Arkansas over Missouri-St. Louis
91-84.

Root River
loadedwith
mat powers

The Root River Conference
appears to be loaded down
with powerful wrestling teams
this season, In addition to the
strong showing by Caledonia,
Houston and Rushford so far .
La Crescent's grapplers finished
an impressive second in the La
Crosse State University Invitational ¦ prep mat tourney Satur .
day. ¦

La Crescent wound up with 79
points, 18 less than La Cross©
Central. Other area teams faring well in the tournament were
Arcadia in sixth place with 49
points, and Cochrane-Fountain
City 11th with 24 points.
La Crescent had two individual champions in the meet
and Arcadia had one. Jeff Olson
of the Lancers handed John
Hillig of Arcadia his first loss
of the season in the finals of the
155-pound class hy a 7-0 margin.
La Crescent's Steve Oilman,
who weighs in the vicinity of
190 pounds which is relatively
light for a heavyweight wrestler,
won his class with a 7-0 decision over Harry Levendoski of
DeSoto, Wis.
Jim Haines of Arcadia boosted
his record to 9-0 for the season
by winning the 98-pound titleHaines worked over Bruce Kamperschroer of Westby, Wis., and
finished with a 9-0 decision in
their championship match.
La Crescent garnered three
seconds in the individual competition. Bruce Jorstad in the
138-pound class, Jim Redalen in
the 167-pound bracket, and John
Justin at 185 pounds each finished in the runner-up spot.
Mark Brandt was third at 145
pounds, and Mike Marmsoler
was fourth in the 98-pound class.
Aside from Haines and Hillig,
Arcadia's top placers were Roger Pronschinske at 112 pounds,
Larry Ruff at 126 pounds, and
John Hesch at 167 pounds.
Each grappler wound up fourth.
George Lettner took a third
for Cochrane-Fountain City in
the 132-pound competition, and
Arnle Langreck finished fourth
in the 138-pound class .
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We all says, "RAY TAGGART has fhe best FAMILY
Christmas gift for your family — the Massey- Ferguson

st.lVMilll mwHizr

Old Mr.
mm.t
*¦&#&* Boston? TAGGART TIRE SERVICE
I_w?»gjjjj?. i
nn_ wn mmm. *t***0m**"0**"*m*

ALL MODELS AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY BEFORE CHRISTMAS AT . . .

It's lusty. Hearty.Priced right.

Dundy 80 proof. Mr. Homo* Distiller Corporation, Boiton, Masv

116 Wast Second — Winona, Minn.

Come In for a demonstration and make
a deal with RAY TAGGART

.

MARK TRAIL
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By Eel Dodd
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. p.m. New York
stock prices

Average ahead
on news of
interest cut

81
Allied Ch 22% Honeywl
Allis Chal 13% Inland Stl 26
W. L
Amerada 45 I B Mach 317%
3J ti
26
Am Brad 44% Intl Harv
n 21
is 23
Am Can 40V- Intl Paper 35V_
Economy Plumbing ...... 2i JJ
9
Am Mtr 5% Jns & L
Sandy '
.,
. 2 1 23
AT&T
487/s Jostens . 24%
Holiday* Inn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 27
Bell's Ding A Lings
II 33
36V4
Anconda W* Kencott
Montgomery Wards ...... 17 34
MONDAY LEAGUE
41% NEW YORK (AP) -Thd
Arch
Dn
32%
Kraft
Co
First Hasll
WESTGATE LADIES
33 stock market greeted with reArmco Sl 19% Loew's .
Athletic Club
.
W. L.
Weilgat*
W. L
Quality Sheet Metll ......31 14
29% strained enthusiasm a cut in the
Armour 47,._ Marcor
Winona Typewriter . . . . . . . . 3J 21
Blanche's Tavern . . . . . . . . It
U
Laehn's Houst of Beauly .. 32 22
Avco Cp 11% Minn MM 95% prime lending rate today by
Gulllln . IGA
23 20
Florence Beauty Shop .... 2» 23
J-lwIck't Fuel A OIF
20 25
Beth Stl 20% Minii P L 19% seVeral major banks.
Midland
.;. 27 27
lit National Bank
.. u 2»
Haddsd
11 33
Boeing 13% Mobil Oil 54% At noon the Dow Jones AverGeorge'sBar
t< JI
Circle "G" Ranch . . . . . . . . 2. 34
Boise Cas 43V4 Mn Chm ' 32y8 age of 30 industrials was ahead
PIN TOPPLERS
VFW
Brunswk 18% Mont Dak 33V. 0.61 at 822.15. Gaining issues on
' . W. ' L.
Waitgatt
.
Hal-Rod.
W. L
Brl North 30 N Am R 19% the New York Stock Exchange
Shorty* Bar A Cafe ...... 2
I
Watkins
ii
4
Walktas Cosmetics
I I
'. . n
Bernle's D-X
Catpillar 41% N N Gas 51% led decliners by nearly 2 to 1.
*
Bob's Marin*
i |
Wason 's Supper Club .... lo
Purdue director
3
Ch MSPP 10% No St Pq 26T Minnies before the session ',
HAM Plumb. A Heati ng .. 2
I
Home Beverage
t
Main Tavern
1
2
18% start, Chase Manhattan , the naBunke's Apco Radiator Sen I *
ChrysWr 28% Nw Air
7
Pelat-ek Electric 7 . . . . . . . . I
I
stroke
suffers
Bass Camp
: .... 7
1
Cities
Svc
45%
Nw
Banc
35%
Winona Fruit Market ...... l
l
dale'* Mobil
7 1
third largest bank, cut to
Winona Paint A Glass .... I
2
Com Ed 38% Penney
54% tion's
ROCHESTER, Minn. (AP ) —
Koehlers Body Shop ...... A
»
(Continued from page 2)
at 10 a.m. The Sunday school
6% per cent from 7 per cent the
St. Clair's
;. i
»
ComSat
51
Pepsi
52%
Guy "Red" Mackey, Purdue
children's Christmas program
Jone's A Kreegtr Products 3 to
it charges its most creCon Ed 24V4 Pips Dge 39% interest
University athletic director , was will be Mrs. William Reps.
JbnWay Tool ft Die ...... s 10
and
pageant
be
at
the
8:30
will
Several
ditworthy
__ in
Sand Bar .....
29V4 other large borrowers.
Cont Can 40V_ Phillips
listed in fair condition at the Christmas Day services will and 10:15 a.m. services Sunday.
banks
followed
suit
72% shortly thereafter.
Cont Oil 30% Polaroid
Mayo Clinic after a stroke Sun- be at 10:15 a.m. with the ser- Joint services will occur
CITY LEAGUE
Hll-Rod
W. L,
mon for the day, based on the
Cntl Data 50% RCA
26% Analysts said a rate cut had
day night.
Golden Brand Foods ...... 11
4
Dart Ind 33% Rep Stl
27%
Cheer's Barber Shop ...... 10 .5
Mackey had been listed in Luke 2:7, will be delivered by Christmas eve among the
expected. This may have
K.W.N.O
., » a
40% Rey Ind
54]/_ been
satisfactory condition after am- pastor Zessin. "Have You Got PRESBYTERIAN and EMMAN- ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) - Deere
Jaastjd Hardware ........ I 7
accounted
for thtf modest size of
73% the market's
putation of his right leg Dec. 8. a Room for Jesus?" Mrs. Wil- UEL EPISCOPAL CHURCHES, Two hundred blood donors are Dow Cm 71% Sears R
Oasis Bar A Cat* ........ I 7
advance today,
Sunshine Bar A Cafe
7
l
Doctors said amputation was liam Reps will also be the or- pastored by the Rev. LeRoy heeded for the visit of the Red du Pont 127% Shell Oil 46% they explained.
Holiday Inn
7
1
ganist
for
this service.
23'A
East Kod 72% Sp Rand
necessary because of a blood
Williams Hotel
7
»
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served.
they
were
made available to>
Ryo
torcycle
bounds with a 20-per-gamc averaccident , told Tass he mas service, with music pro- Claus was present with treats. the public and
I and 2 1,12-1.15
that a skating pay a visit to Arcadia on Dec. Flax No.
No, 1 2.60.
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should
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Blood
donors
Lunch
was
served. Mrs. Lloyd r»nk is being constructed for
Winona Daily Htwt
Lakers is tops in assists with 10 indoor domestic track and field the fourth , fifth and sixth grade Ekorn was in charge of arrange- the public next to thc club- to tho Arcadia High School gym- Soybeans No. 1 yellow 2M 3AW Winona, Mlnnawta
2.70% .
per game.
Sunday school classes will bo ments .
nasium .
' meets.
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GO-GETTERS
¦ ¦ ¦
Final Pint Half
Athlille Club
W. L.
R-PPirft Groctry ........ 3D ., u.i
3(U UVj
Geddlii Cal*
51 1.
Isabel!*'* Liquors
Gaorgt's Lounga
It 31
E.B.'tv Corner ............ iivi am- '
Winona Plumbing .......... l_v_ _ .<_,

ALLEY CATERS
Westgaf*
.
,
Fenifco Body Shop
Jeaneltes Beauly Salon ....
Cur ley 's Floor Shop

Area churches Ettrick needs

200 donors to

Lem Barney
detractors
silenced^

give blood

Eau Claire
waltzes past
Minn.-Duliith

r
G6ocfvfew~0K $
ordinanceor.
snowmobiles

The Greek: Vikes
/-point favorites

Walnut tree
brings $600
af Plainview

29 million
watched
college grid

Texas governor
powerless to
top Muhammad

Esposifo leads
scoring race

City Charter
Commission
meets Jan. 21

Oscar/ Lew
top stats

Arcadia club
names two
new directors

Soviet-Chinese
feuding enters
realm of sports

;¦¦

¦

'

.

¦
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Want Ads
Start Here

Personals

H O T I c ¦
This nmpapir win De responsible
lor only ona Incorrect Insertion ot any
classified advertisement
published
tha Want Ad section. Check your ad
•nd call 452-3321 II • correction mutt
bt made.
¦LIND ADS UNCALLED FOR—
B-17, 21, 32.
-

Card el Thanki
HOHWANN —
Wo wish to extend our heartfelt thanks
and appreciation for thi acts of kindness, messages ol sympathy, floral bouquets, and memorials received from
our friends, neighbors and relatives In
our sad bereavement, the loss of our
beloved Daughter and Sister. We especially wish to thank Rev. We igand for
his services, the choir, the Ladles Aid
who prepared and served the lunch, the
pallbearers and anybody that helped in
any way.
Mr. V Mrs. Melvln Hohmann
& Mrs. Ronald Hohmann
¦ ¦ Mr.
¦ . ". & Roxanne
¦ ¦ < :' ¦ ,.
PILGEft Wt wllh to thank all whose kindness and
sympathy offered comfort during the
sudden death of our beloved Husband,
Father* . Son and Brother, Thomas
Pllger. We especially wish to thank
Rev. Milton Straube, the pallbearers,
neighbors, friends, ladles who served
lunch, those who gave floral offerings,
contributions, the doctors end nurses at
Lutheran Hospital and all w ho assisted
us in so many ways.
Mrs. Thomas Pllger 8. Qulnton
Mr; & Mrs. Alden (Fritz ) Pllger
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Pllger
{. Family
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald Pllger
J. Family

Lost and Found

4

FREE FOUND ADS
AS A PUBLIC SERVICE to our readers,
f ree found ads will be published when
a person finding an article calls the
Winona Dally & Sunday Newa Classlllce
Dept., 452-3321. An 16-word notice will
be published free tor 2 day* In an effort to bring finder and loser together
TOY MALE Collie lost In vicinity of 4th
and Johnson. Tel. 454-2223.

7

Personal*

WIVES OF LEGIONNAIRES . . . here
is a last minute Christmas Gift suggestion: Why not give him « 1971 Mem:
fesritlip. LEGION CLUB.
A GOOD house like a good wife never
loses Its value. For quality home repairs call LEO G. PROCHOV.ITZ. Tel.
452-7B41.
IT'S' SURE lata but we are waiting to
help ' you In your last minute rush.
Either stop In when you are downtown Christmas shopping or Tel. 4529955 and pick up some ot our delicious,
budgit priced food. RUTH'S RESTAURANT, 12* Plaza E., downtown Winona.
Open 24 tioura every day except Mon.
(First Pub. Tuesday, Dec. 22. 1970)
'¦ ¦ ¦ •
' '¦ '
Stata of Minnesota ) at.
) in Probatt Court
County of Winona
No. 17,291
In Rt Estate ol
Prank O'Laughllh, Decedent.
Hairing
on Petition tor ProOrder for.
Thereto,
hat* el Will and Pint Codicil
Limiting Time lo Pile CUIms and for
Hearing Thereon.
Reglna O'Laughlin having filed a petition for tho probata ot the Will, tooelher with First Codicil thereto of said
decedent ard for , 1he appointment of
Winona National and Savings Bank as,
executor, which Will and First Codicil
la on flit In this Court and open to In•
-.
spection!
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on January 1., 1971, at
lO;30 o'clock A.M., before this Court In
the' ;probate court room in the court
house In Winona, Minnesota , and that
objections to the allowance of said Will,
and Codicil thereto, If any, be filed before Slid time ot hearing) that the time
wllhln which creditors ot said decedent
may flit their claims be limited to (our
months from the date hereof, and thai
tht claims so filed be heard on April 22,
1971, it 10:30 o'clock A.M., before this
COyrt In the probate court room In the
court house In Winona, Minnesota, and
that notice hereof be given by publication
of this order In the Winona Dally News
and toy, milled notice as provided by
liW
Dated December 11, 1970.

s. A .

SAWYER ,

Probate Judge.
(Probate Court Seal)
Streater, Murphy,
Brosnahan 8. Langford,
Attorneys for Petitioner.
(Plrat Pub. Monday, Dec. 21, 1970)
State of Minnesota
County of Wlnone

)
) es.

CGRTIFICAT

7 Femala — Jobs of Int. —

PLEASE NOTE the followlngTspeclel hollday hours: We will be closing at t
p.m, on Christmas Eve, be closed nil
day Christmas, . and will be closing at
5 p.m., Jan, 2. Everybody's Invited 1o
stop In sometime during the hol'days
to «n|oy Tom & Jerrys at their best.
Ray Mayer, Innkeeper . . . WILLIAMS
HOTEL.
DOES ONE of your loved ones rave a
drinking problem? If so, contact the
Winona Alanon Family Group. Write
6V/3 W. 3rd. '

Auto Service. Repairing

CAR SHAKE and slilmmy? Tire wear uneven? Alignment needed I 18.50 most
ears. Tagger! T1r» Service, Tel, 45.

-

Jack C. Cornwell
Stale ol Minnesota )
County of Winona
) ss.
Op this 10th day ot December, 1970 ,
before me personally anpenred Jack C
Cornwell, to Tie known lo be Iho person
who made and sinned fne foregoing certificate nnd acknowledged that ho executer) the sumo as his own free act and
deed. ,
/ s / RICHARD H. DARBY
Notary Public,
Winona County, Mlnn*50ti_
Richard H. Darby, Notlry Public,
Winona Counly, Minnesota.
(My commission expires April 27, 1975)

Business Services

0

i|

\\

Tel. 4J2-M87.

M5 38th

TYPEWRITING DONE In my office. LetEnvelopes
ters, speeches, bulletins.
typed or long hand, post cards etc.
Pest, good service, heat, accurate work,
very reasonable rates. Tel. 452-5461.
BLOWN IN INSULATION — walls an*
attics. Free estimates. Fast, dependable service. Carlton Insulation Service,
Ronald Carlson, Houston, Minn, Tel.
896-3538. .
UNINVITED HOLIDAY GUESTS?
Call Karl, your friendly exterminator. .
KARL'S PEST CONTROL SERVICE
1 .1,454-1787

Moving. Trucfc'g Storage

19

HEATED SPACE available for storage
of tampers or boats. Tel. 454-4414 for
additional Information.

Plumbing. Roofing

21

GIVE HER a lift with a work-saving alftl
Portable
dishwasherA KltchenAId
models need no Installation. Keep it in
any convenient place, roll to the table
for easy loading, then to the sink: to
complete the task. KitchenAlds gat
dishes cleaner and sparkling dry. Safe
for fine china and plastics. Take It
with you if you move! Buy tl today,
use It:tonight. '

Frank O'Laughlin

PLUMBING (¦ HEATING
Tel. 452:6340
741:. E, 6th

Female — Jobs «f Int. —

26

BABYSITTER— In my home, from B to
5, Tel, 454-3838.
WANTED: Girls to learn beauty culture
Harding Beauty School, 76 Plaza W.

Waitress Wanted

TWO-BEDROOM all modern house. No
pets. Inquire 1804 W. Slh after 1 p.m.

FOR SALE OR RENT, crossbred Hertford-Charolalt bull. Everett Engler, Rt.
J, Wlnon*. :
TWO YEAR old Holstein bull out of
A.B5 Bell Boy. Dam has 3 records
over 800 lbs. of fat. 20,000 lbs. of
milk. Tel. Rushford 864-91S2 or 854-7888,

28

COUNTRY WESTERN and rock vocalist.
Must ti able to play rhythm guitar
and be 21 years ol age. Be available
tor steady weekend work. Tel. Lewiston 523-3111.

FREE ROOM and board to responsible
couple or woman In exchange for companionship to teenager. Weekends free.
Needed Jen. 4. 454-131J evenings for
Inforamatlon.

CABS, rear entry for Farmall H through
560, S495 or purchase complete steel
package cut to size, ready fo weld,
S170 (less glass). Tel. 282-8874. Write
Roger 's Cab, Rt. 4, Rochester.

Lewiston, Minn.

Tel. 6201

USED LAMINATED RAFTERSI
¦
LIKE NEW. Save 50ft or morel¦ Other
lulldlng materials for tale. For more
Information. Tel. (507) 389-0348.

FREE' for good home, part Dachshund
and part Cocker Spaniel, male, real
good with children. Tel. Galesville 5824104,
HAPPINESS IS a Great Dam pup for
$75 end up. Tel. St. Charles V32-M. B.

Articles for Sal«

'
.

ICE SKATE EXCHANGE
New 8. Used Ice Skates
Kolter Bicycle Shop, 400 Mandate

TREAT rugs right, they'll be a delight
If cleaned with Blue Lustre. Rent electric shampooer $1. H. Choate 4 Co..
USED R E F R I GE R ATORS . electric
ranges, automatic washers, color Tend
black and white TV's. B 8. B ELECTRIC, 155 E. 3rd.
SEVEN-PIECE chrome dinette set, excellent condition, like new. Table, 41" x
48", extends ot 72" and 6 matching
chairs. $75. BORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE, 302 Mankato Ave.
FARISA MINI compact organ with Gibson amplifier. Delbert Kahoun, Rt. 1,
Rushford. Tel. 864-7403.
CHRISTMAS TREES - sheared Norway
and Scotch. Outdoor roping. Westgata.
Gardens.
'

:

MONOGRAM OIL HEATERS—1 room to
7 room sires, thermostat controlled.
GAIL'S APPLIANCE, 215 E. 3rd. 7
DESKS, bar stools, rockers, bunk beds,
dinette sets, bedroom sets, record cabinets, chests, wardrobes, chairs, shutters, bedspreads, drapes. Bargian Center, 3rd & Franklin.

Freezers & Refrigerators

JT costs no more to own a Gibson. Come
in and get our prices. WINONA FIRE
& POWER CO., 54 E. 2nd. Tel. 452-5065.

THE CLIP JOINT will be ope>n Tues.
Don't let Rover oft Santa 's list. Stop In
and see us In our now location, Mankalo & 7th St. We 've got everything
except parking meters at the only
place in town your dog gels the look of
a winner. Tel. 454-3645 or 454-221 6.

VITAMIN C

(Ascorbic Acid)
500 mg Tablets

TED MAIER DRUGS
Downtown & Miracle Mall

BOLENS BOLENS
Models 55 & 75
SNOWBLOWERS
on display.
COME OUT NOW
and make your choice.

F. A. KRAUSE CO.
"Breezy Acres"
Hwy. 14-61 E. Winona

CAIRN TERRIER pups, stocking tillers
that will warm up your Christmas Eve.
Little fellows wllh big Ideas. Tol, AH2216.

Applicants will be interviewed at
tho Minnesota Department
of Manpow er Services
(Wlnonn) this week

NEEDLES
For All Mokes
Of Record Players

REGISTERED TOY black poodles, sired
by Wishing Well's Mlohly Mouie. Had
poppy shots. Will take orders (or
Christmas. $125, Tel. 454 1297.

Horses, Cattle, Stock

Hardt 's Music Store
116-llt Plaza E.

Your Favorite Christmas
Records & Tapes
For The Holiday Season

,43

YORKSHIRE BOAR-350 lbs., J65, Robert
Bond, Fountain City, Wll. Tel. 687-7323,

OR

PUREBRED HAMPSHIRE boars
bred gilts. Guaranteed selection
several bloodlines to choose (rom,
deliver. Lyle Soil, Rt. 1, Strum,
Ttl. m-427? or m-4103,

Monday, Dec . 28 at 6:30
p.m. at Rush Products
Pfant , Lewiston, Minn ,

A

APPLY

Available at

Your Downtown S'ore
TED MAIER DRUG

and
wllh
Will
Wis.

MAIL

D A I L Y NEWS
SUBSCRIPTIONS

SMALL AD Is not economical II II
soya nolhlng or too llttlsl

FEEDER PIGS, 100, 19 lachi 3 springing Guernsey hellers. Wlllleim Bobbers , Caledonia. Tel . 721-2318,

IN PERSON

!
j
j

No Telephone Orders
Will Be Taken

9amaakmkmmaaamkmwk%amka9a%aWui
li*smaaaakaaam

ETTRICK LIVESTOCK
MARKET
PTTMCK ,

wis.

Slaughter Livestock sale,
every Mon. at 1p.m.

3
*

May Be Paid , at

TED MAIER DRUGS

USED CHOICE Landrace stock nog. Tel.
St, Charles 932-3219.

,vvvwwv *j

•Feeder Cattle and Dairy Replacement Sale . . .
First and third Thurs. at 7 p.m.

j

j
j
J
j
J

-.-.-.-.~.j .~m ^~*.a ^aa%j usAAJa»AAluui£ki**st **u*j **tta.
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AKC AFGHAN HOUND pups, £150; St.
Bernards, S85 . At stud: Alghant Hound,
Bloodhound, Great Pyrenees end St.
Bernard, Tamarack Valley Kennels, Arcadia, Wis. Tet. 323-3090,

These jobs are especially
suitable for women.

-.

SPRUCE and Norway Pine Christmas
trees, your choice, 53 apiece, any size.
Scotch Pine, $4 and up. Corner of 3rd
and Walnut. Tel. 452-5781. Open until

POODLE GROOMING, gontll and experienced ; double Sassafras Toy Poodli
pups. 716 S. 2nd, La Crescent, Minn.
Tel. 89J-2082.

Day Shifts—5 Day Week
No experience required
Age 18—up

57

For Trucking from Buffalo Co. area
Tel. Desert Ellis 608-323-7146
or . Art Quarb&rg 608-946-3758
the night before each sale.

or

Ettrick Livestock Market
608-525-3011
Buying hogs daily until noon.

V

61

HOW IS the time to Insulate your home
for added warmth and to cut fuel
costs. We are equipped to blow Insulation into yoOr attics. Standard Lumber
Co., 350 W . 3rd.

Coal, Wood, Other Fuel

63

DRY BIRCH fire wood, 24". Tel. Fountain City 4187-7697 afler 6 p.m.
BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and en|oy
the comfort of automatic personal care.
Keep-full service - complete burner
care and •furnace cleaning. : Budget service. Order today from JOSWICK FUEL
8. OIL CO., 901 E. Bth. Tal. 452-3402.

Fum., Rugs, Linoleum

98

FOUR MILES 5. of Ridgeway, 160 sera
dairy farm. 5 bedroom brick house.
Barn and other buildings in good con.
dltllon. $39,500. MLS 262. ' TOWN &
COUNTRY REAL ESTATE, Tel. 4543741 or 454-1476.
_____

IP YOU A R E In tha market for a fa rm
or home, or are planning lo sell real
estate of any type contact NORTHERN INVESTMENT COMPANY Real,
Estate Broker, Independence, wis. or
Eldon W. Berg, Real Estate Salesman,
Arcadia, Wis. Tel. 323-7350.

230-ACRE FARM With 120 tillable, »
miles S. of Winona on blacktop. 529,500.
Also a good selection of other properties. BILL CORMFORTH, MLS REALTOR, La Crescent. Minn. Tel. .95-2I0rf.

64

VJ OFF on all Lane cedar chests and
record cabinets. _» off on all hassocks.
BORZYSKOWSKI
FURNITURE,
302
Mankato Ave. Open Mon., Wed., Frl.
evenings. .
VINYL ASBESTOS tile, 12x12, 15Vic
each. All . vinyl tile, 12x12, 720c each ;
Johns Manvllla vinyl asbesto tile, 18c
each; also large stock of 9' and 12'
linoleum tnlalds. SHUAASKI's.

MOTO-SKI SNOWMOBILES - Salet &
Service. Accessories. Many on display.
Also Including trackers. LA CRESCENT
MOTORS, across Irom Commodore, Ls
Crescent. Tel. B9MW5.

POLARIS

99

BEAUTIFULLY
REMODELED
4-bedrobm house, on large lot, with double
garage. $25,900. MLS 253. TOWN &
¦ COUNTRY REAL. ESTATE, Tel. 4543741. . . .
MODERN 3-room tiouse, West location.
Tel. 452-6185.

Trucks, Tractor*,Trailer* 108

PLYMOUTH - 19«a OTX, ytllow with
black vinyl top, 3-speed torqu* flit*
transmlttlon, *«) eu. In* with air condltlonlng. Tel. 454-24S1. .

POLARIS:

SCOUT-NM, 4X4, half cab, with or without full hydraulic ingle plow. Tel. 455PICKUP, 1953 «-foni 2-wheel trailer, In
good condition. Best reasonable altar
will take. Sea at 7i0 W. Mark or Tal.
¦454-226?.
JHEP3TER COM/WANDER, 1M7 and 1»6I
Jeep CJ 58. Tal. St. Charles 932-3785.
CHEVROLET ~ 1»J3 V--ton pickup, 4ipoed, newly painted, runs good, 3150.
May be aetn at Tony'i Texaco.
CHEVROLET-1964 V-J , Vi-ton pickup
with wide box. Actual miles, 2»,000.
4-speed . transmission with heavy duty
suspension, In excellent condition. Mrs.
LeRoy Gaulke, Rt. 1, Winona 559877

'.
> 11 ,' 1

•

Machinery and Tools

69

MELROE BOBCATS
NEW, used and reconditioned for sale or
rent by the hour, day or week. Your
Bobcat Dealer — Dakota Heavy Equipment Sales Company. 4 miles west of
Dakota on County Road 12 at Nodlne.
Tel. 6*3-629..

Musical Merchandisa

70

BEGINNER'S GUITAR with caae, $25)
Alvarez guitar with case, $85. Both
purchased locally. Inquire at 472 E.
4th, downstairs. Tel. 452-7468 after J.
RENT MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS from
HARDT'S. Pianos, violins, clarinets,
trumpets, etc, Rental payment apply
toward purchase price. HARDT'S MUSIC STORE, 116 Levee Plaza E.

Sewing Machines

73

USED ELECTRIC sewing machines, cabinets and portables. $25 and up.
WINONA SEWING CO,, 915 W, 5th.

Typewriters

77

TYPEWRIT ERS and adding machines tor
rent or sale. Low rales. Try ua for all
your olflce supplies, desks, files or office Chairs. LUND OFFICE SUPPLY
CO., 119 Center St. Tel. 452-5222.

Wanted to Buy

81

LUMBER SAWMILL wanted, any size or
condition, either left or right hand.
State price wanted. Write P.O. Box 454,
Minnesota City.
OOOD, used Spanish guitar wanted. Tel.
432-7324 or 515 W. 6th.
BUNK B EDS, dressers, or living room
furniture end desks. Tol. 454-2192.
WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON k METAL
CO. pays highest prlcss for scrap Iron,
metals and raw fur.
Closed Saturdays
222 W. Jnd
Tel. 452-2067
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
tor scrap Iron, metals, rags,
raw fun and wool I

hides,

CHEVROLET—19J7, 6-cyllnder, automatic. S250, priced to cover new parts.
Tal. 454-3JM.

To Buy, Sell Or Trade
C. SHANK
7 552 E. 3rd.

Put Yourself a
STEP AHEAD
with this

eoB ~

1968 OLDSMOBILE
¦ . ' Delmont 88
;

Sam Weisman & Sons
INCORPORATED
430 W. 3rd
Tel. 452-3047

Rodms for Housekeeping

87

LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING unite, winter
rails. T«l. Dakota .07-64 _ -6263.

Apartrrients, Flats

SQ

WALZ

91

APARTMENT or whole houso suitable for
10 or 12 students. Inquire l.t Mankato
Ave.
ONE-BEDROOM, »?0, Acom Motel, Minnesota City. Tol. 6S?-ai50,
ATTRACTIVE housing for 3, 4 and t
students. Tel. 452-3341 or 4.2 .778.
WANTED) f students for Tripls A triplex,
available approximately Jan. 1. For
references, lease and personal interv iew, please cell JIM ROBB REALTY,
an a f .lllata of Robb Bros. Store Inc.
and Robb Mctort Inc. Tel, 454-3870
biforo S p.m.
COTTA«3E for rani, $120 per month.
Acorn Motel, Minnesota Cily. Tel. 4092150.
CENTRAL LOCATION. Efficiency apartment for led/ only. »eo , Tal . 452>67yo.

Business Places for Rent

92

MODERN OFFICES on Ihe Plaza, Slimeroan-Selove., Co., Tel. 452-3J3), 4S2-9333
or 452-4347.

LOOK AT THIS PRICE

WE WILL BE
CLOSED
THE SATURDAY
after Christmas
MERRY CHRISTMAS
to all our Friends
and Customers from
the employees at

Income

This home is for you. Certified for 11 plus a cottage
with many possibili ties. New
wiring and plumbing. All the
expensive things are done.
East Central and a very
good neighborhood . MLS 267

New is In

HONDA - Immediate delivery. SL359,
CL350, CD3J0, Honda Mini Trull*. New
Hondo 350CC K2, JOS., CT70 Mini Traill,
int. Starki Sporl Shop, Pralrli du
ChUn, Wll, Tol. 324-1331
HONDA Motorcyclst, Polaris Snowmobile!, rldor 'i occosiorlei, Swell ' ol'l
Idem for Chrlatmoil
ROBB MOTORS , INC .
Wlnonn-Eau Clair!

Snowmobile*

107A

TWO NEW WI Esklma SnWmoblTeTwI.ft
now double trailer, 11393, complete,
Tornmv'i Trailer Sales, 3 mllei 6. ol
GalOjvlll! on 33 and 53,
SKIROULR St_OWMOBIl.es —
The only mov.mi.blla oood enough
to carry the Coleman namel
BEE JAV'8 CAMPBR
SALB3
l
JM- W. <lh
T«i. 452-i53f
Open evenlnoi and Sit.
TH INK SNOWI Think Soo-Prlnca. L«t ua
aorWce your inowmobll* tot l ha wlnler
•onsen. Winona RlcreetMnai
Equipment Co., 76 W. 3nd, Houta, 12-9 weikdayai V-J Sot.
Go Oni Caller
Go (kl-Dool

'

The nineteen seventy
ONE

D. CK'5 MAWNB
Lat .ch Island. V/Vlnona Municipal Harbor
T«l. 452-3BW
BUY a Skl-Doo snowmobile for Christmas
and pet a Polaroid Colorpeck IV earner! . REU.

GIFT PRICED at

$1995

^Kadett Deluxe
Wagon
Yellow, Black interior,
102 h.p. engine,
Automatic transmission.

$268 1

Make someone's
Christmas Brighter
WITH OPEL!!

WALZ

Buick-Olds-GMC
225 W. 3rd
Tel. 452-3660
Open Friday Night
Mobile Homes, Trailers

111

Warty hom_s fo ehoo»» from af
COULEE MOBILE HOMB SALES
Hwy, 14-61 B. Winona
TeL 452- .17A

.

OREEM TERRACfi Mobile Homes, exclutlvety Northtrn built Chlckasha dealer. . .
Sizes tnd prlcei for everyone. See Enrl
Wottlemait, Tel. 45. 1317 or 452-961J.
DETROITER-IW» 12'x50', 2 bedrooms/ '
Alaskan Insulated, naw shed Included.
Stockton Valley Camplno Lot No. 1,.
Stockton, Minn. »-4 or 6-9 evening. .
4

TOWM & COUNTRY MOBILE HOWEI V
Hwy. 43 at Sugar Leal
We're new and flrowlno fast.
Tel. Nora Heinlen 452-3175 or
Mark Zimmerman 454 .474.

J.A.K.'S

MOBILE HOMES

-

Lergsst selection in this area.
Highway M
Nelson, Wis.

FREE GIFT
with every
MOBILE HOME
Purchased during December
and January. — Bank Financing.
F. A. KRA USE CO.
Hwy. 14-61 E. Breezy Acres
Auction Sales
FREDDY FRICKSON
Auctioneer
Will handle all sizes and kinds of
auctions.
Tel. Dakole 443 .U3.
'
• '
ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, City end state licensed
end bonded. Rl. J, Winona, Tel.
452- .SB5.

and you will be happy, in
this split entry spacious
home. Minutes from Winona
in a beautify! valley. 3 bedrooms, living room, dining
room, dream kitchen, fully
carpeted. Easy financing
available.
MLS 269

107

.5. 2 Door Sedan, Festive
Red, Black interior ,
4 speed.

ONLY $1995

Happiness is More

BRICGESTONE 90 Eport, excellent cnodlllon, Conlocl Ronald Thompson, Altur*,
, Minn. Tol. 4772.

Apartments, Furnished

© V-8 engine
0 Automatic transmission
• Power Steering
e Music Master radio
• Whitewall tires •
• Deluxe wheel covers
• Tu-tone paint
Beautiful Inside and Out

Execut ive Living

SEVENTH E. 1027-3 room apartment
wllh ba t h and private entrance.

COZY,
SNUG
l-bedroom honeymoon
apartment with garage. Please call
JIM ROBB REALTY, an stllllato of
Robb Bros, Store Inc. and Robb
Motors Inc. Tal. 434-5(70 before S p.m,

'69 DODGE
Coronet
4-door fr -

Tel. 454-2711

"HOLIDAY
SPECIAL"
1 970 OPEL
ONLY 2 REMAIN

Open Friday Nights

With an income besides. 3
bedroom home for the owner, carpeted, draped, beautiful ful. wall chocolate
brick fireplace, dining room ,
St. Charles dream kitchen
with breakfast area and
snackbar, central air-conditioning, and oh so many
extras. 2 efficiency apartments, with prime central
location .
MLS 286

Motorcycle*, Bicycles

LOWER 2 bedroom, heated, carpeted
duplex, permanent adults only. 426
Main. $160.

Buick-Ords-GMC-Opel
Tel, 452-3660
225 W. 3rd

Multiple Listing Service

ONE.BEEP.OOM apartment upstairs, heat
and wa|er furnished. Tel. 452-9394 . B27
E. 4th-

75 W. 2nd

$2295

E. 2od fe^Mjfri 454-5141

After Hour Phones:
Harriet Kiral
452-6331
Pat Magin
452-4934
Jan Alton
452-5139
Bill Ziebell
452-4B54
Ed Hartcrt
452-3973
Anno Zachary
454-5726

VENABLES

4 door sedart, white with
black vinyl top, Maroon interior, V-8, Automatic transmission, power steering,
power brakes, Radio, heater, FACTORY AIR CONDITIONING, LOW MILEAGE.

jQ^^^^Q

Open All Day Saturday

VENABLES WILL BE
CLOSED
ALL DAY SATURDAY
DECEMBER 26TH

PON TIAC —M7 Bonneville Convtr tlbla,
power steering, power brakes, power
windows, tinted glass, air. Excellent
condition. New tires. Tel. 454-5216.

LARGE CAPON spring chickens, cleaned
and dressed. Will deliver. Bill Reinboldtj Rt-:i, Utica, Minn. Tel. Lewiston
S775.

66

$795

PLYMOUTH - 1961, 4-cyllnder, 295, Ilka
new. Tal. *89-2669.
.

"LIST AND SELL"
WHERE THE ACTION IS
WE HAVE HOMES IN
ALL PRICE RANGES
Good Things to Eat
65
ALL SIZES
APPLES, $1 bu. and up; Russet potatoes,
A
LL
LOCATION S
Jl.25,, 50 lbs. Ed Jlck, Centervllle, Wis.
Office Phone 452-5351
RUSSET POTATOES, 20 lbs.. 69ci Christmas candy, nuts. Order your ChristAFTER HOURS CALL:
mas boxes and boskets now. Winona
Myles Petersen .... 4S2-4009
Potato Market.
Laura Fisk ....... 452-2118

Guns, Sporting Goods

2 door hardtop, Tu-tone turquoise and white finish,
matching vinyl interior. Automatic transmission, Power steering, Power brakes,
Radio and Whitewall tires.
SEE AND DRIVE THIS
ONE TODAY.

109

OLDSMOBILE — 1965 Jetstar 88 2-door
hardtop, power steering, power brakes,
AM-FM radio, stereo. Very good condition. Tel. 452-3523, 272 Orrln St.

ii

1963 PONTIAC
Catalina

CLDSMO-ILE-1..5 Delta 88, white with
red Interior, automatic, power steering
end brakes. Excellent condition. Steve
Gerard, Spring Grove, Minn. Tel. 4985588. ' .

NEW 3-BEDROOM ar.me, double attached garage, family room wllh fireplace. 1492 Heights Blvd. Hllke Homes,
Inc., Orvel Hllke, Tel. 452-4127.

QO ctNTER-

109

ECONOMICAL ptr/ect family ear, $1375.
'67 Mtllbu .door, autorrutle, V-8, with
irudded inows. Tel. Rick ASAom.

PLYMOUTH, 1967 Fury III:4-door, power
steering, automatic! 1967 Ford Galaxli
500 2-door hardtop, power steering,
automatic; 1969 Roadrunner, straight
stick, slightly damaged condition. First
National Bank, Installment Loan Dept,

R€ALTOa

Used Cars

CHEVR0L .T~W37, good shape. Tel. 45*.
57O0.

ELEGANT NEW home, exceptionally decorated , 108x300' lot, black brick fireplace and beamed celling in family
room, formal dining room, 24x15' living
room. Tel. 452-3620.

-jL.
I'W&te&fo

Winona Dally Newt iT
Wlnana, Minnesota I f
TUESDAY. DEC 22, 1970

SALES «, tERVICB
New & Used Snowmobllel
ROBB MOTORS INC.
Winona — Eau Clair*

SAV E .20% " on. decorative accessories,
Antique -white or metal gold. Horse
heads and figurines. BURKE'S FURNITORE ArtART, 3rd & Franklin. Open
every evening until 9. Parking behind
.. the store-

DEER FOOT gun reek»,-2-3 and.4 gun
: size. At E.B.'s Tavern, 700 W. Slh.

107A

Used Cars

COMPLETELY CARPETED 3-bedroom
home with combination windows and
lovely panelling.
$11,200. MLS 279.
TOWN 8. COUNTRY REAL ESTATE,
Tel. 454-3741.

265 W. 3rd

Building Materials

Farms, Land for Sal*

Houses for Sala _

PEOPLES
X-CHANGE

48

Snowmobile.

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT - weekly,
monthly or annually. Competence, Integrity and reliability assured since
1882. JIM ROBB REALTY, an affiliate
of Robb Bros. Store, Inc., and Robb
Motors, Inc. Tel. 454-3870 until 3 p.m.

FARMS - FARMS - FARMS
MIDWEST REALTY CO. ¦
¦ . Osseo, Wis. '
. ¦ .
,
Tel. Office 597-3659
. We buy, we sell, we trade,
Tel. Res. 695-3157

Come and get 'em!
$1.50 each
150 to Choose from
The PX

MANURE SPREADER - Minnesota 100
bu., PTO, very good condition. Donald
Jordahl, Rushford. Tel. 864-7161.

AKC AIREDALE PUPPIES, healthy, 7
weeks, had shots. Reasonabl e. Mllo
Shepardson, 167 N. 3rd., La Crescent,
Minn. Tel . 895-462?.

PACKERS

For appointment Tel. Alma <1Q5- .461
or Pepin 442-2101,

MALE GOLDEN Retriever pup, $25.
Charles Kirchner, Fountain City, Tel.
687-7289.

PEKE-O-POOS, Poodles, Cockers, Dachshunds, Terriers, and Springer. We also
board dogs. Don Lakey, Trempealeau,
Wis.

ASSEMBLERS

HERBERT J. MESHUN
Licensed Ro'al Estate Broker

AKC GERMAN Shepherd . pup, black and
tan female, 8 weeks old. Have only 1
left. (40. : Burdell Herold, Alms, Wis.
Tel, Cochrane 408-24B-2632,

MINIATURE SCHNAUZER puppies, AKC
registered, champion sired, shot), ears
cropped, excellent dispositions. Will hold
until Christmas, Tel. 452-6007

Needed by a
Lewiston
Manufacturer
as

AMERICAN REALTY

42

WIDE VARIETY of AKC pups now In
stock. The AQUARIUM, 159 E. 3rH. Tel.
454-2876.

are

©

,

I STILL HAV E some Pug puppies available for Christmas presents. Cute, affectionate and Intelligent. AKC registered. Also fiave a female Alrdale available. Tel. 454-1455.

Factory Wo rkers

Fantastically
Low Price

Quick Money . . .

Dogs, Pets, Supplies

TREES

44

COUPLE WANTED for motet- menage1 CHAIN SAW
men t, no experience necessary, must HOMELITE, THE NO.
Now some good used taws ;
have pleasant personality end be willExpert repair service.
ing to learn and work. Apartment furPOWER MAINTENANCE & SUPPLY CO.
nished. No children. Please give age,
2nd V Johnson
Tel. 452-2571
refe rences and work qualifications.
"
Great opportunity for right couple. ~~~
FITZGERALD SURSE
Write B-37 Dally News.
.
Sales & Service

on,any article of value.
NEUMANN'S BARGAIN STORE

WE HAVE several 1970 appliances and
color TV's. Buy these for Christmas al
big savlngsl We assure delivery lor
Christmas. FRANK LILLA & SONS, 761
E. Sth, Op.n evenings.

REMINDER . . . We Will be CLOSED
Dae. 24-25-24. Open Mon., Dec. 28.
BOOTS, SHIRTS, pants, belts, buckles,
MERRY CH RISTMAS from CADY'S.
purses, hats, moccassins, saddles, bridles, jackets. Kletfer's Western Shop, CARPET colors looking dim? Bring 'em
back, give 'em vim. Use Blue Lustrel
sr Charles, Minn. Christmas hours!
Rent electric shampooer SI. Robb Bros.
Sun. 1-5, weekdays 9-9, Sat, 9-5:30. .
Store.
PUREBRED Duroc boars. Clifford Hofl,
Lanesboro, Atfnn. Tel. Peterson 875- 0-4 CAT vWfft fiydrauffc dozer, «00; Joy
air compressor, 315, . needs starting
motor, $750. j. B. Gillies, Fountain
Triple
R.
New,
HORSE BOARDING at J
City, Wis.
modern barn; heated lounge and tack
arena. Tel. Rush- WESTINGHOUSE 18 cu. It. freezer, In
room. Lighted outdoor
¦
ford 864-9414.' - .
excellent condition. Beit offer takes.
260-gal. oil tank. Tel. 452-6985 alter 6
Robert
purebred boars.
YO RKSHIRE
for appointment.
Gahnz, Rushford. Tel. 864-9212.

Farm Implements

LOOKING FOR A small dog with a
smell price for Christmas giving? Try
Terrier Toyland, Rt. 2, Wlnone. Tel.
454-1042,

See Posh
At Shorty 's

I

C.__ .

HEAVY DUTY motorized 2-speed 2-movement Exereycle. Original Exercycle.
Like new. Tel. 452-54_6.

DEKALB CHICKS, Spelti chicks. Blefer
meat birds. Order now and be sure of
tlie hatch date you want. Sand for price
list. SPELTZ CHICK HATCHERY, Rollingstone, Minn. Tel. 689-2311.

PUREBRED SIAMESE-trelned, perfect
for Christmas gifts . Til. 452-9287.

Experience preferred , parttinie r eVeaing work. Must
be 21.

Fot Sale By The

|

CLOSE SPRINGING Holstein heifer. Chris
Oech, Rt. 3, Wlnone. ,Tel. 4S4-S524. .

CALL SYL KUKOWSKl

I

I

SAAALL 2-bedroom house, close to new
high school. Tel. 452-6095.

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER

j> Food may be served on weekends, complete kitchen. J
j ! Houso located next to tavom. Owner must sell duo to J
j [ health , will sacrifice. Ideal for someone working out. <

I

Help — Male or Female

93

Lloyds walkie-talkies. Tel.

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies

1104 Currie Ave., Minneapolis
Approved for Veteran Training

Houses for Rent

TWO 1-waft
454-3347.

LINDSAY SOFT Wafer Is a beautiful git
for your home this Christmas.¦ 155 fAaln TEACHER WANTED-Sclence Instructor,
MILK HOUSE EQUIPMENT
¦
St., Winona. Tel. 452-3161.7 - 7
grades 7-12. Apply Superintendent C. J.
RATH wash tanks, fans, air Intakes,
Welsbrod, Elgin, Minn. Tel. office 87«hose
parts, storage cabinets.
IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
Sill; residence 876-2831.
Ed's Refrigeration & Dairy Supplies
WE ARE equipped wllh latest Kenway
5J5 E. 4th
Tel. 452-5532
equipment and are prepared to handle
Situations Wanted - Malt 30
all your pipe cleaning needs.
KENWAY SEWER CLEANING
Hay, Grainy Feed
50
Tel. 452-9394
GIL FRIESEN, your remodeling consulV/ANTED-baled
mixed
hay.
Tel.
Centant. For carpenter work and general
tervllle, Wis, 539-3431 .
maintenance. Til. 454-4441 or 452-2598.
.
For clogged sewers enddra 'ni
WANTED-baled hay. Tel. 452-322_ eveMoney to Loan
40 nings. :
.
Tel. 452 .509 or 452-6438 1-year guarantee

ON & OFF SALE LIQUOR BAR LOCATED
AT PRAAG.'

I

Write
GRAPHI
C ARTS
Technical School
for Catalog.

57

GENTLE child's pony, bridle Included.
NJc_ for Chrlstmai. *40. Tel. 452-2660.

LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
WILL NOT
have a sale on Dec. 24 or Dec. 31; but
will have a sale on Dec. 29 . at 1 p.m.
Regular Thurs. sales to resume on
¦
Jan. 7.

. Lineoasting and Presswork

14

Business Opportunity

I
I

it Hand Composition

NEED Carpet Installed?
MARLIK'ENGRAV

nvinnfinnrinwvvv_vvvvwvHvvww««v«wv««wT-
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Train for PRINTING

. 2771 . .

INSPECTORS

certify
I, the undersigned, hereby
that I am one of the persons ennaged
In a real estate development business
including all related matters In the
County of Winona, State of Minnesota,
under the name and stylo of KENDELL
PROPERTIES, that the full and true
individual names of each and every person Interested In, and conducting or
transacting said business Under, said
tiime, together with the post office address of each of them Is as follows, toWit!
Jack C Cornwall. 921 Birch Blvd.,
Winona, Minnesota 559S7;
Susan E. Cornwcll , 921 Dlrch Blvd.,
Winona, Minnesota 559B7;
Charles R, Hlllgor, 6105 Lynlale
Avenue, Winner polls, Mlnncsola
554191
Judith A. Wilder, 4106 Lymiale
Avenue, Minneapolis , Minnesota
55419,
/ s f JACK C. CORNWELL

DISSATISFIED?

IF YOU are In a rut In your present lob
and lack the necessary experience for
a higher Income |ob, come In and sea
me. Perhaps you are worth JI 0,O00$15,000 per year and don't know It. Mechanical ability helpful. Responsible
married people only. Write Box 671_
La Crosse, Wis.

10

43 Artlclst for Sal*

26 HorMi. Cat.l- . Stock

WHY NOT let ma take over lha addres- LADY ATTENDANT wanted. Apply In
sing of your envelopes, I can also stuff
person, Westgate Laundry, see Ruth.
them for you and even handle me entire mailing. Lei mo do one mailing to BABYSITTER needed now, permanent poshow you what I can do. Tel. 452--661.
sition, reasonable warjes. In sny heme,
Tel. 454will provide transportation.
¦
OlFTS WISE MEN briri- may have been
4835. . ¦ ¦ . ' '
-' • '. . ' .
financed through . MERCHANTS NATIONAL. BANK Installment Loan Dept. Mal» — Jobs ef Interest — 2?
Smart shoppers know that any worthwhile Investment Is eligible for a lowcost bank loan. Furniture, appliances, INSPECTOR WANTED-day shift, experlence preferred, high school educa. ou.omobl.e_, home Improvements, vacation er equivalent, on-the-lob training.
tions, mobile homes, snowmobile) are
Write B-38 Dally News stating persons!
lust a few of the things we might menquellflcetlons end expected starting
aal¦
tion, Hurry In tcxlayl
•
'
- :
. , ¦
7 ary. '
.
.

Minnesota Land &
Auction Service

Everett j. Kohner
Winona, Tet. 4527.14
Jim Papenfuss, Dakota Tel. 453-2972

3rd and Washington

DEC. 29—Tues. 12:30 p.m. Dick's Slanl
dard Station, downtown Oales.lllo, wis .
Wllber Dick, owneri Alvin Kohner, «uoftonMr/ Northern Inv. Co., clerk,
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LAST MINUTE GIFT
SUGGESTION
^pK

STEREO

jj $9.95 TO $60.00

I

SPECIAL!

1

'Til Christmas

I

C^SMr

1

^Sr/ W^^

\

HEADPHON ES
all prices

I

J^
^LP\

)j 1

hJlr

W^/J
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\
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j

I SKYLINE STEREO HEADSET
NOW
I
lies.
| „„
j

.pQ C
\r
^ix>

\

SAV£

J«TC

4Q%

j
!
.

.

1 Hal Leonard Music !
\\ 64 E. 2nd
\\

"Area 's Only Comp lete Music Store "

Winona .

J

|

DICK TRACY

By Roy Cran.

BUZZ SAWYER

By Chester Gould

By Mort Walkar

BEETLE BAILEY

BLONDIE

By Chick Young

By Al Capp

LI'L ABNER
REDEYE

By Gordon Bes>

STEVE CANYON

By Milton Canniff

APARTMENT 3-G

By Alex Kotzky

By Fre d Lasyvell

BARNEY GOOGLE and SNUFFY SMITH

TIGER

REX MORGAN, M.D.

By Bud Blake

By Dal Curtis
THE WIZARD OF ID

NANCY

By Ernie Bushmiller

¦

I

GRIN AND BEAR IT

MARY WORTH

By Parker and Hart

,

DENNiS THE MENACE

By Saunders and Ernst

"Our policy Is equality In Industry!... No employee,
may wear a becyd regardless of soxl"
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